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Abstract 
The behaviour of soft matter is often determined by the forces between the sur-
faces of its constituents (e.g. those of colloids or surfactant assemblies). These 
surfaces are easily charged in aqueous solutions, which often also contain macro-
molecules possessing "oily" hydrocarbon groups of low permittivity. Recently, 
for example, charged surfactant lamellar phases have been doped with uncharged 
water soluble polymers, producing surprising phase behaviour. 
Using a simple mean field model, we have explored how the interactions between 
charged surfaces are modified when they interact across an electrolytic solution 
of dielectric spheres, considering these must electrostatically couple to the sur-
faces. The coupling arises from the intra—surface electric fields, which polarise low 
permittivity species (oil) dissolved in a high permittivity solvent (water). The 
model, which already predicts a reduction of surface forces due to the spheres, was 
extended to describe, more realistically, "dielectric polymers" between surfaces 
and account for the possibility of depletion. In this case, our results indicate that 
an account of the coupling between charged surfaces and the polymers modifies 
both the polymer depletion, the electrostatics and the surface forces which result 
from them. 
Building on these results, it was possible to adapt a description accounting for 
coupling to predict phase behaviour of polymer doped smectics. This was con-
trasted to one which ignores the coupling, as is often assumed in the literature 
(though some researchers have pointed out the potential effect that polymers 
could have on the electrostatics of lamellar phases). Our phase diagrams predict 
that a neglect of coupling is not always a good approximation: particular exper-
imental conditions will lead to qualitatively different phase behaviour between 
coupled and uncoupled approaches. 
No consistent investigation of the electrostatic effects just described has been 
carried out to the best of our knowledge. Since the theory we have developed 
applies generally to any situation where neutral polymer—like solutes are dissolved 
in the vicinity of charged surfaces, the relevance of our findings to other interesting 
experimental situations will be discussed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Soft Condensed Matter 
Used in a conversation with a new acquaintance in a pub, the words soft con-
densed matter do not usually mean much. A few everyday examples, however, 
can instantly demystify the jargon: paint, milk, toothpaste, shaving gel, LCD 
displays, bubble bath, cornstarch, sand, cereal, DNA, cells, drug delivery etc.. 
The soft condensed matter physicist having the conversation, however, remains 
an enigmatic figure. The kind of scientist interested in DNA, cells and drug 
delivery is traditionally the biologist and/or the medical scientist. Paint, milk, 
toothpaste, LCD displays, etc. are of such obvious practical importance, that 
they are mostly studied by engineers/ industrial scientists. And, to the punters 
who remember their school chemistry, paint and milk in a scientific context might 
recall the words "colloidal dispersion", so that the chemist is also a potential soft 
matter scientist. And where does the physicist fit in? Shouldn't he be considering 
"grand questions", such as the ultimate of fate of the universe or a theory of 
everything? 
The confusion as to the role of the soft matter physicist is justified and meaning- 
ful. On one hand, it is a reflection of the interdisciplinary nature of soft matter 
1 
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research, which is indeed at the interface between physics, chemistry, biology and 
engineering, each of these sciences contributing its own approach (and unfortu-
nately jargon!) to the subject. On another, it can be traced to the relative youth 
of soft condensed matter as branch of physics'. 
1.2 Soft Matter Physics 
So why is soft condensed matter interesting to a physicist? 
From a physicist's point of view soft matter is interesting because of its strange 
macroscopic behaviour. For example, vinegar can turn milk into cheese, honey 
doesn't pour like water and bath foam doesn't last. These examples highlight 
some key properties and related questions: stability (what makes milk a stable 
phase?), flow (why does honey flow in such a strange way?) and instability (why 
don't foams last "forever"?). 
Through experiment, theory and computer simulation, the soft matter physi-
cist tries to understand such strange properties in terms of the microscopic con-
stituents of soft systems and their interactions. How big the relevant "micro-
scopic" constituents are, depends on the system of interest. The size of the con-
stituents of all soft systems is such that the interaction between them is "weak", 
so that they can be easily upset (this is what "soft" means in this context [11). To 
be more precise, the interactions within soft systems are weaker (and the size of 
their constituents bigger) than those of the atoms and molecules which determine 
the behaviour of other types of condensed matter, be it ordinary (simple liquids, 
solids etc.) or exotic (ferromagnets, superfluids, superconductors). 
In this thesis we shall concentrate on "wet" soft matter, whose constituents (col- 
bids, polymers, surfactants etc., described in Section 2.1) reside in an ordinary 
liquid or in an ordinary solution, known as a solvent. Often this type of system 
'Sadly, it also speaks of the lack of public exposure to the more "unfashionable" topics of 
scientific research. 
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is known as a complex fluid. For a complex fluid, an interaction is weak in the 
sense that it is comparable to the energy of the thermal fluctuations in the sol-
vent. The constituents thus need to be microscopic on "brownian" scales which 
extend from tens of microns down to a few nanometers (from the size of the small-
est surfactant micelles which make soap slippery to the biggest colloidal particles 
which are used in paints or foodstuffs). Thus, in wet systems, microscopic means, 
quite literally, a scale which can be viewed with the aid of a microscope. This 
is an extremely appealing feature of soft matter: its macroscopic behaviour can 
be studied in the kitchen, and its constituents and mechanisms can be observed 
directly on a monitor in a lab (or even on a kid's toy microscope). 
1.3 Electrostatics in Soft and Biological Matter 
The study of what is now known as soft matter has historical ties with the develop-
ment of rieurophysiology, the electrochemistry of solutions and electromagnetism 
[2]. The experiments by Luigi Galvani on the effect of electrical currents on the 
motion of frog legs (Fig. 1.1A) inspired Alessandro Volta to develop "voltaic 
piles" (batteries) (Fig. 1.113). This made electrical currents generally available 
in laboratories and provided the drive for pioneering work in the effect of elec-
tricity on chemical elements and their reactions (electrochemistry), such as that 
of Humphry Davy, who correctly identified chemical origin of battery operation. 
Davy and, his apprentice, Michael Faraday showed that some elements (notably 
metals and their salts) in solution respond to electrical currents, and so must he 
electrically charged. It's not hard to imagine, considering Faraday's talent for 
devising meaningful experiments as research sidelines, that Faraday's pioneering 
studies of charged colloidal suspensions of gold [3] should follow from his pioneer-
ing work studies of electromagnetic phenomena (Fig. 1.1C). (His discovery of 
colloidal gold was, in fact, part of a series of experiments to test the interaction 
of light with matter). 




Figure 1.1: Connections between the history of neurophysiology, electricity and soft matter: (A) 
Artist's impression of Galvani's frog leg incident; (B) A sketch of Volta's pile from the manuscript 
he sent to the Royal Society in 1800; (C) Faraday's colloidal suspensions of gold are still stable' 
Soon after the turn of the 20th century, with the "new" physics dominating the 
scene, research into the charged properties of soft and living materials became 
mainly the domain of chemistry and biology. A few notable examples of cross-
breeding, however, contributed significantly to the development of all three natu-
ral sciences. For example, quantum mechanics allowed accurate evaluation of the 
dispersion forces used by Hamaker, Verwey and Overbeek to explain the stability 
of colloidal dispersions [4]. In turn, such work inspired Casimir to look for similar 
effects in a vacuum [5]. A similar crossfertilisation occurred in biology, where the 
crvstallographical methods of X-ray scattering were used to unravel the phvsico-
chemical structure of nucleic acids and proteins, causing a tremendous advances 
in biological science [6]. Thanks to this work, the key role electrostatics plays in 
determining the structure and functional interactions of biological molecules has 
been recognized by the molecular biology community for quite some time (as well 
captured by Max Perutz [7]; see [8] for recent developments). 
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Large numbers of physicists have turned to the study of charged soft matter and 
biological systems relatively recently. Nevertheless, thanks to the developments in 
other areas of science and the ensuing technological advances, these are exciting 
times to be a soft matter physicist interested in charged systems: the tools, 
both theoretical and experimental, developed in the more traditional areas of soft 
matter (and physics in general) can be used to answer the "physical questions" 
that arise in biology or biologically friendly technological applications. This thesis 
hopes to contribute to the understanding of this exciting area of science. 
1.4 Layout and Summary of Thesis Chapters 
In the following chapters we shall develop a general model for the force between 
charged surfaces when they are immersed in an aqueous solution of salt and 
uncharged "fatty" polymer—like molecules. 
In Chapter 2 the background physics used in our model and the current state of 
the understanding of soft and, more specifically, charged systems is introduced. 
In Chapter 3 we review some recent experiments with polymer doped lamellar 
phases and other systems which seem relevant to our theoretical investigation 
and might be used to test its conclusions (and, consequently, its assumptions). 
In chapter Chapter 4 a simple mean field model (Model I) is presented. In 
Model I, the molecules between the surfaces are modelled as an ideal gas of 
dielectric spheres. Building on this simple model, in Chapter 5 we use mean 
field approaches borrowed from polymer physics to model the realistic situation 
of a solution of uncharged polymers (Model II). 
Chapter 6 shows how Model II can provide an approximation to polymer doped 
lamellar phases and the predictions from the resulting "mapped" model are pre-
sented and discussed in Chapter 7. 
To conclude in Chapter 8, after a brief summary of the original content of 
the thesis we make suggestions for further investigations, both experimental and 
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theoretical, and discuss interesting questions and ideas inspired by the work about 
to be presented. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
This chapter reviews the theoretical foundations for the models we shall develop 
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. We start with an overview of complex fluids, with 
particular attention to those to which our models can be applied. Next, we outline 
the physical theories that we have used to construct our models. Some of these 
are well established descriptions (e.g. the Debye-Hflckel theory of electrolytes 
and the Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions), which are well documented 
in most standard colloid science or polymer textbooks. Schematic outlines of 
these theories are, however, included for the sake of completeness and to provide 
useful results which will be needed in other parts of the thesis. The rest of 
the material is more advanced, and will consequently be treated in reasonable 
depth. To conclude the chapter, the current issues in charged soft systems will 
be discussed. 
2.1 Complex Fluids and Mixtures 
As we saw in the introduction, soft matter physics concerns itself with systems 
whose macroscopic behaviour is governed by the interactions of their constituents 
on a "mesoscopic" scale. Such constituents are often large molecular aggregates 
7 
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traditionally classed into the categories of colloids, surfactants and polymers. 
2.1.1 Colloids 
In so far as its specific chemical nature can be ignored', a spherical colloid is the 
simplest constituent of a complex fluid: a microscopic ball (with a typical radius 
of 0.1 - 10tm). 
Grafting a short polymer to the surface of a colloid (so as to stabilise it against Van 
der Walls forces mentioned in Section 2.1.5) makes it a very good approximation 
to a "hard sphere", having no interactions with its neighbours except for excluded 
volume repulsion. Hard spheres are thus brownian particles (they diffuse around 
fuelled by the random thermal fluctuations of the solvent) whose phase behaviour 
is controlled by crowding. This is probably the best understood and extensively 
studied colloidal system [9]. 
Even so, the behaviour of colloidal dispersions, even when they are not mixed 
with other components, can be far from trivial and is still very alive as a subject 
of research, especially when it comes to considering "non equilibrium" behaviour 
such as glassiness, jamming, hydrodynamic interactions caused by the surround-
ing solvent [10] or the effects of size polydispersity [11, 12]. 
In addition, the behaviour of colloids can be affected if the colloids are charged 
[13] or mixed with polymers (Section 2.1.4) or both. 
2.1.2 Polymers 
Polymers are chainlike repeated arrangements of chemically identical units; they 
exist in a variety of shapes and forms, and can be engineered to have very different 
properties (see the Introduction of [14]). The radius of gyration (a measure of the 
1 By this we mean our emphasis is on the behaviour determined by the general physical 
properties (shape, charge etc.) which are brought about by chemical processes whose details 
do not affect the behaviour of interest. 
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size occupied by the polymer chain) of a synthetic polymer in solution is typically 
in the range 10 - 100 nm. 
Major advances in understanding the general features of their mechanical and 
thermodynamical behaviour have been possible by considering their "physical" 
properties alone [15]. The equilibrium [14, 15, 16] and dynamical [14, 15, 17] 
properties of solutions (polymer+solvent) or blends (polymer+other polymer) of 
monodisperse polymers are well established. In Section 2.3 we will consider the 
simple mean field description behaviour of polymer solutions, with a brief mention 
of scaling approaches. 
However, the effects of polydispersity, the surfactant—like properties of block 
copolymers, and the modified behaviour of strange chain geometries (stars, branches 
etc.) (see [14] and references therein) are just a few of the areas of polymer physics 
which still exhibit interesting behaviour that needs to be understood. Another 
important area is that of charged polymers (see Section 2.6.4). 
2.1.3 Surfactants and Self Assembly 
A surfactant (or ainphiphile) is a molecule comprising two portions, one of which 
has affinity with the solvent (lyophilic) and another which doesn't (lyophobic). 
The most common and useful surfactants dissolve in water; they consist of long 
hydrocarbon chains connected to a water—soluble group. The groups are usually 
asymmetric so that the long part is called a tail and the short group a head. Sur-
factants on their own are large molecules (a few A in length), but not mesoscopic, 
as in the case of colloids and polymers. 
The equilibrium description of the self—assembly of surfactants into aggregates is 
well established [18]. Such a description uses energetic and packing considera-
tions to predict what aggregates are stable under certain conditions: the smallest 
aggregates are called micelles and these can grow into more complicated shapes, 
depending on the geometry and concentration of the surfactants. For example 
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spherical micelles, wormlike mice lies (polymer-like assemblies resembling worms) 
and lamellar phases are made of surfactants which increasingly favour a flat ge-
ometry. 
The present day problems in the investigation of surfactant systems include the 
precise mechanics of the assembly (how to surfactants aggregate and how one 
stable aggregate transforms the next as conditions are changed) or dissolution 
(how surfactant assemblies fall behave when they are contacted with water), the 
flow properties and flow induced phase changes and the behaviour when subjected 
to external fields (see the contribution by Roux to [191). 
2.1.4 Mixtures 
In Nature or in applications, colloids, polymers and surfactants are often mixed 
together. 
Such mixtures are increasingly the subject of investigation by physicists in the 
soft community (chemists have been at it for years!). Colloid-polymer mixtures 
provide a paradigmatic example: when nonadsorbing polymer is added to a col-
loidal suspension, it induces an attraction which dramatically modifies the phase 
behaviour of the suspension with respect to the hard sphere case [20]. Similarly, 
polymer can be added to surfactant phases and this has been shown to have a sig-
nificant effect on self assembly and on the phase behaviour of aggregates [21, 22]. 
In Chapter 3 we will describe the effect of polymers on lamellar phases. 
Recent work on mixtures has been inspired by biomedical applications. Lamellar 
phases, surfactant vesicles, or star-polymers are studied when mixed with poly-
mers since they may help to transport drugs (or genetic material), which are often 
in a polymer state, to specific biological sites [23]. 
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2.1.5 Forces at Play 
The incessant molecular motion of the solvent in which colloids, polymers and 
surfactants live, means that their behaviour results from the competition between 
thermal fluctuations and fundamental interactions. 
The size of colloidal systems means the effect of gravity is often unimportant". 
The important interactions are fundamentally electrostatic or quantumelectro-
dynamic (dispersion forces) in origin: charged entities interact electrostatically, 
and surfaces across a dielectric gap attract because of the quantum fluctuations. 
Even excluded volume can be thought of as having fundamentally electrostatic 
origin, since it is due to the short range Coulomb repulsion between molecules. 
The complicated many body behaviour of a system can also be successfully de-
scribed by "effective interactions". For example, effects which have entropic ori-
gin, such as "depletion induced attraction" (Section 2.3.2), can often be approxi-
mately described in terms of two body potentials (see the contribution by Frenkel 
in [19]). Similarly, the interaction of charged objects across an electrolyte solution 
can be described in terms of screened coulomb interactions and Van der Waals 
forces, an approach known as DLVO theory [18, 24]. 
The electrostatics of complex fluids will be described in the next section, and 
the polymer physics at the heart of depletion interactions will be mentioned in 
Section 2.3.2. Other specific effects, such as hydration and Helfrich forces, will 
be outlined in Chapter 3, for the case of lamellar phases. 
'This typical size must be smaller than 1 pm, as is easily found by equating the gravita-
tional potential energy associated displacing a colloid by its radius to thermal energy. 
"the acronym stands for the names of its independent originators: Derjaguin and Landau 
[25] in the ex Soviet Union; Verwey and Overbeek [26] in the Netherlands. 
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2.2 Charged Systems In Solution 
Charging Mechanisms 
A common cause for the appearance of charge in solutions is ionization, favoured 
by commonly employed polar solvents such as water. Molecular salts, many 
surfactants and macromolecular or macroscopic surfaces (e.g.: colloidal particles 
or the container of the solution) possess ionizable groups which dissociate when 
placed in polar solvents (the high dielectric constant of the solvents lowers the 
binding energy enough that the gain in entropy of an unbound pair is greater 
than the loss of binding). 
Besides ionization, there exist other mechanisms for which surfaces or macro-
molecules can acquire charge, such as ion entrapment or ion substitution [27]. 
Macroion Surfaces and Electrolytes 
As we have seen, systems of all sizes can acquire charge in solution. We make 
here the distinction between macromolecular and molecular charged systems. 
Macromolecular charged systems are charged surfaces or macrornolecular assem-
blies, often called macroions, with which we can associate a charge bearing sur-
face, e.g. colloids, surfactant aggregates or, in some descriptions, collapsed poly-
electrolytes'. Before acquiring charge, these surfaces are neutral; the ions in the 
vicinity of the surface, known as counterions, will thus always bear an equal and 
opposite charge. Some ions are bound by electrostatic attraction to the surface 
within what is known as the Stern or Helmholtz layer. Others, because of thermal 
agitation, form a diffuse atmosphere surrounding the surface known as the Gouy 
or diffuse layer. 
The other charged entities found in a liquid solution are ionised molecular species, 
or dissociated salts such as NaCl. A solution containing oppositely charged ions 
ivSwollen  polyelectrolytes are often modelled as carrying a one dimensional "line" of charge. 
SuFface 
Charges 
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Stern Layer Diffuse Layer 
io 
Figure 2.1: The electrical double layer. 
formed e.g. by ionically bonded salt, is known as an electrolytic solution or 
electrolyte. Macroions often dwell in such solutions: polyelectrolytes, such as 
DNA and proteins, are usually found in a 0.2M salt solution under physiological 
conditions. 
The combination of the Stern and diffuse layers, which will also contain electrolyte 
ions if salt is added, is called electrical double layer and is shown for a generic 
surface in Fig. 2.1. How does one go about describing the physics of double 
layers? 
2.2.1 Debye—HUckel and Gouy—Chapman Theories 
If one adopts a molecular viewpoint, the theoretical description of ions and 
macroions in a liquid seems a daunting task (the solvent alone can be horri- 
bly complicated, e.g. water). A few simplifying approximations, can, however, 
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lead to a tractable problem. These are at the basis of the Debye-Hückel theory 
[28, 29, 30, 311 of electrolytes and the Gouy-Chapman [32, 33, 24] model of the 
double layer. In these theories, the solvent is treated as a dielectric continuum 
of permittivity f and the ions as a gas of point particles. This approximation, 
allows for the construction of solvable models, the simplest of which make an 
additional mean field approximation, based on the assumption that electrostatic 
interactions do not dominate the thermal fluctuations of the solvent. 
Mean Field Approximation: the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation 
We are interested in calculating the thermodynamic properties of a gas of point 
charges, either in a bulk solution or in the proximity of a surface. 
A statistical mechanical approach, starting from the partition function of the 
system, is easily set up. However, since the potential energy of the hamiltonian 
contains electrostatic terms, not much other progress can be made without fur-
ther approximations. This is because of the long range nature of the Coulomb 
interaction couples all charges to all other charges. 
As for many other similar situations in physics, one way to tackle such problems 
is to eliminate such couplings by assuming a mean field with which each particle 
interacts and which is self-consistently calculated from the average effect of all 
other particles. 
In the case of ions, the quantity we are interested in calculating is the thermally 
averaged electrostatic potential (V(r)) at a position r. Performing such averaging 
on both sides of the Poisson equation of electrostatics (see Section 2.5.1), we have: 
EV2(V) = -(p) 	 (2.1) 
where the relativity permittivity e (for convenience we set €o = 1 throughout 
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this thesis) of the solution has been assumed to be uniform V  The solution of 
Equation (2.1) provides us with the desired (V(r)) for a given test charge at r. 
(p(r)) is the average charge density at r, we can express this in terms of the 
positive (anion) and negative (cation) number densities (n2 ): 
(p(r)) = >q(ni(r)) 	 (2.2) 
where q, = ez, is the charge of each ion (e is the elementary charge and zi is its 
valence). For the case of the charged surface, this includes counterions and salt 
ions which are only distinguished by their sign and valence. 
(n(r)) is the average of the local number density of ion i at r. This average 
could, in principle, be evaluated if we knew the partition function of the system, 
which we don't! Applying the mean field philosophy, we replace the true effect of 
the ions, as expressed by (V(r)) with a mean field potential, VMF.  This approach 
amounts to ignoring all but the weakest correlations between ions [30] and is only 
a good approximation for weak electrostatic interactions or high temperatures 
[29, 31]. 
In this scenario n(r)) becomes a Boltzmann factor, setting kB = 1 for conve-
nience (as we will do in the rest of the thesis): 
(n2(r)) = 1r_qiVMF/T 	 (2.3) 
where n is the average density of ions i far away from a central ion or a surface. 
Substituting this expression in Poisson's equation we thus obtain the Poisson—
Boltzmann equation for the mean field potential, which we shall indicate simply 
with V from now on: 
€v 2 V = - 
	
qfle/T 	 (2.4) 
vThe  case of inhomogeneous permittivity will be treated in Chapter 4. The arguments 
presented here are easily extended to that situation. 
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Equation (2.4) can thus now be solved for V(r). 
Note that far away from an ion or a charged surface we expect the system to look 




It is the deviations from this neutral state in the neighborhood of an ion which are 
at the heart of the electrostatic contribution to the free energy of an electrolyte 
and of the electrostatic influence of ionised surfaces. 
Debye—Mickel Linearised Equation and Debye length 
When the electrostatic energy of an ion in the potential V in units of thermal 
energy is small, qV/T << 1, the Boltzmann factor can be hinearised: e'/T = 
1 - q2 V/T + O(qV 2/T 2 ). This will be the case for surfaces with small surface 
potentials or for very dilute electrolytes. 
The linearised Equation (2.4) is then: 
€V2V = - 	qjn + 	nqV/T 	 (2.6) 
and since qjn = 0 by electroneutrality condition (2.5), we have 
v2 V = 	 (2.7) 
where 
K 	 = 	 ( 2.8) 
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is the inverse of the Debye length A, which is a measure of the spatial correla-
tion between charges in solution. Equation (2.7) is known as the Debye—Huckel 
equation. If the reservoir ions are monovalent (2.8) becomes: 
A 	/87r1Bn 	 (2.9) 
where lB = e2 /4lrEi T is the Bjerrum length (the distance at which the potential 
energy of a pair of ions equals the thermal energy T) and for monovalent ions, 
qj = e. In water at room temperature is lB 7 A. Equation (2.9) can be usefully 
recast as a useful formula for evaluating A in nm from the salt concentration n, 
expressed in M (and so renamed c): 
A(nm) = 3.04/c(M) 	 (2.10) 
Similar relations can be obtained for ions of different valencies (equations 12.37 
of [18]). 
Boundary Conditions at a Charged Surface 
To find a solution to Equations (2.4) or (2.7) we need to complement them with 
boundary conditions, which follow from classical electrostatics. Recall at the 
boundary between two dielectric media 1 and 2 [34]: 
(13 1 - 132 ) n2 = Of 	 (2.11) 
(E 1 - E2 ) x n2 = 0 	 (2.12) 
where n2 is a unit normal outwardly directed into medium 1 from medium 2, 
oj is the density of free charge at the surface, and D and E indicate the elec- 
trical displacement and field respectively. Equations (2.11) and (2.12) provide a 
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restraint on the normal components of D and the tangential components of E at 
the dielectric interface between two media of permittivity e 1 and 
To apply (2.11) and (2.12) to a double layer, let medium 1 approximate electrolyte 
solution and medium 2 the material possessing a charged surface (e.g. a lipid 
bilayer or a colloid). We assume there is no electric field within medium 2 (D2 = 
0 = E2 ), so that at a charged surface we require the conditions: 
D3 . 	= —(€VV) 3 	= a 	 (2.13) 
(D 5  H n) 
where the subscript s has been used to relabel the unit normal to the surface and 
to denote the evaluation of the surface fields and we have used the constitutive 
relation for locally homogeneous dielectrics D = EE( —EV/V). (2.13) allows 
the determination of the potential gradient at the surface from knowledge of the 
surface charge density. Note that, since it is a condition on (local) fields at a 
surface, Equation (2.13) will hold generally, and in particular for media of non-
uniform permittivity. 
Since (2.4) and (2.7) are sets of second order equations the above condition needs 
to be complemented by another boundary condition. In the case of an isolated 
surface, for example, such a condition comes from requiring a vanishing value of 
the field on the surface bounding the region where the electrolyte resides (ex-
cluding the surface). The latter condition is equivalent to a statement of the 
(average) electroneutrality of a bulk electrolyte. The case when the boundary 
is provided by opposing surfaces is discussed in the next section for symmetric 
surface geometries. 
Finally, we point out that the electrostatic potential is defined up to an additive 
constant so that when expressing boundary conditions a choice must be made for 
the location of the 0 of the electrostatic potential. 
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2.2.2 Boundary Conditions for Two Opposing Surfaces 
As we shall see in Chapters 4 and 5, the solution of (2.4) or (2.7) allows us to find 
the electrostatic contribution to the interaction between two opposing surfaces as 
a function of their separation. To find such solutions, boundary conditions are 
necessary to fix the electric field and/or the potential as explained above. 
Symmetry Requirements 
For simple, highly symmetric surface geometries one of the boundary conditions 
follows from a symmetry requirement. For example, symmetry requires that 
the electric field vanish (by cancellation) midway between equally charged flat 
surfaces facing one another. This furnishes a condition on the gradient of the 
potential at the midplane: VVl midplane = 0. 
Fixed Surface Potential and Surface Charge 
For calculational convenience, it is also often assumed that either the surface 
charge or the surface potential remain fixed as charged surfaces approach. That 
is to say, either V3 or —VVI, are known'. Thus, if another boundary condi-
tion is also known elsewhere (e.g. by symmetry, as in the previous subsection), 
then the interaction between surfaces can be calculated from the solution of the 
electrostatic Equations (2.4) or (2.7). 
Charge Regulation 
The above assumption of fixed charge or potential is not realistic. As mentioned, 
real charged surfaces are made of ionizable groups in equilibrium with the neigh- 
boring solution of dissociated ions. Ionization is maintained by thermal agitation 
viBoth cannot be known prior to solution of the electrostatics, since the knowledge of the 
other depends on the functional form of the solution, by the relation between field and potential. 
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against binding energy which would recombine the ions. As surfaces are brought 
together, the electrolyte screening the surface is expelled via the Donnan effect 
(see next subsection) causing an increase in the surface potential. Further, the 
counterions which surround the surface are increasingly confined (for osmotic and 
electrostatic reasons) by the surfaces. Such confinement reduces the ion entropy, 
causing them, for small enough separations, to recombine with the surface. We 
deduce that in general the electrostatic state of the system involves a "dynamical" 
adjustment of charge and potential, on approach. This phenomenon, known as 
charge regulation, is controlled by the surface energetics for which different chem-
ical models exist (see 12.13 of Israelachvili [18], or [35], and references therein) 
and whose precise mechanics are related to effects beyond mean field descriptions 
(Section 2.6). 
Thus an accurate description of electrostatics would account for charge regula-
tion. However, we can notice the following [18, 351: the regulation process only 
sets in at small surface separations (once most of the salt has been expelled); 
fixed charge or fixed potential boundary conditions provide an adequate approx-
imation at large distances, and useful bounds for the force between surfaces at 
short distances (constant charge provides an upper limit on the force and constant 
potential a lower one). At very short distances a whole zoo of other effects (e.g. 
hydration, ion correlation forces) come into play. Some of these effects are reason-
ably understood, others are a matter of current debate (for a few "electrostatic" 
examples see Section 2.6). 
2.2.3 The Donnan Effect: Salt Expulsion 
Often it is convenient to imagine a solution of macroions in contact with an elec-
trolyte (salt) reservoir via a membrane which only lets ions through, but not 
rnacroions. Let us consider, for simplicity, the case of a monovalent electrolyte 
whose ions are indistinguishable from the macroion's counterions (these argu-
ments can be generalised to multivalent ions). The situation of interest is shown 
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in Fig. 2.2. Compartments I and II are subject to the requirement of electroneu- 
Macroions + compensatlrigtos 	 Membrane only permeable to ions 
.....•••. 	. 	......... I / + 
• 
- 	 • I 
	Salt ions 
• • 





I 	 - II 
II 
Figure 22 Schematic view of the Donnan Effect: I and II are electroneutral, but because 
macroions cannot cross the membrane, the amount of salt in I is reduced with respect to II for 
the reasons discussed in the text. N.B.: The dotted lines are only drawn to indicate neutral 
pairs, they do not have physical meaning. 
trality. Because of this, the surface charge of each macroion, which we will assume 
to be positively charged, needs to be compensated by an appropriate number of 
negatively charged ions. In addition, for each positive ion in compartment I, 
by electroneutrality, there will, on average, need to be a negatively charged ion. 
Since the macroions cannot cross the membrane, they constrain a "neutralizing" 
amount of negative ions to reside, on average, in section I. Thus, the amount of 
"free" negative ions (not involved in compensating the macroion charge) which 
can reside in I will be limited. Correspondingly, the concentration of electrolyte 
(positive ions)" in compartment I will be smaller than in II, an effect known as 
the Dorman effect [36]. One can think of the excess of free charge in I as gen-
erating a difference in the electrostatic potential between I and II: the Donnan 
potential. 
It should be noted that while the Donnan effect is sometimes useful for to interpret 
vilBy  electroneutrality the concentration of positive ions and of electrolyte is the same. 
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results in charged systems (such as salt exclusion from lamellar phases [37]), it 
is built in any statistical thermodynamic treatment of charged systems through 
the requirement of electroneutrality. Examples of such treatments are Warren's 
model for void formation in charged colloidal systems [38] or our own adaptation 
of the Gouy—Chapman model, presented in Chapters 4, 5 and applied to lamellar 
phases in Chapter 6. In the case of charged lamellar phases in contact with a 
salt reservoir, for example, the Donnan potential is identical to the mean field 
electrostatic potential at the midplane between bilayer surfaces, calculated from 
the Poisson—Boltzmann Equation (2.4) and suitable boundary conditions. These 
arguments can be shown to hold generally, by means of the contact value theorem 
(see, e.g., the contribution by M. Deserno and C. Holm to [39]), for any situation 
which can be described by a cell model [40]. 
Systems with Fixed Salt Content 
Real systems are often not in contact with salt reservoirs. However, when they 
phase separate, salt will partition between the phases. We will consider these 
matters further when contrasting our results with the experiments on polymer 
doped lamellar phases in Section 7.5. 
2.2.4 Domains of Applicability 
Poisson-Boltzmann or Debye-H Uckel? 
The Debye—Huckel linearised formalism is preferable to the Poisson—Boltzmann 
treatment because of its simple, linear form. This form implies that many analyt-
ical solutions to Equation (2.7) can be obtained for a variety of idealised highly 
symmetric geometries, which may sometimes be a good starting point for the 
initially idealised description of a complicated system. 
Even outside its domain of validity, the linearised approach makes reasonable 
qualitative predictions for the electrostatics around a charged surface. The ionic 
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concentration profiles about a surface or between surfaces, however, are poorly 
described by Debye—Hückel linearised theory; e.g. the predicted electrolyte den-
sity can become negative (as shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 of Chapter 4). This 
makes the linearisation an undesirable feature if one wants to account, in the 
mean field, for the ion (and so salt) balance in a system, and their effect on the 
electrostatics. It is thus convenient to find a condition for the validity of the 
Debye—Hückel approximation. When this condition is violated, we can be sure 
that the solutions to the Debye—Hückel equation provide a poor description of 
the ion balance. 
The linearisation inherent in the Debye—Hückel approximation is only valid when 
the electrostatic energy of an ion at the surface is weak: qV3 /T << 1 (symbols 
defined earlier). For monovalent (qj = e, zi = 1) ions at room temperature, we 
thus require (with kb = 1, as usual): 
V5 <25mV 	 (2.14) 
When solving a problem assuming fixed potential boundary conditions the above 
condition is good enough. However, when the surface charge is assumed fixed, the 
solution of the equation is required to evaluate the surface potential (whose value 
depends on far away charges such as those borne by other surfaces and/or salt 
ions). We can estimate the potential by assuming the Debye—Hiickel linearisation 
holds. For an isolated surface in the Debye—Huckel limit, the surface potential is 
V3 = u.N/f <<T/e. So to have a small surface potential we require (once more 




For example, for a charged surface in a 0.01 M (A 3 nm) aqueous electrolyte (of 
relative permittivity 80) at room temperature we require ci << 0.006 C m 2 (0.04enm 2 ). 
In reality, for surfaces approaching at fixed charge the surface potential will rise 
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indefinitely, so that the linearisation will inevitably break down at small Separa-
tions. However, it is hard to estimate where it will break down before solving the 
full Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the problem. 
Success and Limitations of the Gouy-Chapman Model 
The Gouy-Chapman model has been very successfully tested by experiments to 
probe the interaction between charged surfaces. For example, the electrostatic 
interaction between charged bilayers have been measured by Cowley et al. [41] in 
the case of a "saltless solution" and successfully compared with the prediction of 
the Poisson-Boltzmann equation when a surface charge density of 1 elementary 
charge per 14 nm 2 is taken to reside on the surface. In reality, the amount of 
charge on the surface predicted from the bilayer composition is 1 elementary 
charge per 7 nm 2 , but the fraction of this which is ionised remains unknown. 
When comparing the experiment to the theory, the charge is thus arbitrarily 
assigned as that providing the best fit. Such arbitrariness as to the degree of 
ionisation of a charged surface in an electrolyte is an unfortunate consequence 
of the lack of precise knowledge of the microscopic processes which govern the 
surface physics. Progress is being made on this front (see Section 2.6.2), but for 
the moment surface charge and potential need to be measured rather crudely by 
other methods (e.g. electrophoresis [24, 27]). 
Many other successful tests of the Gouy-Chapman theory, justifying its widespread 
use in modelling charged systems, have been performed in the absence and in the 
presence of salt [18]. Solutions to the theory for spherical surfaces and the ad-
dition of Van der Waals interactions led to the development of DLVO theory, 
mentioned in Section 2.1.5, which can be used to explain the main features of 
electrostatically stabilised colloidal dispersions [24]. 
The success of the Gouy-Chapman model, when the somewhat dubious approx- 
imations on which it rests are considered, is often attributed to a happy can- 
cellation of effects. Whatever the reasons, an increasing number of situations 
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exist where violations can be found. These are indeed often connected with a 
breakdown of the approximations, in particular the mean field and continuum 
approximations, at distances comparable with the molecular sizes. Some of these 
recent subjects of investigation will be discussed in Section 2.6. 
2.3 Polymer Solutions 
As mentioned previously, polymers are often added to colloidal or surfactant sys-
tems. In this section we discuss the physics of polymer solutions, with particular 
emphasis on mean field descriptions. 
General Features of Polymer Solutions 
Polymer solutions are usually classified according to the concentration of dissolved 
polymer. A schematic pictorial view of this classification is shown in Fig. 2.3 and 
explained below. 




Figure 2.3: Classification of polymer solutions by volume fraction q.  Below the overlap con-
centration the solution consists of coils of characteristic size R and above it denotes the 
mesh size of semidilute or concentrated solutions. 
A dilute polymer solution is essentially a gas of weakly interacting chains. The 
interactions between polymers are driven by the contact repulsion between the 
monomers of each chain and are thus characterised by the chain size, which can 
be determined experimentally by light, X-ray or neutron scattering techniques 
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or visconietric measurements. The former techniques probe the pair correlations 
between monomers on a chain, described by a pair correlation function from 
which a measure of the chain size can be obtained: the radius of gyration RG  of 
the polymer"". The latter probe the flow properties of a solution of chains and 
thus provide an alternative measure of the chain size: the hydrodynamic radius 
RH of the polymer. 
As the concentration of polymers in a dilute solution is increased, a crossover 
concentration will be reached for which chains start to overlap and interpenetrate: 
the overlap concentration. At overlap, the chains interact strongly. 
As the concentration is further increased, but the concentration of monomers is 
still small, the solution enters the semidilute regime. Here the interpenetration 
becomes more significant and the chains form a strongly interacting mesh, whose 
characteristic lengthscale is the size of the holes in the mesh, since it is on 
this lengthscale that significant interactions between monomers take place (see 
Section 2.3.2 for a mean field picture of the same process). 
The concentrated regime is reached once the concentration of monomers is very 
high. This becomes a melt if all the solvent is removed from the system. Counter-
intuitively, chains in a melt are ideal because of a cancellation pair interactions 
between chains [15]. Residual (screened) interactions are also weak in concen-
trated polymer solutions, which are consequently well described by a mean field 
approach: the Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions. 
2.3.1 Flory-Huggins Theory 
A simple but successful description of moderately concentrated polymer solutions 
is provided by the Flory-Huggins [42, 43, 44, 16] mean field theory. The theory 
allows an evaluation of the free energy of a polymer solution by considering the 
possible arrangements and interactions of polymers on a lattice. The mean field 
ViiiR is found in the small wavevector limit of the correlation function [15]. 
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nature of the theory arises from the fact that both the arrangements and the 
interactions are evaluated using the average monomer volume fraction, 0 , as the 
probability that a site is occupied. 
The Flory-Huggins Helmoltz free energy per unit volume is: 
T1çf 	; 
 In IFH = + (1- )ln(1 - ) + x(l - 	(2.16) 
where a is the lattice spacing (on a cubic lattice), N is the number of monomers 
in a chain (the chain length in dimensionless units) and x  is the Flory interaction 
parameter. 
The first two terms are entropic: the first referring to the chain and the second 
to the solution. The entropic contribution is identical to that of an ordinary 
molecular mixture except that the arrangements of one of the components (the 
polymer's monomers) are restricted to belonging to a chain of N monomers. Just 
as for ordinary mixtures, the entropic terms always favour mixing. 
The third term is energetic and represents the net effect of the interactions (re-
spectively): Epp, between the molecules; Es,  between solvent molecules; and 
ESS  between polymer and solvent molecules. Such net effect is represented by 
the Flory parameter x  [Eps - (E + Epp)12]/T. Depending on the sign of x 
the energetic contribution can favour (x < 0) or oppose (x > 0) mixing. x  thus 
provides a good measure of the quality of the solvent. For x = 1/2, the so called 
theta point, there is no net interaction. If x  is greater than 1/2 Flory-Huggins 
theory predicts the possibility of phase separation, since then the free energy has 
potentially antithetic entropic and energetic contributions. Because of this sign 
reversal in the interaction term, a polymer in solution is said to reside in a poor 
solvent if X > 1/2, and a good solvent if x < 1/2. 
Flory-Huggins theory ignores the correlation between monomers due to the links 
along the chain and assumes the calculation of the polymer arrangements is unaf- 
fected by the interactions with the chains already placed (except by their "average 
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presence" as encapsulated in the volume fraction). This makes it an appropri-
ate description of concentrated polymer solutions where such correlations can be 
ignored (since they are like a regular solution with the exception of chain iden-
tity). It is inappropriate for dilute solutions, where chain connectivity matters. 
Further, since the model ignores the possibility of concentration fluctuations, it 
is quantitatively inappropriate for overlap polymer solutions, where concentra-
tion fluctuations are large. The qualitative behaviour of semidilute solutions is 
however well captured by Flory—Huggins theory. 
2.3.2 Concentration Fluctuations and Screening 
It is possible to account for concentration fluctuations in the mean field provided 
such fluctuations are small or slowly varying (e.g. the small fluctuations of a melt, 
or the slow concentration variation at an interface). In the former case the free 
energy can be expanded in the concentration fluctuations, with the expansion 
coefficients fixed by appeal to the so called random phase approximation (RPA) 
[16, 45, 14]. In the square gradient approximation (SGA) [46, 47] a square gradient 
term accounts for the entropic restrictions caused by fluctuations, the coefficient 
of the square gradient coefficient is usually fixed by comparison of the small 
fluctuation limit of the SGA with the slowly varying limit of the RPA. We outline 
these developments in turn. 
Free Energy Expansion 
Suppose that a polymer solution exhibits small fluctuations 	(r) at position r 
about a uniform concentration 00. The monomer volume fraction is then given 
by q(r) = to + öt(r) and we can expand the free energy as a functional Taylor 
expansion [31]: 




F[g o -- ö(r)] = F[Qo] + J dr 
8F 	
5) 6(r) + 	 (2.17) 
+If drdr' 82F 2 	 + 
= F0+ [f drdr'9(r,r')6(r)6(r') + 
J Jv,v' 
where F0 F[qo ] is the (constant) free energy of the uniform state and (r, r') 
82 F1(60(r)50(r')) is a function which represents the susceptibility of the system 
to fluctuations (the neglected terms will contain higher order susceptibilities). 
Note that the linear terms in 8(r) vanish by symmetry. 
If we express 6(r) as Fourier series then: 
= 	5qeu1r 	 (2.18) 
with Fourier coefficients ö q = (1/V) f )(r) e" (q is the wavevector dual to 
the position r). Equation (2.17) becomes to second order in ö: 
	
F = F0 + 
1  E S 1 (q)I& q 2 	 (2.19) 
To evaluate the free energy we need an expression for S 1 (q), the Fourier co-
efficient which corresponds to 9(r, r'). S 1 (q) can be calculated in the random 
phase approximation, as shown in the next section. First, however let us consider 
the meaning of S 1 (q) and why we expressed it as a reciprocal. 
The probability of a fluctuation about the uniform state of size 60 is given by 
p cx e'/T,  where LF 	F - F0 is the free energy cost of a fluctuation. If 
we write iX AF = >Iq>0 S 1 (q)15 q I 2 , AF is sum of independent modes and the 
IXSO that the constraint 5Qq = 	is used to fix values for the remaining halfspace q < 0 
(see §146 of [29]). 
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probability factors into a product of gaussian probabilities for each mode q, given 
by P 	




8(q) is thus proportional to the Fourier transform (FT) of the mean square 
fluctuation of mode q, which is, in turn, the FT of the density—density correlation 
function: F(r - r') FT 1 [S(q/T)] = (60(r)5(r')) (where FT denotes an 
inverse Fourier transform). 
Random Phase Approximation 
The random phase approximation is a mean field scheme for the evaluation of 
the correlation function of a polymer solution. The average concentration fluctu-
ation (&(r)) (where the subscript is to distinguish from the canonical average 
which would be zero) due to a small perturbing potential u(r) is linear in the 
perturbation: 
= - j F(r - r')n(r') dr' 	 (2.21) 
Where the minus sign reflects the fact that a positive disturbance causes a de-
crease in concentration. Fourier transforming both sides we have: 
= —S(q)u(q) 	 (2.22) 
If all interactions are ignored, then S(q) becomes 8 ° (q), the Fourier transform of 
the correlation function of a gas of ideal chains. We can then include the effect 
of interactions as a small perturbation about this ideal state. In the mean field 
these interactions are linear in (öq5(q)), which is a small quantity, we can thus 
write: 
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= --1 S'(q) [u(q) + k(ö(q))] 	 (2.23) 
where k,, i = öu/60(q) is a constant accounting for the contributions of the steric 
and Van der Waals nonideal interactions (hence the subscript), as approximated 
by a x  parameter. Since the interaction potential is given by the functional 
derivative of the nonideal part of the free energy with respect to the monomer 
concentration, U = 6f/q5(q), its not hard to see that k 1 represents the nonideal 
compressibility of the polymer solution evaluated at the average concentration Oo 
about which fluctuations occur: 
knz 
- 	1 	
+ 2 	 (2.24) 
- 	32 	 1 -0=0, 
Equation (2.23) is a linear equation which we can solve for (8(q)). We find: 
= --I
GO ( q) + 1 	
- 2x )u() 	(2.25) 
So that upon comparison with Equation (2.22) we see that: 
S-1(q) = 1 
S°(q) + 1 -0  
1 - 
	 ( 2.26) 
o 
S° (q) is a well known function which takes the following form [17]: 
S° (q) = oNgD (q2R) (2.27) 
where 9D  = 2(e_x - 1 +x)/x2 is the Debye function [17] and Rg = (N/6)'/2a is 
the radius of gyration of an ideal polymer (NgD is the monomeric pair correlation 
function of such a polymer in q space). 
Using Equations (2.19), (2.26) and (2.27) we can thus evaluate the free energy 
contribution of fluctuations in polymer concentration. 
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Square Gradient Approximation 
An alternative method for the calculation of the free energy contribution due 
to fluctuations is provided by the square gradient approximation [46, 47]. If 
there were no fluctuations the free energy density of a solution at a point f((r)) 
would have the same functional form as the free energy of a homogeneous solu-
tion: f(q(r)) fo (4(r)). For example, in a polymer solution fo  would simply 
given by the local version of the Flory-Huggins expression with 0 = q(r) in Equa-
tion (2.16). However if the composition is nonuniform because of fluctuations or 
interfaces, the free energy density at a point depends not only on the composition 
at the given position but also on the composition of the neighbouring environ-
ment. Assuming (r) is a well behaved function, Taylor's theorem ensures that 
knowledge of all the derivatives of (r o ) at a point r 0 is equivalent to knowledge 
of 0(r) for all r. Because of correlations the value of the free energy at a point 
depends on the concentration at all other points (in theory). It thus makes sense 
to expand f(0(r))  as Taylor series in 0(r) and its gradients: 
f(0 V0,  V 20,...)= fo(0) + [I(i(0) . V + k2(0)(V0) 2 /2 ±...] + 
+ .. .1 +... 	 (2.28) 
Where fo  is the reference free energy defined above and K 1 , k 2 k 3 are unknown 
functions of 4' given by the derivatives of f with respect to the appropriate con-
centration gradient evaluated at the reference state X  In the absence of a local 
source of anisotropy biasing the concentration gradients in a preferred direction, 
the free energy cannot depend on any particular direction of the concentration 
gradients, thus only the even powers of Equation (2.28) are nonzero. The volume 
integral of Equation (2.28) gives the free energy of the solution: 
F[b(r)J = f {f.(0) + k2 (V4') 2 /2 + k3 V20  + ,. .j dr 	(2.29) 
xe.g.: K 1 () = (af/9V) 0 , which is the reason for the dependence on 
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By Green's first identity f1,, k3 
V2  0 dr = fS k3V• dS - fv dk3/d( 
V(p)2  dr, whose 
surface integral vanishes with an appropriate choice of enclosing boundary (e.g. 
the solution container). The free energy is thus, to second order in the gradient 
expansion: 
F[çb(r)] 
= f [fo() + X()(V) 2 ] dr 	 (2.30) 
where X(q) k2()/2 - dk3 /dcb is another unknown function of 0 . If concentra-
tion fluctuations are slowly varying, Equation (2.30) is an accurate description of 
the free energy of a nonuniform system, since the most significant contribution 
to the energetic cost of fluctuations is accounted for by the square gradient terms 
(hence the name of the approximation). An example where the SGA is a good 
approximation is at the interface between two phases where the concentration 
slowly changes from the average concentration of one phase to that of the next. 
However, since JC() is an unknown function of q Equation (2.30) is of limited 
practical value until this function is found somehow. 
Fixing the Value of X() 
The SGA is valid for slowly varying fluctuations, whereas the free energy ex-
pansion discussed earlier applies for small fluctuations about a uniform state. 
We can thus expand the Equation (2.30) for small fluctuations and compare it 
with the slowly varying fluctuations limit of the free energy expansion. To find 
the latter we consider only the fluctuations which have a large wavelength with 
respect to the ideal chain state: qR9 << 1. In this limit the Debye function be-
comes: 9D(q2R) q 2R/3 and, recalling that = Na2 /6, Equation (2.26) 
becomes: 
S'(qR9 << 1) 	.1 ..
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and the free energy (2.19) is: 
	
1/1 	1 	 a2 2 
IJOq 	(2.32) 
q 
Next we expand the square gradient free energy (2.30) to second order about the 
uniform state c5o : 
F[o+(r)]Fo+ 	
N /d2 fFH\ 
Jv d 	) 	
+ X( o)(V8( r)) 2] dr (2.33) 
where F0 = f, IFH(cbo) dr, the term linear in the fluctuation vanishes by symme-
try as before and (see ch. IV of [15]): 
(d2 fFH\ 	1 	1 
dq ) = + 1— 	
- 	S'(0) 	(2.34) 
Expressed as a Fourier sum Equation (2.33) reads: 
F = F0 + 	
(+ 
	- 2 + 
2X(o)q2)  160q 12 	(2.35) 
q 
A comparison of the coefficient of the q2 term in Equations (2.35) and (2.31) 
yields: 
XM = 360 
	 (2.36) 
where we have replaced the reference Øo  state with a general concentration 0. 
It is worth mentioning that a different coefficient is sometimes proposed arising 
from the high q limit of the Debye function, which yields a factor of 24 instead 
of 36 in the denominator of Equation (2.36) [16, 15, 481. 
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Screening in the Mean Field 
Equation (2.33) can be simply recast as an expression for the variation of the free 
energy when a uniform state is perturbed by a fluctuation 50: 
= 
J ) 2[ cr  + 5(r)2] dr 	 (2.37) 
where 2  2X(0)1(afFH1a0) defines a characteristic length . Using Equations 
(2.36) and (2.34), we have: 
a2 
= 	 (2.38) 
18(+i-_2xc) 
The null variation of Equation (2.37) yields a differential equation for the equi-
librium fluctuations: 
V2 6(r) = 	ô(r) 	 (2.39) 
Equation (2.39) is mathematically identical to the Debye—Hückel equation (2.7) 
derived in Section 2.2.1. is thus a screening length, which, in the physical 
situation of a polymer solution, represents the scale over which concentration 
fluctuations are significant. Beyond this scale the fluctuations die away because 
of the randomizing effect of the interactions with other chains. 
The similarity between the physics of polymers and of charged systems is striking. 
The interior of a concentrated polymer solution is analogous to a dilute electrolyte 
solution: if we take a monomer and look at its perturbation on other monomers, 
the effect dies off, with a decay (characterised by for very small perturbations), 
just like the potential in a salt solution fails over a Debye length. Similarly, a 
nonadsorbing XI  polymer solution near a wall is analogous to a charged surface 
xiThis  means the polymer monomers are repelled upon contact with the surface. 
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in an electrolyte: the reduction of entropy of the solution by the wall depletes 
the polymer concentration only within a characteristic distance (the "depletion 
zone"), just as the electrostatic influence of the wall is screened by the electrolyte 
ions. 
Depletion-Induced Attraction 
The depletion of a polymer by a surface implies that approaching surfaces, in 
contact with a polymer reservoir, will feel an "attraction" when the distance 
between them is such that their depletion zones overlap. This attraction is due 
to the imbalance of pressures between the region between the surfaces, which 
can accommodate no polymer because of the repulsive effect of the wall, and the 
reservoir solution exerting pressure outside them" 11 . 
For separations much greater than a couple of depletion zones, the pressures will 
balance and no attraction will be felt. From a thermodynamic point of view the 
attraction is a result of the increase in the polymer entropy when the plates are 
collapsed together, since this increases the space which can be explored by the 
polymer. 
Similar considerations apply to surfaces of different geometry (e.g. colloids in a 
polymer solution as mentioned in Section 2.1.5). 
2.3.3 Scaling Approaches 
Flory-Huggins (FH) theory, like any mean field theory, does not apply quanti-
tatively where correlations between chains are significant. Dilute and semidilute 
polymer solutions are poorly described by the theory. 
However, an intelligent application of scaling and renormalisation group (RC) 
approaches (originally developed in the context of classical phase transitions and 
xnSuch force is analogous to the Casimir effect experienced by conducting plates in a vacuum 
[57 41 or acoustic plates subjected to white noise [50]. 
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critical phenomena [51]) to polymers has allowed an accurate description of these 
concentration regimes in polymer solutions, with excellent agreement with exper-
iment [15, 14]. 
We will not review scaling or RG methods, whose qualitative content does not 
differ significantly from the basic Flory—Huggins picture which we will adopt in 
the model of Chapter 5. How the model might be modified by adopting such 
methods is discussed briefly in Chapter 8. 
2.4 Dielectric Mixtures 
In this section we discuss the electrostatic treatment of mixtures of substances 
with different electrical permittivities. 
The situation is as follows: a substance with permittivity € contains dotted 
within it inclusions of permittivity E2  occupying a volume fraction 0 and arranged 
homogeneously and isotropically. We could have, for example, oil droplets in a 
oil—water emulsion or air pockets in a porous material. 
We want to know the electrostatic behaviour of such mixtures, that is their re-
sponse to an applied field due a distribution of free charge. 
An exact treatment of the problem would involve the solution of Maxwell's equa-
tions for the system on a local scale and a subsequent averaging to obtain the bulk 
electrical behaviour (e.g. [52]). This is clearly a horrible task, even for simple 
cases. Mixtures are better tackled using effective medium approaches whereby 
reasonable approximations allow one to evaluate the effective permittivity of the 
mixture. 
2.4.1 Effective Permittivity of a Mixture 
The effective medium approach treats dielectric mixtures as a single medium with 
an effective permittivity originating from the combined properties of the host and 
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the inclusions. This is possible if the electric field E and polarization vector P 
(and so the electric displacement: D E0E + P) are averaged over volumes 
large enough to contain many inclusions, so that they "see" a homogeneous and 
isotropic medium. Let the averaging volume V be characterised by a radius R 
and let the number concentration of inclusions be n. Averaging is thus possible 
only if: 
R>> n'I 3 	 (2.40) 
The constitutive relation of the mixture is then given by: 
(D) = ce (E) 	 (2.41) 
which defines the effective permittivity E, . The averages ( ... ) denote here volume 
averages, so that (D) = (1/V) fV Ddr and the likewise for (E), with integrals 
over the averaging volume V. 
For a variety of particle shapes and permittivity, Equation (2.41) allows us to 
find how € depends on the properties of the mixture, namely the permittivity of 
the host and inclusions, and the shape of the latter. We will consider the case 
of a mean field description of spherical inclusions (reference [53] contains many 
other geometries and more sophisticated mixing approaches). 
Spherical Inclusions 
The simplest inclusions that can be considered are spheres of equal radius a and 
permittivity Let these occupy a volume fraction 0 of the host medium, whose 
permittivity is e l . 
We expect the effective permittivity to depend on the two dielectric constants 
and the concentration of spheres. The functional form of € can be derived to be 
(see Chapter 3 of [53]): 





1 + Kq)  
where K is the Clausius—Mossotti factor: 
K= 
2c 1  + 62 
	 (2.43) 
Equation (2.42) is a recast of the Clausius—Mossotti equation of classical electro-
magnetism [53, 34] and is known as the Maxwell—Garnett equation. Its derivation 
is based on the assumption that the local field at each sphere is the superposition 
of the external field and the average polarisation field due to all the other spheres. 
Interestingly the low concentration limit of (2.42) can be derived independently 
of this assumption, as done e.g. in [54], and represents an "exact" limit, recovered 
by most other mixing approaches (see sect. 9.2 of [53]). It reads: 
= ci (1 - 3Kçb) 	 (2.44) 
2.5 Electrostatics of Inhomogeneous Dielectrics 
In this section we further address the variational approach to electrostatics. 
2.5.1 Poisson's Equations for Inhomogeneous Dielectrics 
We have seen how the permittivity of a mixture changes with its composition. 
Suppose now that, while uniform and isotropic on a local scale, the composition 
is not uniform over a large region of a mixture, but is instead a function of 
position: 0 = (r). The effective permittivity is then itself a function of position: 
e(r). The constitutive relation for this kind of mixture is given by: 
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D(r) = c e (r)E(r) 	 (2.45) 




V x E = 0 ===> E = -VV 	 (2.47) 
where p(r) is the density distribution of free charge. Substituting Equation (2.45) 
for D and (2.47) into (2.46) we have Poisson's equation for inhomogeneous media: 
V (Ee(F)VV) = -p 	 (2.48) 
where only the dependence on position of c has been made explicit for clarity 
(we will adopt this convention until the end of this section). Using (2.48) and 
appropriate boundary conditions, it is possible to describe the electrostatics of in-
homogeneous mixtures, provided the functional form of the composition variation 
is known, since this implies a knowledge of the spatial variation of the permittiv-
ity. In Chapter 4 we will combine this approach with the Gouy-Chapman model 
to provide a self-consistent expression for (r) in a system comprising a mixture 
of electrolyte ("dielectrically" identical to water) and low permittivity spherical 
inclusions. 
Note, that while the above equations describe inhomogeneous materials, they 
do not hold for locally anisotropic materials, where the permittivity is a differ -
ent constant in different directions (a tensor) or nonlinear materials, where the 
polarisation of the material does not change linearly with the applied field. 
2.5.2 Variational Formulation 
It is sometimes convenient to formulate electrostatics variationally, so that Maxwell's 
equations for electrostatics are seen to arise from the requirement that an elec- 
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trostatic action be stationary. This is useful, for example, if one wants to use 
variational methods to derive the mean field equations for a charged system (as 
we shall see in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5). 
General Electrostatic Action 
Our plan is to recover Equations (2.46) and (2.47) as stationary variations of an 
electrostatic action. This takes the following form: 
A[V, D] 
= f, pV + D . VV + 2€e(r)] dr 	 (2.49) 
Equation (2.49) has dimensions of energy and is the electrostatic analogue of a 
Hamiltonian action in mechanics (with the sign reversed) [34]. Performing the 
independent variations V -+ V+5V and D -* D+5D on (2.49), the stationarity 
condition is: 
= fv [pw + öD. (vv + 
	)+ D - V w] dr =0 	(2.50) 
Since the divergence operator is linear, we have the identity D.V8V = V•(8VD)-
WV D. We can then use the divergence theorem to evaluate f1 V (5VD) dr = 
fs 5VD dr = 0 X11I•  Equation (2.50) then becomes: 
8A= I [sv(P_v.D)+D. (vv+ ) )] dr=o 	(2.51) 
To satisfy relation (2.51), the contents of the two brackets Equation (2.51) need 
to be independently null. This implies Equations (2.46) and (2.47), if we recall 
the constitutive relation (2.45). Substituting these into Equation (2.49) and in-
tegrating by parts as above, yields the value of the electrostatic energy for the 
xiiiThe  potential is set to zero at infinity, and since the volume of integration includes all of 
space, 8V = 0 on the enclosing surface (at infinity). 
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fields D, p and V which are constrained to obey Maxwell's equations. This is 
indeed the total electrostatic energy of the system: 
Uei = 	 Ee (r)(VV) 2dr = J pVdr 	 (2.52) I v' I 	 2 
The Action as a Functional of the Potential 
The electric field is conservative, E = —VV, and if we substitute this into Equa-
tion (2.49), the action becomes a functional of the electrostatic potential only: 
A[V] 
= IV [pV - E, (r) 	dr (2.53) 
Performing the variation &4/5V = 0 then yields Poisson's equation (2.48). If V0 
is a solution to Poisson's equation, A[V0] is identical to the electrostatic energy 
of the system (2.52) (as can be seen, once more, by substitution and integration 
by parts). We note in passing that A[V] :5 it[V0] U1 for an arbitrary potential 
V: to say, the true energy Uei of an electrostatic system is the maximum possible 
value of (253)xiV 
The functional (2.53) is convenient when problems involving electrostatic contri-
butions to the energy are formulated variationally. An alternative would be to 
use (2.52) with the differential constraint that V and p obey Poisson's equation, 
which is a more cumbersome analytic approach [55]. To avoid such complica-
tions, we will employ the variational formulation just presented when developing 
a mean field description of dielectric solutes between charged surfaces, presented 
in Chapters 4 and 5. 
XivThe  alternative functional found assuming V D = p instead bounds the true energy from 
above 1341, but is less useful for the purpose of this thesis. 
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2.6 Current Issues in Charged Soft Matter 
The above survey completes the theoretical tools used later in the thesis. In this 
section we review recent developments, which are interesting and close to our own 
work to, but not explicitly built on in subsequent chapters. 
To begin with, shall first describe how a growing number theoretical investigations 
have been recently exploring the limits of the Debye—Hiickel/Gouy—Chapman de-
scriptions, with particular emphasis on when the underlying mean field approx-
imations no longer hold and need to be replaced by more sophisticated treat-
ments. This research has been recently made relevant by experiments on biolog-
ically inspired systems, whose large charge and complex ionic makeup provide 
ample scope for experimentally observable violations of "classical" electrostatic 
behaviour. Next we shall introduce investigations on dielectric contrast driven 
effects, a subject very close to our work. Finally, we will consider other work 
concerned with the interplay of electrostatic and other effects in determining 
the structure and interaction of complex systems, again with biological systems 
providing a guide to where the interesting behaviour is to be experimentally ob-
served. 
2.6.1 Beyond Mean Field Theory 
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, mean field theories of charged systems are a good 
approximation for small electrostatic correlations between ions. Theoretically we 
should thus expect a breakdown of the mean field description for systems where 
such correlations cannot be ignored. The correlations stem from electrostatic 
interactions between ions. If the latter are stronger than thermal agitation the 
system will tend to resume its energetically preferred electroneutral state, a sit-
uation which can be induced by confinement (crowding), as when concentrated 
salt solutions "salt out", or by lowering the temperature. 
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Simple though the basic physics may be, extending the mean field description is 
not a trivial task, because of the long range nature of the electrostatic interaction. 
Reference [30] provides a good overview of the traditional extensions of the Debye-
Hückel description for concentrated electrolytes and reference [39] will give the 
reader a detailed insight into the current progress in the electrostatics of soft 
matter systems. 
2.6.2 Counterion Condensation and Ion Correlation Effects 
Progress beyond the standard description of macroions made significant advances 
when Oosawa [56] and Manning [57] independently developed the concept of coun-
tenon condensation. This involves a geometry-dependent collapse of counterions 
onto their parent surface when its electrostatic attraction dominates the ran-
domising effect of entropy. When viewed from afar, a macroion surface, whose 
counterions are condensed, bears a renorrnalised charge (this depends on geome-
try: e.g. flat surfaces always condense the ions, thus showing zero renormalised 
charge) which reduces the effective interaction between macroions. Though devel-
oped within the mean field the description of isolated polyelectrolytes in a saltless 
solution, Oosawa-Manning condensation is not an entirely mean field effect (the 
"ion condensate" is strongly interacting) and is now believed to be quite real, with 
substantial experimental support. It remains however uncertain exactly why it 
happens in real systems (see the contribution by Williams in [39]). 
Counterion condensation paved the way to the analysis of ion correlation at-
tractions. It has been long known that charged biological macromolecules can 
be wrapped and packed very efficiently, despite bearing net charges of the same 
sign. Specifically, certain biological salts (spermidine, for example) can cause 
DNA chains to attract [231. The possibility that such counterintuitive behaviour 
could be due to the ion correlations neglected by mean field theory, despite the 
pioneering theoretical investigations of Oosawa [56] and simulations by the Guld- 
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brand et al. [58], has only recently begun to be accepted as feasible, with several 
experimental investigations supporting this hypothesis [23, 39]. It is beyond the 
scope of this short review to discuss the many mechanisms proposed to explain 
such effects, which still represent a debated subject. Great progress has been 
made in recent years [39], and it appears, from what we understand of these 
recent developments, that the debate now focuses on the applicability of pro-
posed mechanisms to particular experimental situations. Experiments which can 
clearly filter out any effects which might affect the ion correlation forces are hard 
to perform, but are definitely possible. For example, in a recent experiment by 
Angelini et al. [59], the attraction between actin filaments is observed to arise from 
the formation of "frozen charge density wave" of counterions; the shape of this 
wave is such as to interlock with the actin filaments and causes them to collapse 
upon it. 
Validity Criterion for Planar Surfaces 
In the case of a planar surface, a dimensionless parameter can be derived (see the 
contribution by Netz and Moreira in [39]), which expresses the strength of the 
electrostatic interaction at the surface, allowing to establish if mean field theory 
is applicable. The parameter is found by comparing the relative magnitude of the 
2D and 31) electrostatic interaction between charges in thermal units. We can 
assign a lengthscale, Bjerrum length 1B  (defined in Section 2.2.1) multiplied by 
the ion valency z1 , to the 31) interaction; similarly, for the 21) case, the relevant 
scale is the so called Gouy—Chapman length A 1/21rzalB. The ratio of the two 
scales is the coupling parameter 21zcr, such that if < 1 the counterions 
will form a gas above the surface, as correctly described by a mean field model, 
and if E > 1 the condensation of the ions at the surface is favoured. 
The coupling parameter depends on the ion valency and the surface charge, 
;cr. These same conditions are associated with the arisal of counterintuitive 
effects caused by ion correlations. As we saw in the previous section, other 
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effects may often swamp or confuse the contribution of correlation induced forces. 
Nevertheless, if we are sure that correlation forces might be triggered, a "safe use" 
of mean field means avoiding highly charged surfaces and multivalent ions. 
2.6.3 Effects of Electrical Polarisation 
The Effect of Dielectric Contrast 
Another interesting electrostatic effect to recently be confronted by the "soft" 
community is the fact that polarisation charges at dielectric interfaces are also 
the source of important interactions. Such considerations are at the core of this 
thesis. Yet again, the interest in such matters has a "biological muse": the make-
up of living organisms consists largely of fatty, hydrocarbon based molecules, 
such as lipids and protein base groups immersed in water. The simple—minded 
physicist, adopting a coarse grained viewpoint, sees a microscopic electrostatic 
lab where biological molecules and membranes are insulators, sometimes charged 
at the surface, and immersed in an easily polarised (and conducting) aqueous 
medium. 
This point of view is not new and the continuum description of biological molecules 
can be found in the same paper by Perutz [7] that was quoted in the introduc-
tion. In it he reports a suggestion by Kauzmann to explain why electrolyte ions 
do not penetrate closer than a critical distance to a protein backbone: treating 
proteins as dielectrir lumps of low permittivity, the effect is seen to be a result of 
"image dipole" repulsion which the protein surface exerts on the ions. The above 
considerations have recently been revived by the soft matter community since 
they are relevant to membranes, both biological and artificial, and their interac-
tion with charged biological molecules. Schmidt et al. [60], for example, have 
examined the possible partitioning of counterions from their parent protein when 
this becomes immersed, for biological reasons, in a membrane. Similarly to the 
Perutz—Kauzmann problem, they propose that the ions will either prefer to re- 
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side in the high dielectric constant water and avoid, for energetic reasons, the low 
permittivity membrane interior, or, alternatively, by shielding themselves with a 
water shell, will manage to penetrate the membrane and keep in the proximity 
of the mother protein. A similar problem has been considered by Netz [61] when 
considering the interaction of charges with and across dielectric slabs within a 
Debye—Huckel framework. Many other interesting investigations on this subject 
can be found in the literature, such as those on fluctuation induced interactions 
in the presence of dielectric discontinuities [62, 63]. 
Coupling of Dispersion and Electrostatic Forces 
Another interesting application of "dielectric effects" is found in a paper by 
Boström et al. [64]. Here the authors challenge the correctness of DLVO theory 
at physiological concentrations because of the non—negligible effect of dispersion 
and image forces exerted by the surfaces on the ions. The spirit of this challenge, 
which couples electrostatics with other physical effects, is very close to our own: 
in Chapters 4 and 5 we will show how dielectrics (which are not ions in our case) 
present between charged surfaces affect their interactions. 
2.6.4 Charged Polymers 
Finally, we mention, for the sake of completeness, another very important charged 
system: charged polymers. These come in three main varieties: polyelectrolytes, 
bearing only, or predominantly, one type of charge (positive or negative); polyam-
pholytes, which carry alternating positive and negative charges; and ionomers, 
polyelectrolytes with groups which may or may not be ionised. 
Charged polymers exhibit rich and complex behaviour: they are easily soluble in 
water, can be very stiff, and can tune their interactions in response to external 
changes (such as the salt induced attractions already discussed). Polyelectrolytes 
are the best understood charged polymers. The current description combines 
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polymer physics and electrostatics and is reasonably successful (see Joanny's 
contribution to [39] or [48]), except for the non—classical effects described in Sec-
tion 2.6.2. Current interest in charged polymers has shifted from the study of 
structural conformations of a single chain, to that of solution properties (see 
the contribution by Williams to [39]); the adsorption at surfaces neutral [65] or 
charged [66]; interactions between chains (Section 2.6.2), between surfaces in a 
charged polymer solution [67, 68] and almost any other interesting combination. 
Charged polymers are also incorporated in lamellar phases [23], as mentioned in 
the introduction and as we shall see in Chapter 3. 
The importance of charged polymers and their interactions is again made obvious 
by biology: DNA can be thought of as a highly charged polymer and the clever 
ways Nature has found to pack it, wrap it, unwrap it etc. to fit its functional 
purposes are intriguing to present day researchers. 
Chapter 3 
Relevant Experiments 
In this chapter we review a selection of interesting studies which provide the ex-
perimental justification (a priori and a posteriori!) for the theoretical description 
developed in the following chapters. 
Recall the purpose of our work is to investigate the effect of surface fields on 
the distribution of nearby neutral molecules in solution and the consequent mod-
ification of surface forces by this effect. The different experimental situations 
described below thus have one common feature: charged surfaces and neutral 
solutes (usually in an electrolytic solution). 
In addition to providing motivation for our work, the experiments described below 
also demonstrate the feasibility of future experiments which could be performed 
to test the soundness of our hypothesis and its consequences. 
We will divide the experimental systems according to the average curvature of 
their surface, so that we will first look at systems containing flat surfaces (lamel-
lar phases) and then those which contain curved ones. Where necessary, some 
introductory remarks on the systems will be made. 
The chapter is concluded by a brief mention of other interesting experiments on 
such systems, which we do not describe in detail as they are further removed from 
our study. 
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Flat Surfaces 
3.1 Polymer-doped Lamellar Phases 
A simple instance of charged surfaces sandwiching a polymer solution is that of 
surfactant lamellar phases "doped" with polymer. 
Such composite systems (whose existence does not require, in general, the charged 
surfaces and neutral surfactants we are interested in) were postulated by De 
Gennes [71] and realised by Kekicheff et al. [72]. Only recently, however, have 
lamellar—polymer mixtures been studied in greater experimental detail (see [73]) 
and only a handful of thorough theoretical analyses can be found on the subject 
[74, 69, 75, 76, 77]. 
General Features 
A lamellar phase is a periodic stack of bilayers (see Fig. 6.1 in Chapter 6): a 
smectic liquid crystal whose order parameter is the average distance between the 
bilayers. We say average since the bilayers fluctuate both along the direction nor-
mal to their surface (compression mode) and, to a greater extent, they undulate 
about their average separation because of thermal fluctuations. 
The behaviour of lamellar phases is governed by the forces between the bilayers. 
One important force between bilayers is due to the aforementioned undulation 
which causes different bilayers to bump into each other causing a repulsion known 
as Helfrich interaction. Further, like all surfaces in soft matter, bilayers experience 
attractive dispersion forces, and if they are charged, electrostatic interactions, 
which are usually repulsive. At close contact other forces have been shown to 
arise for charged bilayers. These are due to the hydration of the surface charges 
and are known as hydration forces. 
1 Sorne investigators use this denomination to indicate only smectics whose bilayers contain 
polymers. Others [69. °] use it more broadly, in a sense that we will soon explain. 
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A DLVO like approach can be adopted to describe lamellar interactions in terms 
of effective potentials. This approach often works well on a qualitative basis, but 
can be flawed because of unaccounted couplings between the various forces at 
play. 
Independent of the method used to describe the lamellar phases, the presence of 
attractive and repulsive interactions between the bilayers can often cause them 
to phase separate. The same effect can be induced by the addition of polymer in 
doped lamellar phases (as for colloid—polymer mixtures). 
Embedded, Adsorbing and Nonadsorbing Polymers 
The polymers doping lamellar phases have been observed at different locations 
within a lamellar phase, depending on the polymer solubility in the solvent. The 
more soluble polymers have been deduced to reside in the solvent between bilayers 
(as in the experiments described in Section 3.1.1), with those possessing some 
affinity to the bilayer surface, being partially adsorbed to it (see Section 3.1.3). 
Surfactant—like polymers, poorly soluble in the solvent between bilayers, have 
been observed to be embedded in the bilayer [78, 79]. 
The mechanism causing polymer affinity to the bilayer and the consequent partial 
adsorbtion, is not clearly understood. One method used to investigate polymer-
bilayer interactions is to look for perturbations in the aggregation concentration 
of polymer—surfactant solutions', which is reduced in the presence of polymer 
[21, 22]. However, the interaction between polymer and single surfactants may be 
different from that between polymers and surfactant bilayers, so that aggregation 
at the micellar level may not necessarily entail polymer adsorption onto bilayers. 
"This is not generally identical to the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of surfactants, 
since the aggregates consist of complexes of polymers and surfactants. 
\, 
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Polymer Doped Charged Smectics 
Bilayers can contain a certain density of charged surfactants. Such surface charge 
can be brought about artificially, but natural examples of charged bilayers abound 
(e.g. the lipid bilayers that make up cells). 
Experiments have been recently carried out which mix charged lamellar phases 
and water soluble polymers. The latter can be charged or uncharged [73]. 
Our account of such experiments will be divided according to the presence or lack 
affinity to the bilayer. We do this because the possibility of polymer adsorption, 
i.e. of an attractive interaction with the surface, complicates the theoretical 
description of lamellar polymer mixtures. 
3.1.1 Charged Smectics and Uncharged Nonadsorbing Poly-
mers 
CpCl/Hexanol/PVP/Water(bri ne) 
An extensive study of a charged lamellar phase mixed with a nonadsorbing poly-
mer has been carried out by Ligoure's group from Montpellier. They used lamellar 
phases whose bilayers consisted of a mixture of the cationic surfactant cetylpyrid-
inuim chloride (CpC1) and hexanol. These were formed in an aqueous salt so-
lution (brine) in which the water soluble polymer polyvynilpyrrolidone (PVP) 
was dissolved. PVP is believed not to interact with cationic surfactants such 
as CpCl [80]. The effect of PVP on the critical micellar concentration (CMC) 
of a CpC1/Hexanol solution was checked by conductivity experiments [81]. A 
slight reduction in the CMC was found, independent of the presence of hexanol, 
and deemed insignificant by the authors. Such experiments seem to suggest that 
the polymer does not adsorb onto the bilayer; this belief is corroborated by the 
independence of the bilayer thickness of the amount of polymer [82]. 
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All experiments were carried out for polymer concentrations above the estimated 
overlap concentration for PVP in brine; and all the parameters except the one 
under study were held fixed in the experiment. In a preliminary study [82], the 
progressive addition of salt (from 0 to 0.22 M) was found, in the presence of 
PVP, to induce a phase transition to two coexisting lamellar phases of different 
smectic periods (lamellar-lamellar phase separation); adding the same amount 
of salt to a polymer-free solution produced no such transition. It was inferred 
that a polymer-induced "attraction" (of sufficient magnitude to diminish the 
electrostatic repulsion between bilayers, when this was sufficiently screened by 
salt) was responsible for the transition. The "softening" of the layer repulsion 
was also estimated from a reduction of the bilayer compressional modulus, as 
inferred from the Caiflé theory of scattering by smectics (see [82] and references 
therein), seeming to confirm the idea of an attraction caused by the polymer. 
Later studies by the same authors extended the above investigation. It was 
shown [75] that for a pure water system (unscreened), the addition of PVP had 
no effect on the phase behaviour for the membrane fractions under study, whilst 
a progressive addition of salt induced a lamellar-lamellar phase separation at 
0.1 M. A further increase in the amount of salt caused an increased separation 
and sharpening of the Bragg peaks corresponding to the coexisting phases until 
0.2 M, where only one peak was observed corresponding to a smaller lamellar 
pitch than the initial salt-free one. This was interpreted as indicating the coex-
istence of a lamellar phase and an isotropic solution of surfactant micelles and 
polymer. In [83] the effect of a reduction of surface charge density was studied us-
ing mixed surfactants, yielding the same qualitative behaviour as the increase in 
salt concentration described above: as the area per surface charge E is increased 
(surface charge density falls) a lamellar-lamellar phase separation is observed at 
320 A2 . Reference [84] extends the number of "transition inducing" param-
eters by studying the effect of reducing the amount of solvent and the amount of 
oil in the lamellar-polymer system. 
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3.1.2 Probably Nonadsorbing Cases 
SDS/Hexanol/PEG/Water 
Javierre et al. [85] from Bordeaux have studied a system whose lamellar bilayers 
consisted of the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), with hexanol 
as a cosurfactant, and mixed with an aqueous solution of the uncharged polymer 
polyethylene glycol (PEG). 
Even though SDS/hexanol and PEG show associative behaviour at the micellar 
level, it has been found that mixed SDS/alcohol micelles interact less favourably 
with PEG the shorter the alcohol chain [86]. Further, Javierre et al. found 
no evidence (from the bilayer swelling laws) of any change in bilayer thickness 
upon addition of polymer when studying single phase samples in the polymer 
concentration range 20 - 165g/l. While this is not conclusive evidence that the 
polymer does not absorb to the lamellar bilayer, it is certainly evidence that the 
adsorption is not very significant, especially when compared with the results for 
the same system with octanol as the cosurfactant (see Section 3.1.3). 
In their paper the authors present the effect of addition of PEG to the SDS/Hexanol 
lamellar phase with bilayers of fixed composition. They probe the phase struc-
ture by X-ray scattering and, from this, construct a full density-density phase 
diagram (Fig. 3.1). 
From the phase diagram in Fig. 3.1 the authors notice the following: the addition 
of polymer induces at intermediate polymer and bilayer concentrations a lamellar-
lamellar (L Q L) closed loop coexistence region; surrounding this is a region where 
a single lamellar phase (L Q ) exists which can solubilise polymer up to - 175g/l 
(16% of the water can be replaced by polymer); the latter region narrows down 
with increasing polymer concentration (the swelling is reduced) giving way on 
its left boundary to a coexistence between a lamellar phase and an isotropic 
surfactant /polymer solution (LL). The right hand boundary between the L 
phase and the LL coexistence is not visibly affected by the polymer: the phase 
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Figure 3.1: The phase diagram of a SDS/Hexanol/PEG mixture at 25°C and fixed molar hex-
anol to SDS ratio (The figure is from reference [85]). Cp denotes the polymer concentration 
and M  indicates the bilayer (or membrane) volume fraction discussed in the text. 
is parallel to the polymer axis. 
Another important observation is that while the LL coexistence (on the left) is 
immediately affected by the polymer, the L aL coexistence only occurs above the 
overlap concentration of the polymer solution (r-i  35g/1) and for lamellar spacings 
of order of the polymer radius of gyration. 
Finally, the authors show evidence for the possible existence of a critical point 
where the LLa transition is second order. Plotting the smectic period (the or-
der parameter) versus inverse membrane fraction (the phase transition inducing 
"field") it is possible to evidence the continuous nature of the transition for the 
polymer concentration fixed at C = 75g/l (Fig. 3.2a), as opposed to the discon-
tinuous behaviour for C, = lOOg/l (Fig. 3.2b). 
Further evidence that C = 75g/l may be in the neighborhood of a critical point 
in the phase diagram is provided by the broadening of the Bragg peak in the scat-
tering patterns upon addition of polymer for a fixed membrane composition (also 
on the phase boundary). The broadening, as the authors note, could be due to a 
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Figure 3.2: The swelling behaviour for C, = 75g/1 (a) and C, = bOg/i (b). (The figure is 
from reference [85]). d denotes the smectic period and 1/ the inverse membrane fraction. 
Notice how the difference in smectic periods in (a) appears to vanish in a continuous manner 
as 11M is increased. 
vanishing (or almost vanishing) layer compression modulus in the neighborhood 
of the critical point. 
SDS/Pentanol/PEGIWater 
The almost identical SDS/Pentanol/PEG has been studied by Freyssingeas et 
al. [87]. We shall not discuss the details of their study, because they looked at 
dilute PEGsolutions, which our model (Model II of Chapter 5) cannot describe. 
According to the reportedly decreasing affinity between micelles and PEGwith 
decreasing alcohol chain length [86], we expect this system to be nonadsorbing. 
Freyssingeas et al. used a surface force apparatus to measure the force between 
surfaces, with doped lamellar phase sandwiched in between, as a function of dis-
tance. This allowed them to evaluate the decrease in the compressibility modulus 
of a lamellar phase with increasing polymer content. This behaviour is similar to 
that of the other doped smectics described in this chapter. 




A range of other experiments have been carried out where nonadsorbing poly-
mers have been mixed with charged lamellar phases. The vast majority of the 
interesting work is included in the review by Kötz and Kosmella [73]. The few 
existing water soluble polymers are usually employed in these experiments, most 
commonly PEGand polyacrylamide (PAM), combined with lamellar phases from 
a variety of common surfactants with or without added salt. 
All we want to say here is that similar effects on the phase behaviour as re-
ported above were reported by the investigators: changes in phase boundaries 
and reduced compressibility modulus. 
3.1.3 Charged Smectics and Uncharged Polymers with Affin-
ity Bilayer 
SDS/Octanol/PEG/Water 
In another study by Ficheux et al. [70, 77], the Bordeaux group looked at 
SDS/Octanol bilayers in aqueous PEG solutions. SDS/Octanol and PEG show 
stronger associative behaviour at the micellar level than hexanol and pentanol 
because of the longer hydrocarbon chain of octanol [86]; this is the reason why 
the polymer is considered adsorbing and included in this section. 
As for the hexanol based system, a full phase diagram at fixed temperature and 
membrane composition was also obtained for this system, as shown in Fig. 3.3. 
Qualitatively, the same broad features can be observed as for the hexanol phase di-
agram: LQ L coexistence at intermediate concentrations, surrounded by a doped 
lamellar phase which can solubilise polymer; reduced swelling of the lamellar 
phase (greater extent of "left hand side" LL coexistence). However, as Javierre 
et al. notice [85], the quantitative nature of these effects is different depending on 
the alcohol cosurfactant used. The octanol based system displays a larger LL,,, 
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Figure 3.3: The phase diagram of a SDS/Octanol/PEG mixture at 25°C and fixed molar octanol 
to SDS ratio. (The figures are from reference [77]). 
region than one with hexanol; in addition, as much as 50% of the water in the L 
phase (C = 500g/1) can replaced by polymer (as opposed to 16% for hexanol). 
As for hexanol, the L aL coexistence (on the left) appears immediately affected by 
the polymer but the L aLa bound behaviour only occurs above a certain polymer 
concentration close to the the overlap concentration of the polymer solution, 
= 35g/l. Notice that for hexanol the LL,, coexistence appears above C;, at 
C, r-' 50g/l and above a membrane fraction qm ' 0.4, whilst for octanol it appears 
below C, at C, '-' 5g/l and above a membrane fraction q 0.3 (corresponding 
to a spacing comparable with the radius of gyration of the polymer coil) [85]. 
As in the previous studies, evidence from X-ray and neutron scattering [70, 77] 
seems to confirm the suspicion that the polymer reduces the repulsive interaction 
between bilayers. The compressibility modulus of the bilayers in a single phase 
lamellar phase was measured in different ways and shown to be reduced with 
respect to the expectations for electrostatically stabilised lamellar phase. Looking 
for a vanishing of the splitting between Bragg peaks, it was also possible for 
Ficheux et al. to estimate the two critical points of the closed—loop LL 0 region: 
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(q '-'-j 0.32; C 	0.038) on the left and (0m 	0.58; C, 	0.15) on the right. This 
estimate of the location of the left hand critical point was confirmed by a more 
thorough study [77] which mapped out the values of the Caillé exponent (77 cx 
i//, where B is the compressibility) on the phase diagram of Fig. 3.3 and found 
it to diverge around 07 's-' 0.32;C 0.038 (so that B = 0 in its neighborhood). 
Finally, we report that Ficheux et al. [70] found that the classical swelling law 
was obeyed in the single phase regions of the phase diagram. However, addition 
of polymer affected the swelling of polymer—containing lamellar phase: plotting 
the smectic period against the inverse membrane fraction yielded straight lines 
of decreasing slopes. The authors proposed this could be explained either by 
penetration of the polymer in the bilayers or by a modification of the surfactant 
area per head group due to interference at the surface by adsorbed polymer. 
Other Systems 
The above adsorbing system has been discussed here in detail since it is an ex-
tensive study for which phase diagrams have been obtained. Other experiments 
have been carried out with adsorbing polymer solutions (usually with PEG as 
the polymer). As for the nonadsorbing polymers, a brief description of the ex-
periments is included in the review by Kötz and Kosmella [73], and we shall not 
dwell on the details of the observations here. 
We would only like to mention that Ficheux et al. [88], using conductivity mea-
surements, found evidence supporting a strong interaction between PEG and 
AOT at the micellar level, in contrast to results with PAM/AOT. Further, their 
plots of the dilution law are compatible, within experimental uncertainty, with 
the conjecture that polymers do not penetrate inside the bilayer. This supports 
the picture of an adsorbing polymer forming a layer on the surface. 
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Curved Surfaces 
3.2 Mixtures of Charged Colloids and Uncharged 
Depletants 
We now turn to systems whose charged surfaces are curved. These are treated 
separately since the curvature of their constituents can potentially complicate 
the behaviour of charged systems in many ways, whilst the lamellar phases are a 
good approximation to a one dimensional crystal of flat bilayers, as we shall see 
in Chapter 6.1. We will briefly discuss the complications introduced by curvature 
in Section 8. 
In this section only mixtures of charged colloids and wormlike micelles are de-
scribed in any detail. On one hand this is because they are the only system we 
are aware of which combines charged surfaces and polymer like molecules with a 
large amount polarisable material (the oily core of the micelles). On the other we 
do this for "historical" reasons, since it is the strange happenings in this system 
which provided the inspiration for this thesis. 
3.2.1 Charged Colloids and Surfactant Micelles 
IDC Latex Particles and C 16 E6 
L. Galloway [89] studied an interesting system combining charged polystyrene 
colloids mixed with surfactant micelles formed by the nonionic surfactant C 16 E6. 
In sufficient concentrations, C 16 E6 assembles into wormlike micelles which behave 
similarly to polymers in many respects. The differences between the micelles and 
polymers are a consequence of self—assembly. Micelles differ from from polymers 
structurally: they are made not of chemically identical monomeric groups, but 
of aggregated surfactants, whose relatively long hydrocarbon chains make them 
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chunkier" than the average synthetic polymer. In addition, the micelles are not 
the only surfactant solute, but exist in equilibrium with a solution of surfactants. 
As the concentration is increased the micelles grow in size. The growth is a 
statistical process, so that micelles exist in a distribution of lengths: they are 
polydisperse. 
The study [89] was pursued to compare the behaviour of such systems to the well 
understood colloid—polymer mixtures, and see how far the analogy between the 
two can be pushed. 
In a dilute colloid polymer mixture, the polymer causes an attractive contribution 
dependent on the polymer concentration [20]. Charge on the colloid and its 
screening by salt introduce a repulsive interaction. With these considerations in 
mind, the phase behaviour of sterically stabilised uncharged colloids (where the 
effect of charge was eliminated by PEO coating) and of charged colloids with or 
without salt was studied as the concentration of C 16 E6 was increased. The phase 
behaviour was measured for colloids of three different radii: 175, 105 and 70nm. 
In the sterically stabilised case increasing the concentration of surfactant caused 
the colloidal fluid at low concentrations to phase separate into colloid rich ("liq-
uid") and colloid poor ("gas") phases. At even higher concentrations the attrac-
tions were strong enough to cause the system to gelate. 
For the charged colloids with added salt, the behaviour was similar to the ster-
ically stabilised system with the same succession of phases, except at low sur-
factant concentrations where an unexplained instability against aggregation was 
observed (Fig. 3.4a). Apart from this, wormlike micelles and polymers have the 
same effect on colloids. Even despite any specific differences in depletion details, 
the experiments confirm that high concentrations of surfactant induce colloidal 
phase separation. 
More surprising results were found in the study with no salt added. In this 
case the expectation is for the system to be electrostatically stabilised against 
depletion, given the large values of the screening lengths, as found by conductivity 
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measurements: A 60nm for 175 and 70nm particles and ' 40nm for the 105nm 
ones. The phase behaviour in this case, is shown in Fig. 3.4b. No instability was 
observed at low concentrations of surfactant in this case, a likely consequence of 
the electrostatic stabilisation. 
As the concentration of C 16 E6 is increased the fluid again separates into colloid 
rich and colloid poor phases, which this time are crystal-fluid or gel-gas coexis-
tences. The liquid-gas coexistence is suppressed. When compared to the phase 
behaviour with added salt, one would naively expect a greater amount of surfac-
tant to be required to induce phase separation, given the large values of A and 
the observation that increasing concentration increases the attractive contribu-
tion against the electrostatic stabilisation. Such expectations are fulfilled for the 
175 and 105nrn colloids. For the 70nm particles, however, we see that for with 
= 0.01 (the colloid volume fraction at which the salt results were obtained) 
phase separation occurs around 0.009 g cm 3 of C 16 E6 , whilst in the case of salt 
the gas-liquid boundary is > 0.01 g cm 3 . Indeed, even if the phase separation 
occurred at the same concentration of surfactant, it would be hard to explain 
how a system expected to be more stable against phase separation (because of 
the unscreened electrostatic repulsion between colloids) requires the same con-
centration of depletant micelles to phase separate. In Chapter 8 we shall discuss 
a possible explanation for this observation in terms of the electrical polarisation 
induced in the micelle excluding it from the vicinity of the colloids. The latter 
effect is the central idea [90, 89] underlying the work in this thesis, developed in 
the following chapters (starting from Chapter 4). 
3.2.2 Charged Colloids and Uncharged Polymers 
Mixtures of charged colloids and uncharged, non-adsorbing polymers in an aque-
ous solvent, provide a simpler instance of the kind of the electrostatic scenario 
we are interested in. The polymer solution is dilute, and the control parameter 
of the "effective" attractions between colloidal particles is the concentration of 
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polymers. 
Early investigations using latex particles mixed with hydroxyethylcellulose or 
dextran in electrolyte solutions, found behaviour qualitatively similar to that 
displayed by colloidal hard spheres, with shifts in the phase boundaries due to 
the electrostatic interactions (see Section 10.7 of [24] and references therein). 
Surprisingly, not many other investigations of mixtures of charged colloids are 
available in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. Recently, however, 
interest in charge has been revived by the treatment of proteins as colloids [13] 
and doubtless the biological drive of most soft matter research will force colloid 
scientists to investigate aqueous colloid—polymer mixtures. 
3.3 Concluding Comments 
In this chapter we hope to have given the reader an interesting view of some 
recent experiments relevant to the theory developed in this thesis. Of the experi-
ments discussed, the experiments with lamellar phases doped with nonadsorbing 
polymers are the most directly relevant to the framework we shall construct in 
the following chapters. The simple model to follow in Chapter 4 will in fact be 
extended to describe polymers between flat surfaces in Chapter 5. This configu-
ration is easily mapped to an approximate description of polymer doped lamellar 
phases, as will be shown in Chapter 6, from which predictions regarding the 
phase behaviour of such phases can be made (Chapter 7). This results are re-
alistic enough to be compared with the experiments described in this chapter; 
however, given the approximations made in our model of polymers between sur-
faces (Model II of Chapter 5), the predicted results are only expected to strictly 
apply to nonadsorbing polymers (i.e. the experiments of Section 3.1.1). 
Chapter 4 
Model I: Dielectric Spheres 
We consider here, through a minimal model, the possibility that double layer in- 
teractions may be affected by the presence of neutral, low permittivity molecules. 
The idea is that non-uniform fields, such as the screened ones of electrical double 
layers, polarise dielectric solutes and can bias their distribution in the vicinity of 
charged surfaces which may in turn affect surface-surface interactions. 
The model physics and formalism will be detailed next. Then it will be shown 
how the resulting equations have been solved. From the solutions the interaction 
(net osmotic pressure) between the surfaces is easily found, as we will show. 
Results will then be presented showing typical solutions to the equations and 
how the osmotic interactions are affected by changing the model parameters. We 
will then comment on the insights gained from this study. These insights are 
relatively minor. However, since the framework we will construct in this chapter 
will be built on in later chapters to give more subtle and interesting results than 
those found here, we will present the analysis in some detail. The basic concepts 
and relations resulting from the analysis will be useful to alleviate the discussion 
presented in later chapters. 
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4.1 Model Physics and Basic Assumptions 
We wish to describe fatty molecules in an electrolyte solution in the neighborhood 
of ionised macroion surfaces, a situation not uncommon to soft matter systems, 
as shown Chapter 3. 
In Section 2.6.3 it was explained how soft matter systems can be successfully ap-
proximated as electrostatic systems, and, in particular, how fatty molecules in an 
aqueous environment are often treated as low permittivity dielectrics. Adopting 
this philosophy, in our model we consider surfaces bearing a continuous distri-
bution of charge (any macroion surfaces) bathed by an ideal aqueous mixture of 
pointlike charges (the macroion counterions and the added salt) and dielectric 
spheres (fatty molecules) of permittivity E2  and radius ad.  The spheres, despite 
having finite size, are, for the sake of simplicity, assumed to behave ideally at 
walls (no depletion effects) and at high concentrations. From a dielectric per-
spective the ionic solution, with which the spheres mix, is treated as a continuum 
with the permittivity q of the solvent (we thus neglects any dielectric influence 
of the ions'), usually water (€ = 80), as in the Gouy—Chapman model of Section 
2.2.1. Figure 4.1 shows this simple abstraction of a real system. 
From a thermodynamical point of view the system is in contact with a reservoir 
with which it can exchange heat, ions and dielectric spheres (see Section 4.2). 
Before formulating the model mathematically, let us consider our expectations 
and get a feel for the magnitude of the "dielectric effect" (and provide ourselves 
with some reassurance that it is worth going through the toil of formulating and 
solving a model of it!). 
4.1.1 Expectations 
It is well known that dielectric media are electrically polarised by electric fields. 
Depending on the sign of the dielectric contrast with the embedding medium, the 
'This is a reasonably good approximation for dilute salt solutions [91J 
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Figure 4.1: The simple model: an ionic solution of dielectric spheres between charged sur-
faces. 
field energy is raised or lowered by the work of polarisation required to charge 
the interfaces between the dielectric and the surrounding medium with equal 
and opposite charges. In addition, if the field is nonuniform the separate charges 
will experience different field intensities, causing dielectrics to energetically prefer 
regions of high or low field magnitude depending, in the same way as above, on 
dielectric contrast. A classical example of the latter effect is when a plastic slab 
is drawn into a parallel plate capacitor (in air) by the nonuniform field on the 
capacitor's edge. Similarly the change of field energy is exemplified by the use of 
insulating materials to increase the charge which can be stored in a capacitor. 
When a solution of dielectric spheres (solutes) is placed in the neighborhood of 
a double layer we thus expect two effects. On one hand, the spheres, polarised 
by the electric field, will distribute themselves about the surface in a manner 
determined by the relative magnitudes of the randomising effect of thermal fluc-
tuations and of the electrostatic energy they possess as a result of residing in the 
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nonuniform field generated by the surface double layer. 011 the other hand, the 
net dipole fields induced at the interface between the spheres and the embedding 
electrolyte act to reduce the electric field (dielectric screening). 
These effects, in general, are intrinsically coupled. It is useful, however, to ob-
tain separate "limiting" estimates of the magnitude of each effect for realistic 
experimental conditions. 
Effect of Field on Dielectric Spheres 
What is the energy cost of keeping a low permittivity sphere close to a double 
layer? 
A field E induces a dipole p = aE in the sphere, where a 	-K€1a 3  is the 
polarisability of the sphere of radius ad and polarisation (or Cilausius-Mossotti) 
factor K = (€i - €2)/(2€1 + €2). From basic electrostatics, the force on a dipole in 
a nonuniform field is F = (p. V)E. Consider a fiat double layer. The energy of 
the dipole at location x in front of the surface is found by integrating such force 
from infinity to x: Ud(x) = - f:7 ceE(dE1dx)dx = -( a/2)E(x) 2 , where we have 
set Ud(oo) = 0 and used p = aE(x). Substituting for a, we can thus write the 
dielectric energy of a sphere, in units of T: 
Ud/T K€ i E2 (x)a/T 	 (4.1) 
Because K > 0 (the permittivity of the solvent, ci,  is greater than that of the 
sphere €2),  we see that the energy is smaller, as we move down the field gradient 
away from the surface. 
We can estimate E(x) at x crudely from the solution of the 1D Debye-Hückel 
equation for an isolated double layer: E(x) = E3e_x/. Here E8 is the surface 
field: E8 = a/c i , a =surface charge, X is the Debye length. This neglects the 
influence of the sphere's "reaction field" on the surface field and assumes the 
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sphere is a point dipole at x (the field is uniform over the sphere). Equation (4.1) 
then becomes: 
Ud/T K( 2 1e 1 )e 2 'a1T 	 (4.2) 
Considering a sphere of radius ad = 5)1, one Debye length away from a surface 
of charge cr = 0.01Cm 2 (one charged group per 10nm 2 ), in a typical water—oil 
mixture with K 1/2 (EH20 80, E ,,il 2), at room temperature (25°C), we 
find: 
Ud '-.' 10 4T per particle 
so we need 	104 particles of this size joined together" (so as to have one trans- 
lational mode), for the effect to be important (e.g. a long chain polymer with 
5)1 radius monomers). Equivalently we would need a sphere with 20 times the 
radius for the same surface charge or 100 times the surface charge for the same 
radius. 
Effect of Dielectric Spheres on the Field 
Here we estimate the global energetic overhead generated by the induced dipoles 
of a collection of spheres uniformly spread in front of a double layer, i.e. we assume 
thermal agitation is so violent that the field can't move the spheres. It is also 
assumed that the dipoles do not modify the field, which is the same field E 0 that 
would be produced by a "sphere—less" double layer. We recall the electrostatic 
energy of a dielectric medium is given by Equation (2.52): 
Uej =
I 
 Do E0dr 	 (4.3) JV ,  
"Neglecting variations of the field over the size of the conglomerate 
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where V is the volume of the region of interest. The electrical displacement of the 
dielectric medium (electrolyte+spheres) is D 0 € 1 E0 + P, where the polarisation 
vector P of a collection of spheres, of volume of Vd and number density nd,  is 
defined as P rid p. Since, as for the previous estimate, the sphere's dipole 
moment is p = aE0, and a = — 3Kclvd is its polarisability, Equation (4.3) 
becomes: 
Ue i = ( 1 - 3Kndvd) f 	dr 	 (4.4) 
Letting Ue°i 	f,(1/2)fiEdr define the sphere-less energy, and recalling the 
volume fraction of spheres is Od = fldvd, (4.4) can be rewritten as: 
Uei e = (1-3Kd) <1 	 (4.5) 
For example, the electrostatic energy of a mixture containing Od = 0.1 spheres, 
will be about 90% of that of a pure electrolyte (where we have used K 1/2, as 
in the previous estimate). 
4.1.2 The Smoothing Approximation 
The entropic contributions to the free energy of the minimal model system consist 
simply of mixing terms, since we are considering an ideal solution. To model the 
electrostatic contribution of the dielectric spheres to the free energy, we shall 
adopt a mixing approach (see Section 2.4). The bulk electrostatic influence of 
the dielectric spheres will thus be represented by an effective permittivity of 
the mixture depending on the local sphere concentration ç (j : 6, = Ee((,bd). This 
approximation is shown in figure 4.2. 
Recall also from Section 2.4.1 that the approach involves averaging over regions 
(of radius R) large with respect to the distance between inclusions (e-  n'13) 
and is thus a good approximation if R >> n- 1/3  (Equation (2.40)). If the field 
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Figure 4.2: The Smoothing Approximation: (A) a solution of dielectric spheres, of permittivity 4E 2 
and local concentration cbd(r), and an electrolyte of permittivity E, is replaced with an effective 
medium of permittivity c, = (); (B) If the field is nonuniform, this is a good approximation 
provided the lengthscale A over which the field is nonuniform is very much greater than the 
average spacing between the spheres b, which is of the order of the sphere size. 
imposed on the dielectric is further changing on a characteristic scale (in our case 
the Debye length, A), we also require A >> R, so that the field which is being 
averaged does not change in magnitude over the averaging volume. Thus, the 
smoothing approximation is strictly valid only if A >> R >> n'3 . For the 
moderately concentrated mixtures we are interested in Od r>1 0.1, in which case 
n- 1/3 '-' a, and the smoothing approximation is reasonable only if: 
	
A >>> a 
	
(4.6) 
4.1.3 An Expression fore
, 
For the sake of simplicity, in Model I we will use the low concentration formula 
(2.44), for the effective permittivity of a mixture: 
fe(d) = i (1 - 3Kcbd) 
where 
' 1 ' This approximation is also made when calculating the optical properties of composite ma-
terials [52]. In this case, the scale over which the electric field changes is the wavelength of the 
light incident on the dielectric. 
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£efl Maxwell-Garnett 
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the Maxwell—Garnett relation against its linear and low bd limits. Only at 
very large Od  does the low cUJd approximation start to be qualitatively wrong. 
K 
= €1 - 
2 + E2 
is the Clausius-Mossotti factor. 
Recall Equation (2.44) can be derived as the low concentration limit of the 
Maxwell—Garnett equation (Equation (2.42)). An alternative relation is some-
times used which covers the whole range of c'd  (see the contribution by Khokhlov 
et al. in [39]) where the average dielectric constant is simply the sum of the 
component permittivities weighted by the volume fraction of each component: 
= cO[e2 + i10 - )]. A plot of 6e(d)  is shown for the three relations 
discussed is shown in Fig. 4.3. 
4.2 Statistical Mechanical Formulation 
Thermodynamically we shall operate in a grand canonical ensemble. The thermo- 
dynamic variables of the system are its volume, V, temperature, T, and chemical 
potentials p i , i = +, —, for the ions and id for the spheres. The thermodynamic 
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potential minimised at equilibrium is the grand potential, which we shall denote 
by: Q(V,T Ai, Ad) . 
The system volume is defined by the bounding charged surfaces, and the temper-
ature and chemical potentials by the reservoir. Fig. 4.4 displays the thermody-
namic setting of our model. 




Figure 4.4: The Thermodynamic Setting 
4.2.1 The Free Energy Functional 
We expect the concentrations of species in our system to inhomogeneous: we 
know that ions will distribute according to the electric field, and expect the 
dielectric particles (and consequently the permittivity) to do the same. With 
these considerations in mind, it makes sense to write down the grand potential 
as a density functional: 





(fld)E 2 + T 	n(lnn - i)+ 	(4.7)
+Tnd(ln nd 1) - 
	
jflj - Ldfld) dr 
Here, the first term is the electrostatic energy density of an electric field E in 
a medium of permittivity e , The second term is the entropy of ions of number 
density ri, where i = + indicates positive ions and i = - negative ones (the 
entropy is that of translational mixing between ions and the solvent in an ideal 
solution). The third term is the the entropic mixing of the dielectric spheres of 
number density rid and the solvent. The last two terms account for the flow of 
particles from the reservoir. 
The electric field must obey Maxwell's equation relating electric displacement 
and free charge density: 
V (f e E) p = 
	
nq 	 (4.8) 
or equivalently in terms of the electrostatic potential V (where E = —VV), 
Poisson's equation: 
V• (€e VV) = — p = - 	njqj 	 (4.9) 
Formally Equation (4.9) provides a constraint relating the field and the ion num-
ber densities. 
4.3 Variational Derivation of the Model's Equations 
The particle distributions which minimise the grand potential and obey Poisson's 
equation correspond to the equilibrium state of the system. 
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Minimisation of functionals subject to differential constraints is possible [55], 
however it is more straightforward to use the variational methods introduced in 
Section 2.5.2. 
4.3.1 Defining a Free Energy "Action" 
We define the following free energy action (whose stationary value coincides with 
the functional (4.7)): 
n, fld] 
= f an (V, n, fld)  dr = f (_Ee (fl d)(VV) 2 + 	fl i qV+ 
+Tn(1nn - 1) +Tnd(lnnd - 1)- 	- Ldnd) dr (4.10) 
Where an is the position-dependent "action density" and all other symbols have 
been defined in (4.7). 
4.3.2 "Equations of Motion" 
Performing a variation with respect to the electrostatic potential 6A11V = 0 
or, equivalently, setting 	- 	0 we find the correct Maxwell equation:avv  
V(fe (fld)VV) = -n jqj 
Notice how the spatially dependent dielectric constant is operated upon by the 
gradient, unlike the undergraduate textbook scenario of a spatially uniform di-
electric constant. 
Similarly a variation with respect to the ion number density SJtçi /5nj = 0, i.e. 
8Vfl = 0 yields the Boltzmann factor: 
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where nT e_/T defines the chemical potential of ion i, fixed by the reservoir. 
Finally a variation with respect to the dielectric number density 6Açi/önd = 0, 
i.e. 	- 	= 0, gives: 
and 	aVnd 
rd=nde 2dnd 
where, as for the ions, n 	e_lT defines the chemical potential of the spheres 
and df e (Thd)/dfld = (dE e (d)/dd)(dd/dfld) = (3/2)Kf l vd (where Vd = (4/3)7ra 
is the dielectric volume). It is convenient to define the following constant: b 
(312)KElvd/T. 
We have thus derived the set of equations: 
	
V(f e (fld)VV) = - 	nj qj 	 (4.11) 
ru = 	 (4.12) 
lid (4.13) 
These equations provide a complete description of the system to model. The 
Boltzmann particle distributions can be substituted in the Poisson-like equation 
to obtain a "Poisson—Boltzmann like" non-linear differential equation in V: 





6, (VV)= e l (I - 3KOrd 	 (4.15) 
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4.3.3 A Modified Debye—Huckel Equation (MDH) 
To make things simple, we will use the Debve-Hückel (DH) approximation, which 
assumes the electrostatic energy of an ion is small with respect to its thermal 
energy. The linearisation is the same as for the ordinary DH equation (Equation 
(2.7)), since the mathematical form of the Boltzmann factor 4.12 is not affected 
by the inclusion of dielectric effects. Thus Equation (4.14) becomes: 
V(6(VV)VV) = tc2V 	 (4.16) 
I LL 2t! i where K 	'; 	s the inverse Debye length and 	is given by 
(4.15). 
It is Equation (4.16) that we shall proceed to solve; it shall subsequently be 
referred to as the Modified Debye-Huckel Equation (MDH). From it all other 
physical quantities can be obtained, in particular, the net osmotic pressure be-
tween charged surfaces. 
4.3.4 Osmotic Pressure 
The difference in the osmotic pressure between the reservoir and our system 
determines the net "force" between the surfaces. The osmotic particles generating 
this pressure are the dispersed solutes (ions and dielectric molecules). 
Here, once more borrowing mathematical methods of classical mechanics, we shall 
derive and expression for the net osmotic pressure of our system, and show how it 
is expressed in terms of the electrostatic potential and its gradient as determined 
by the solutions of Equation (4.16). 
A Hamiltonian—like Conserved Quantity 
The free energy action density a n  in Equation (4.10) does not depend explicitly 
on the position at which it is evaluated. We can thus define a conserved quantity, 
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analogous to the Hamiltonian of classical mechanics: 
H := 	pmVQm - an = const. 	 (4.17) 
where an is the free energy action density, and Qm  and p := 	are the 
generalised coordinates and momenta of the problem. The right hand side of 
(4.17) is the conserved value of H. In our case, recalling that an takes the form: 
an (V, ni, fld) = _Ce (fl d)(VV) 2  + 	nqV+ 
+T>nj (In nj - 1) - Tnd (In nd - 1) - 	- /Lidfld 
the momenta are: 
aaq 	 0a12 5a11
Pni = avn, 
= 0; Pfld = DVnd 
= 0; PV = aVV= —
E(nd)VV; 	(4.18) 
so that we find by (4.17) 
H = pvVV - an = f(nd)(VV)2 - 
	
nqV+ 
—Tn (In n - 1) - Tnd(lnrid - 1) + 	/LTh + I-'dd 	(4.19) 
We want to express H as a function of the electrostatic potential and its gradi- 
ents. Substituting the expressions 4.12 and 4.13 for ni and nd, and recalling the 
definition of the chemical potentials for for the reservoir species (Section 4.3.2), 
we have: 
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H = 	fe(fld)(VV)2 - 	ne_TqjV + 	 (4.20) 
- T 	ne_'h/T (In ri _ qjV/T_1)+T 	ne 7T1nri + 
- b(VV) 2 - 1) + Tne'2 In  = const. 
which can be simplified to: 
U _€e (fld )(VV) 2  + Tne_2b(VV)2  + 	(4.21) 
+Tne 2 + T 	r_qiV/T const. 
Meaning of H 
The physical meaning of II is more easily seen if we rewrite Equation (4.21) as 
follows: 
LI = 	EeEI 2  + ndKf1vdE2  + 	nT + ndT = const. 
where we have used E = —V.7V, the Boltzmann factors for n1 and rid are no longer 
explicitly expressed, b has been expanded to its definition (b (312)KElvd/T) and 
the dependency of the permittivity on nd has been removed from the notation 
for clarity. Recalling, as in Section 4.1.1, that the polarisation vector Pd of 
a collection of spheres of volume of Vd and number density nd,  is defined as 
Pd =— ndP (where p = QE is the dipole moment of each sphere and c = —3Kvd 
is its polarisability), we have: 
fl = 	feIEI2 - 	E + 	nT + ndT = const. 	(4.22) 
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Let us, for a moment, ignore the dielectrics so that Ild = 0 and C, = 	. In 
this limit H = —(1/2)€iEI 2 +>nT, which makes it clear that H represents the 
magnitude of the total stress normal to a surface in an electrolyte subject to a field 
E. The latter has an osmotic contribution, which is the ideal solution pressure 
of the ions, and an electrostatic contribution, stemming from the pressure of the 
electric field on the surface (the Maxwell stress). In hydrostatic equilibrium, 
such contributions need to add up to a constant so that the force on the surface 
in a electrolyte is zero. The condition of equilibrium is thus equivalent to the 
conservation condition derived from the "Hamiltonian" formulation presented in 
this chapter. 
This line of reasoning is extended to the case of added dielectrics: the second and 
fourth terms in (4.22) represent the electrostatic and osmotic contributions of the 
spheres to the normal stress of the electrolyte mixture. From now on we shall 
call H an osmotic pressure, though this denomination is only strictly applicable 
if the electrostatic contribution vanishes. 
Net Osmotic Pressure in the Debye—HUckel Approximation 
In Section 4.3.3, we used the Debye-Hückel linearisation to simplify the form of 
the central equation of our model. Here, for consistency, we will do the same for 
the osmotic pressure. In this case however, the Boltzmann factor (4.12) needs to 
be expanded to second order (in the mean field the first order contributions to 
energy or pressure vanish because of electroneutrality): 
ni = n (i - qV/T + (qjV/T)2  + o [(qjV/T)3]) 
Equation (4.21) thus becomes: 
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H = 	 + Ei it2 V2+ 	 (4.23) 
+Tne_"I)2b(VV)2 + Tne' 2 +T 	nr 
where K is the inverse Debye length. 
It is further useful to subtract the pressure of the reservoir from (4.23), so as to 
obtain an expression for the net force between surfaces. The reservoir pressure, 
HT, consists simply of the osmotic contributions (and can be found from (4.23) 
by setting the electrostatic contributions to zero): 
fIr = Tn +Tn 
and the net pressure is thus: 
ITnet - H - iJ 11- 	 H 
= E(d)(VV) 2 + ElK2V2  + 	 (4.24) 
+Tn (e_b)2(l  + b(VV) 2) - i) 
Exploiting the "Conservation" of H 
Since the value U, for a given system volume (boundary conditions), does not 
depend on the position between surfaces, it is often conveniently evaluated where 
some of the contributing terms vanish. For example, in the case of opposing flat 
surfaces, the electric field vanishes at the midplane by symmetry. This makes 
Equation (4.24) particularly simple, as we will see in Section 4.4.1. 
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4.4 Solving the Model 
At this point it is possible to obtain results for the net osmotic pressure between 
plates as a function of the separation between them for different "experimental 
conditions". 
The plan is to solve the MDH equation (4.16) for the case of flat parallel charged 
surfaces of infinite extent for suitable boundary conditions and a given separation. 
By substituting the solutions evaluated at a convenient (in the sense explained in 
the preceding section) position between the plates, it is then possible to evaluate 
the osmotic pressure at that separation. The procedure can then be repeated for 
different surface spacings and the desired pressure—separation profiles obtained. 
Before discussing the solutions, we will show how to adapt the general equa-
tions derived to the particular problem at hand. Further, the variables will be 
made dimensionless for the purposes of numerical solution and to highlight the 
dimensionless parameters characterising the scales of the problem. 
4.4.1 Setting Up for Solution 
1D MDH and Dimensionless Variables 
Parallel surfaces have a high degree of symmetry, since we assume they are infinite 
in the directions parallel to their surface. The natural coordinate system of the 
problem is a one dimensional cartesian set, whose position variable we shall denote 
by x and origin on the "leftmost" surface (shown in Fig. 4.5 for the dimensionless 
variables). 
With these conventions the one dimensional form of (4.16) reads: 
(v') = K2 V 	 (4.25) 
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where (V') = 1 - 3K06 12 and from now on we shall use primed notation 
as an alternative to differential notation to indicate derivatives w.r.t. x: f'(x) 
df(x)/dx or f"(x) d 2 f(x)/dx 2 . 
Next, we can rescale the potential and the x coordinate to the characteristic 
potential and length scales of the problem: the surface potential, V3 and the 
Debye screening length, A. Let us define: 
W; X; 
Thus (4.25) becomes: 
d / 	,dW 
((W )) =W 	 (4.26) 
where now (W') = 1 - 3A e_B(W') 2  and we have defined A 3K and B 
bV 3 /A = 3Kf1(V3 /A) 2 vd/2. Then: 
((1 - Ae_ 	 = w 	 (4.27) 
This is a non-linear second order differential equation. To see this more clearly, 
let us explicitly carry out the differentiation on left hand side: 
W" - Ae "2 W" + 	 - W = 0 	(4.28) 
We see that the derivative of the unknown potential W(X) appears in exponential 
and quadratic form. For our purposes, a horrible equation like this is easily solved 
numerically. 
Boundary Conditions 
We saw in Section 2.2.2 how approaching charged surfaces can be approximated 
as having either fixed surface potential or fixed surface charge upon approach. For 
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0 	XH/2 	H 
Figure 4.5: Flat parallel plates of separation H. The appropriate coordinate system is a 1 D 
cartesian set, whose origin we have placed on the leftmost (near) surface. The system is 
symmetrical about the plane at X = H12. 
the purposes of this chapter either condition would have been satisfactory, but for 
our model, the condition of surface charge is complicated by the assumption of 
ideality of the dielectric spheres. To see this recall that the field at the surface, for 
positively charged surfaces with charge density a, is given by E3 = cr/€ (Equation 
(2.13)) and in our case = Ee(djs), where cds = Thus the surface 
charge density a does not univocally determine the surface electric field, whose 
knowledge depends on the local permittivity and vice versa. A selfconsistent 
solution subject to this "functional" boundary condition would be required. 
The constant surface potential boundary condition is not affected by these prob-
lems, and will thus be adopted. We consider two situations: that of equal surface 
potentials (implying that the electric field vanishes at the midplane) and that of 
unequal surface potentials. These boundary conditions read: 
V0 = V3 1 	(unequal potentials) 	 (4.29) 
Vlrrd = Vs2 	 (4.30) 
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V 10 = Vs = V 1=d (equal potentials) 	 (4.31) 
= 0 
where V31 , 2 is the value of the potentials at each surface and d is the separation 
between surfaces. In reduced variables, the above become: 
WIxo = W81 	(unequal potentials) 
	
(4.32) 
WIXH = W32 
	 (4.33) 




and the surface geometry is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
We are thus ready to solve Equation (4.28) for W(X), subject to (4.32)-(4.33) or 
(4.34). In particular, evaluating the potential at the midplane, we can calculate 
the osmotic pressure between the plates. 
Osmotic Pressure 
Equation (4.24) can also be recast in a 1D dimensionless form in terms of the 
dimensionless potential W: 
net = ir 	 - (W') q/2] + die1 le
"1I 2  (1 + B(W') 112 ) 	1] 
where we have defined the constants: 7r 3 	(1/2)€ i (V5/\) 2 and lrdjel = nT = 
(cfd/vd)T, with dimensions of pressure. 
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['net can be conveniently evaluated at any position between the Plates, SIflCC it is 
a conserved quantity (Section 4.3.4). For the symmetric boundary conditions, the 
field vanishes at the midplane at X = H/2 ((4.34)). For asymmetric boundary 
conditions, it will vanish elsewhere, depending on the relative magnitude of the 
surface potential, we will thus keep the full expression for the asymmetric case, 
also evaluated at the midplane. 
For these boundary conditions the expression of the pressure as a function of the 
plate separation is thus: 
PAsym = [Wi112  - (w'), 2] +ltrel le — B( W'
) 2
H /2 (1 + B (WI)2H /2) 
- 11(4.35) 
Psm = Wi112 	 (4.36) 
where we have defined the dimensionless pressures P 	Hnet/7rj s and 7rel 
lrdiel/lrions  for symmetric and asymmetric boundary conditions, respectively. We 
note that since Wi1/2  is always positive for finite separations between the surfaces, 
the net pressure in the symmetric case will always be repulsive. 
We shall shortly look at plots of (4.35) and (4.36) (Section 4.5). Before that, 
however, it is useful to consider two extreme limits in which equation (4.27) 
reduces to an analytically solvable Debye—Huckel equation. 
4.4.2 Limiting Solutions and Orders of Magnitude 
Equation (4.27) contains two constants A and B; we can set these independently 
to 0, to find analytic limit solutions of the horrible (4.28). But what do such 
limits mean physically? 
Meaning of A and B 
Recall the definitions of A and B: 
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A 	3K 
B 	3Kfl(112)(E' ° ) 2vd/T 
Where we have defined ES (H - oo) E30° = V3 /A, the surface field in the limit 
of an isolated surface. 
The meaning of A and B has thus already been discussed in Section 4.1.1: B 
sets the energy scale of a dielectric sphere in thermal units, A the maximum 
amount by which electrostatic energy is reduced by the presence of a uniform 
concentration of spherical dipoles. Equation (4.27) expresses such meaning in 
the language of our model: B is the dimensionless constant that determines the 
magnitude of the Boltzmann factor for the distribution of spheres; A sets the 
overall reduction of the effective dielectric constant of the mixture. 
A = 0 or B - oc limit: No Dielectric 
A can also be thought of as a "coupling constant". A can vanish either because 
there is no dielectric contrast between the spheres and the embedding solution 
(K = 0) or, trivially, because there are no spheres at all (0= 0). In this limit, 
the effect of the dielectric solutes is removed and the the surfaces interact across 
a "standard" electrolyte. 
For A 0 an effect equivalent to setting A = 0 can be obtained by making B 
very large: the energetic cost of keeping spheres in the field is a high price to pay. 
This can be arranged by lowering temperature, increasing the dielectric volume, 
Vd or increasing the field strength, V8 /A. Strictly, the latter two conditions in 
our model are limited by the applicability of the smoothing and Debye—Hückel 
approximations (described in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.3.3), respectively. [We shall 
nevertheless increase these parameters when studying the results of Section 4.5 
for the reasons explained in Section 4.5.2]. 
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The effect of dielectrics is removed if B is very large; the spheres flee to where 
there is no field and where, because they are sizeless, they have no effect: the 
midplane between the surfaces. 




Which is a rescaled version of the Debye—Huckel equation. Its solutions for par-
allel plates at constant potential are: 
si + W32 \ cosh(X - H12) 
W 	
W
(X) = ( 
	
2 	) cosh(H/2) + 
	(4.38) 
- 
(WA - W. 2 '\ sinh(X - H12) 
2 	) sinh(H/2) 
W °(X) 	
cosh(X - H12) 
SYM (4 . 39 ) = ________ cosh(H/2) 
In our results the near surface potentials in the asymmetric case will always be 
greater than the far values so that W51 = 1 and W32  = f, where f is a number 
between 0 and 1. Note how the solutions reflect the symmetry of the boundary 
conditions: the symmetric solution is the even function cosh; the asymmetric 
solution is a linear combination of symmetric and antisymmetric contributions, 
weighted by the averaged sums and differences of the surface potentials. 
Osmotic Pressure 
It is then easy to find a limiting expression for the osmotic pressure by substituting 
the above solutions into equations (4.35) and (4.36): 
WJ the next chapter we will amend this unrealistic situation by including excluded volume 
and correlation contributions. 
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W81 +W32' 2 	1 
Asym(H) 





W31 —W 32 \ 2 1 1 
2 ) sinh2(H/2)] 





which is simply the net pressure due to ions and/or electrical stress at the mid-
plane, since setting A = 0 removes the dielectric contribution ( = 0 means 
n = 0 for fixed ad). 
B -p 0 limit: Uniform Dielectric Mixtures 
B can also be thought of as a measure of the spread of the spheres. For A =A 0, 
we can make B very small by making the spheres tiny, Vd -* 0 (at fixed ) 
or the temperature very high T -+ cc V  In this limit the spheres are uniformly 
spread between the plates: they stay put, since there is no energetic cost for them 
to reside in a non—uniform field. In this scenario, the mixture is a solution with 
a uniform dielectric constant, which is reduced from the no—sphere value by a 
factor of 1 - A. 
If B = 0 (4.27) becomes: 
d 2  W 
dX 2= C2 
(4.42) 
Again this is just a Debye—Hückel type equation. The solutions are the same as 
in the preceding section, except that the lengthscales are reduced by a factor of 
C_=1/i—A: 
vWe  don't want to remove the surface field, since we want a situation that we can compare 
to an ordinary double layer. 
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W31 + W32 \ cosh(C(X - H12)) 	
(443) W(X) 
= ( 	2 	) cosh(C(H/2)) + 
- 




cosh(C(X - H/2)) 	
(444) 
cosh(C(H/2)) 
The above solutions describe a medium whose the Debye length of the electrolyte 
is reduced by a factor of C = .J1 - 3K (< 1): 
- —31V Od 	 (4.45) 
This, in turn, is the simple consequence of having a reduced the permittivity by 
a factor C2 : e = e i (1 - 3K) [recall )(e) 
Osmotic Pressure 
As for the A = 0 limit, with the above solutions we can find a limiting expression 




2 	) cosh2(C(H/2))± 	
(4.46) 
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which is again the pressure due to ions and/or electrical stresses at the midplane, 





In this section we shall present the predictions of Model I for the net osmotic 
interaction between parallel charged surfaces. 
After a survey of the graphs of main physical quantities which result from a 
solution of Equation (4.28) for a particular plate separation, we will study the 
effect of parameter variation on the osmotic pressure. For all cases, the results 
have been "bracketed" by the analytic limits of Section 4.4.2, which also furnish 
a key of interpretation of the results. 
We have chosen experimentally reasonable values (Section 4.5.2) for the physical 
parameters in the numerical solution of the Equation (4.28) (from which the 
osmotic pressure is derived); however, the approximations of our model have been 
taken to or beyond their strict limits to explore the strength of the dependence of 
the parameter under investigation, as well as the effect of electrostatic coupling. 
4.5.1 Numerics 
Numerical solutions of the ordinary differential equation (4.28), subject to the 
boundary conditions (4.32), (4.33) for the asymmetric case and condition (4.34) 
for the symmetric case, were obtained using the standard Run ge-Kutta fourth 
order ODE solver (see Chap. 16 of [92]). 
The general ODE solver was set within a code, written to solve of our particular 
problem: a single run would produce the numerical data used to graph the the so-
lutions of (4.28) for a typical H and the osmotic pressure profiles (presented from 
Section 4.5.3 onwards). The details of the code and the uncertainties associated 
with the results are described in Appendix A. 
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4.5.2 Parameters Used 
Table 4.1 defines a set of "basis" parameters. When explaining trends on varying 
some particular parameter, we keep these fixed, with exception of the parameter 
under study. For a few cases, different "basis parameters", have been used, in 
which case their values will be appropriately quoted in the text. 
Elementary charge c 1.6 x 1019  C 
Permittivity of vacuum e0 8.85 x 10_12  F m 
Boltzmann's constant k,, 1.38 x 1023  J K — ' 
Temperature T 298 K 
Surface Potential V8 100 mV 
Debye length A 800 A (80 nm) 
Permittivity of ionic solution E l 80 
Permittivity of spheres E2 2 
Dielectric Sphere Radius ad 80 A 
Reservoir Sphere Volume Fraction 0.4 
Table 4.1: Parameters used to solve Model I 
The first three values from the top of Table 4.1 are fundamental constants, which 
need no comment. When an aqueous electrolyte is the host solvent, € = 80 
and T = 298K are typical values for the permittivity and temperature (recall we 
ignore the effect of salt on 
V3 is the constant potential at the charged surfaces. A value of 100 mV is quite 
typical for moderately charged complex fluids (for an isolated surface in a mM 
salt solution this value would correspond to a surface charge of le per 100 nm 2 ). 
When the effect of V3 was studied, its value was in the range 10 - 200 mV; when 
studying other parameters V3 was sometimes increased to 300 mV for the purpose 
of enhancing the "dielectric effects" we have been discussing in this chapter. 
Strictly, using high values of V (> 25 mV) undermines the condition of validity 
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of the Debye—Huckel linearisation, (2.14). However, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, 
the Debye—Huckel approach yields results which are qualitatively correct with 
regards to the electrostatic fields, even quite far outside its regime of validity, 
when one is interested only in "field effects" and not in the ion distributions. A 
further point to notice is that since both the ions and the dielectric spheres reside 
in a thermal bath, increasing V could be thought of as equivalent to reducing 
temp erature \nl . 
The Debye length A is defined in the absence of the dielectric: for a system in 
contact with of pure electrolyte, A is found from the concentration c of electrolyte 
(Section 2.2.1). Using Equation (2.10) we have evaluated the Debye lengths 
corresponding to experimentally used concentrations of monovalent salts: A = 
50 - 800)1 (c=10 5 - 0.004M); the largest value of A was calculated from the 
smallest salt concentration to be found in experimental literature on charged 
systems [93]. 
The dielectric constant E2 describes any substance whose permittivity is measur- 
ably different and, in our case, smaller than that of the solvent: in the present 
study (and in the following chapters of the thesis) E2  is varied in the range 2 - 70. 
2 for any water soluble substance with a substantial proportion of non—polar 
groups (e.g. alkanes). This assumption is often made when treating the oily cores 
of micelles or membranes. Realistically, however, if such "oily" compounds are 
to reside in water, they have to possess a hydrophilic group (e.g.: artificial mem- 
branes are actually filled with surfactants and alcohols whose oily tails form the 
inner bilayer, see Chapter 3); in this thesis we ignore the electrical contribution 
of the hydrophilic groups"'. The intermediate values of C2  10 - 30 used when 
studying the effect changing E2  in Section 4.5.4, can be considered to be the per - 
mittivities of proteins [94] or alcohols (see Table 3.2 of [18]). For higher still 
"Though clearly severe increases would imply cooling the system to the realm of low temper-
atures where entirely different physics is at play. In fact even moderate temperature reductions 
might he problematic, since phenomena such as ion condensation effects might arise. 
viiA more sophisticated model with layered dielectric inclusions could conceivably be built, 
see sect. 4.3 of [3]. 
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values (F2 = 50 - 70) we could find no real correspondent at room temperature. 
Parameter ad represents the dielectric sphere radius determining the polarisable 
volume vd.  The range of values used, ad = 5-80 A (with ad always at least 1/10th 
of \ to preserve the validity of the smoothing approximation), were inspired by the 
size of real low permittivity solutes: from isolated long chain hydrocarbons, such 
as alcohols or non-ionic surfactants (length 10)1) and their micelles (diameter 
20 - 40)1) [95, 891 to microemulsion droplets (diameter 	160)1) [96]. 
4.5.3 Physical Predictions of the MDH Equation at given H 
Presented in Fig. 4.6 is a snapshot of four main physical quantities obtained from 
the solution of the MDH (4.26), for a typical inter—surface spacing of H = 4. The 
potential W(X) (Fig. 4.6a) and the electric field, F(X) —W(X) (Fig. 4.6b), 
are compared with the analytic solutions (4.39) and (4.44) in the limits A = 0 and 
B = 0, respectively. On the plot (Fig. 4.6d) for the volume fraction of spheres 
qd(X), a solid line is drawn at the reservoir value çb = 0.35. The permittivity 
of the solvent at q = 80 is also drawn as a solid line on the Fig. 4.6e, which 
displays the variation of the effective permittivity € 
We see that for this separation between the surfaces and for the parameters 
chosen, the potential (Fig. 4.6a) has, as could be expected, a similar symmetric 
shape to a solution to a "standard" Debye—Hflckel equation, exemplified by the 
two limit solutions. These bracket the MDH potential profile, which doesn't, 
however, differ significantly from the "uniform dielectric mixture" solution (B = 0 
limit). The electric field (Fig. 4.6b) is antisymmetric, also as expected. Close to 
the surface, its magnitude is greater than that of an ordinary electrolyte solution 
(A = 0 limit) and smaller that the "uniform dielectric mixture" limit close to the 
surface; this is not however the case in an extended region about the midplane 
(Fig. 4.6b2) for reasons which will soon be evident. Fig. 4.6c displays the positive 
and negative ionic profiles predicted in the Debye—Hückel approximation; the 
latter is violated, since V > 25 mV, which entails unphysical negative number 
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Figure 4.6: Variation with position X of the dimensionless: (a) electrostatic potential W; (b) 
electric field F (magnified in b2); (c) ion densities; (d) dielectric volume fraction; and (e) dielec-
tric constant. The solutions are compared with the limits discussed in the text and have been 
found using the parameters of Table 4.1 and H = 1. 
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densities of positive ions (salt) away from the rnidplanes. This is of no consequence 
for qualitative predictions, if we are not interested in describing the Donnan 
balance of salt. The results suggest that the number of "pressure determining" 
salt ions at the midplane is larger than the pure electrolyte case: the dielectric 
mixture possesses a greater ability to screen electrostatic interactions because 
polarisation induced charges can also participate in the screening process. This 
will, in turn, reduce the potential in which the ions move (as we saw in Fig. 4.6a). 
Looking at the distribution of spheres (volume fraction) in Fig. 4.6d we notice 
that the field has caused a depletion of spheres from the surfaces, though a finite 
surface concentration is present there. We see that at the midplane, since the 
field is zero, the concentration of spheres is equal to that of the reservoir. The 
depletion of spheres from the surfaces reflects on the permittivity (Fig. 4.6d), 
which similarly doesn't reach the pure water value at the walls and becomes that 
of a "static" dielectric mixture at the midplane. 
The distribution of spheres can help to understand the form of the electric field. 
We see that the surface field is larger than that of a pure electrolyte system, 
since the nonzero volume fraction of spheres reduces the value of the effective 
permittivity at the surface, but smaller that that of the uniformly distributed 
spheres, since the latter are not depleted from the surface and further reduce the 
permittivity. 
To understand the form of the electric field in the region around the midplane 
(Fig. 4.6b2), it is sufficient to recall that dipoles induced by a nonuniform field 
can act as source of polarisation charge, which can cause the electric field to 
rise above the values of a uniform medium. This is a result of the fact that the 
displacement D is the natural field of the problem, not the electric field. 
In Fig. 4.7, we have increased V3 to 300 mV (with all the other parameters 
unchanged) and reduces the surface spacing to H = 3.23. and we have plotted 
the dimensionless displacement D/fi as well as the field. We see when D/f i is 
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Figure 4.7: Variation with position X of the dimensionless: (a) electrostatic potential W; (b) 
electric field F (magnified in b2); (c) ion densities; (d) dielectric volume fraction; and (e) dielec-
tric constant. The solutions are compared with the limits discussed in the text and have been 
found using the parameters of Table 4.1, except here V, = 300 mV and H = 3.23. 
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other physical quantities are also shown for this high surface potential. We shall 
not comment on them in detail, but to notice that the depletion of spheres is more 
pronounced for this V8 , as one would expect given the higher energetic price paid 
by the spheres, making the inter—surface material more water—like. This reflects 
on the electrostatics which only differs from the pure electrolyte limit near the 
midplane, where the concentration of spheres must return to the reservoir value 
because there is no field. If a nonlocal field dependence were introduced, one could 
well imagine the possibility of an electrostatically driven depletion attraction 
between the surface (a topic which we will return to in Chapter 5). 
4.5.4 Osmotic Pressure Profiles, Equal Surface Potentials 
Surface and Solution Parameters 
Effect of Surface Potential 
Let us now change the surface potential and see see how the net pressure is 
affected (Fig. 4.8). 
The first thing to notice is that the pressure is always positive: the charged 
surfaces will repel when the spheres are present, just as for the pure electrolyte 
case (A = 0). This is a general feature of Model I, and is due to the fact that, 
for each value of H, the conserved pressure is identical to the ion pressure at the 
midplane, which is always greater than that in the reservoir for finite separations 
(as we saw in Section 4.4.1). 
However, the repulsion is reduced with respect to a pure electrolyte: P 7 , is 
halved for V3 = 10 mV and H 2. The reduction of the pressure, 14ff12' is due 
to the "extra screening" contributed by the spheres, discussed in the previous 
section. For low V3 , the reduced repulsion is well approximated by the B = 0 
limit of uniformly spread dipoles; in this limit the electric field generated by the 
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Figure 4.8: Study of the effect of V3 variation on pressure, as discussed in the text. The 
numerical data has been obtained using the values of Table 4.1 and the limiting curves are 
plots of Equations (4.39) and (4.44) respectively. 
diffusion of the spheres (the Boltzmann distribution is uniform). The average 
dielectric constant of the interplate medium is that of a medium embedded with a 
uniform distribution of induced dipoles, so that the osmotic repulsion is uniformly 
reduced. 
As the potential is increased the pressure profile "peels off" from the B = 0 limit 
for intermediate values of the surface separation H. This is because the distri-
bution of spheres becomes more and more concentrated around the midplane, as 
V3 is raised (see Fig. 4.7d); this depletion from the surfaces makes the interplate 
medium increasingly water like, and e, increases towards E1. The pressure reflects 
this change at intermediate separations, where the field is strong and nonuniform. 
At large values of H, where the midplane electrostatic influence has decayed away, 
the numerical results converge back onto the uniform dielectric mixture limit. 
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Effect of ,\ (reservoir salt concentration) 
Next we look at the effect of increasing the reservoir Debye length A, by decreasing 
the reservoir salt concentration. Fig. 4.9 shows how a progressive increase of A 
moves the pressure profiles towards the lower analytic limit (B = 0). To make the 
variations with A more evident, the results have been obtained with the surface 
potential increased to V8 = 300 mV and the sphere radius used was changed 
to 40 A. (How these increases relate to our approximations has been discussed 
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Figure 4.9: Study of the effect of ) variation on pressure. The numerical data has been 
obtained using the values of Table 4.1, except here V5 = 300 mV, ad = 40 A and = 0.4 for 
the reasons discussed in the text. 
For this set of parameters, the MDH pressures form a band which is "thin" at 
large and small separations, where it overlaps with the B = 0 limit pressure and 
"fat" at intermediate separations, displaying a profile bracketed by the analytic 
limits. The deviation from the B = 0 limit is less marked for the larger values of 
A. We can explain this trend by noting that, for each separation H, the electric 
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spheres become increasingly happy close to the surface, making the medium less 
water like and more like a uniform dielectric mixture. 
Dielectric Sphere Parameters 
Effect of ad 
Fig. 4.10 displays the sensitivity of the pressure to changes in the sphere radius 
For the same reasons as for the study of A, we have here set V8 = 300 mV and 
A = 800A(80nm). 
H 
Figure 4.10: Study of the effect of ad variation on pressure. The numerical data has been 
obtained using the values of Table 4. 1, except here V8 = 300 mV, ad = 40A and c = 0.4 for 
the reasons discussed in the text. 
Increasing the sphere radius shifts the profiles from the neighborhood of the limit 
of uniform dielectric mixture, B = 0, to the "pure electrolyte with spheres at the 
The ad  = 5 set is cut off for reasons of numerical accuracy. Time did not allow to amend 
this result. However, since we have no reason to expect that an increase in accuracy will yield 
results different from the other results in this chapter, we can reasonably expect the pressure 
to carry on smoothly after H=2. 
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midplane" A = 0 scenario. This is because an increase in the po1arisahe volume 
of a sphere increases its energy in the field so that at intermediate separations 
the spheres deplete from the surfaces. 
We notice that the pressure profiles are more sensitive to changes in ad than to 
changes in A. This is easily understood if we consider that the dielectric energy 
scales like a 3  and like )-2• 
Effect of Dielectric Contrast 
In Fig. 4.11 we have changed the permittivity E2  of the spheres to investigate the 
dependence of pressure on dielectric contrast between solutes and solvent (here 
the parameters used to obtain Fig. 4.11 have been restored to those of Table 4.1, 
except here çt = 0.35). Note that changing E2 affects the B = 0 limiting solution 
since the value of A 3K (which, remember, is a measure of the maximum 
effect of dielectrics and determines the reduction of the Debye length in this limit, 
see Section 4.4.2) is also a function of dielectric contrast. Thus, for each of the 
numerical profiles, a different limiting curve is plotted. 
As expected, as E2  is increased from the value of oil to a value close to that of 
water the pressure profiles move toward the pure electrolyte limit. In fact an 
increase in 62  is like making the spheres more and more ghostlike for the field, 
until when e 2  = El they are no longer discernible (this can be used to check the 
numerics is well behaved, as reported in Section A.3 of Appendix A). 
It is interesting to notice how for permittivity values above E2 25 the lower ana-
lytic solution is an increasingly accurate approximation to the coupled behaviour. 
This is obvious, considering that the departure from the lower limit depends on 
the magnitude of B, which depends in the same way on dielectric contrast (via 
the factor K). Also as the contrast disappears the upper and lower limit and the 
numerical solution all merge to describe the same "sphere—less" electrolyte, as 
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Figure 4.11: Study of the effect of C 2  variation on pressure. The numerical data has been 
obtained using the values of Table 4.1, except here or = 0.35. 
Effect of Sphere Concentration 
Finally, in Fig. 4.12 we look at the effect of changing the reservoir sphere con-
centration. The surface potential has now been restored to a more conservative 
100 mV and all other parameters are also as in Table 4.1. The results were calcu-
lated for two different dielectric radii ad = 5 A and ad = 80 A, with ad/A = 1/10 
(for the greatest dielectric effect, whilst still respecting the conditions of the 
smoothing approximation). Since there are two data sets for each value of, the 
results have been plotted separately for the sake of clarity. Like the permittivity, 
ç changes A, rendering the lower limit solutions different for each value. 
Similar comments to those made about the dielectric contrast apply to these 
results. As is decreased from 0.4 to 0.1 Fig. 4.12 (top to bottom), the effect 
of the spheres gradually disappears. 
For çt = 0.4 the spheres with an 80 A radius peel off significantly from the B = 0 
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Figure 4.12: Study of the effect of or  variation the shape of the pressure profiles. From top to 
bottom: Ø = 0.1, 4 = 0.2 and = 0.4. The numerical data has been obtained using the 
values of Table 4.1. 
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volume fractions, so that the B = 0 limit is an incresingly good approximation. 
The use of the uniform dielectric mixture limit to describe the "real" MDH be-
haviour of ad = 5 A spheres is a very good approximation for çt = 0.4 and an 
excellent one for the smaller volume fractions. 
4.5.5 Osmotic Pressure Profiles, Unequal Surface Potentials 
Effect of Surface Potential Asymmetry 
We conclude the present study with a sample of pressure profiles obtained using 
asymmetric surface potential boundary conditions, (4.32) and (4.33). The effect 
of decreasing the value of the "right hand surface" surface potential W 2 , mea-
sured in fractions f of the near side potential, is studied, as is shown in Fig. 4.13 
(top to bottom). 
The pressure has a turnaround and goes negative for D 	A denoting an at- 
traction between the surfaces. This stems from electrostatic stress contributions 
of Equation (4.35), which are always attractive (see Equation (4.22) of Section 
4.3.4). The turnaround occurs when the electrostatic attraction between the 
surfaces becomes comparable to the the osmotic repulsion. 
Decreasing the potential at the right hand surface (at X = H) decreases the 
overall size of the turnaround "hump" and moves its peak to slightly larger H. 
The pressure is, as previously, intermediate between the A = 0 and B = 0 limits, 
however we see that in this case at small H all solutions match the A = 0 analytic 
limit, whilst at large H they match the B = 0 solution. For intermediate values 
of H the profile lies between the limits and we notice the position of the barrier's 
peak is between the two. 
This behaviour is not as easily explained as for the symmetric case, though it 
is clearly (and trivially!) a result of the competition between the osmotic and 
electrostatic contributions to the pressure. In the absence of spheres, we can 
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Figure 4.13: Pressure profiles for unequal W3 : effect of decreasing the "right hand surface" 
potential W3 (H). From top to bottom: W(H) = 0.8, W(H) = 0,6 and W3 (H) = 0.4 (with 
W3 (0) = 1 for all plots). The numerical data has been obtained using the values of Table 4.1. 
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consider the attraction as originating from the electrostatic attraction between 
the surface charges and any counterions condensed onto the opposite surface, 
screened by the presence of the free salt ions and counterions. The condensation 
occurs to keep the surface potential fixed, as required by the boundary conditions. 
For equal surface potentials, the condensation is symmetric, so that the attraction 
between the surfaces cancel out (in a mean field description). In the case of 
unequal potentials, however, for a given separation, more condensation will have 
occurred on the surface with a lower V, to maintain this lower potential, which 
entails a non zero electrostatic attraction. 
When spheres are also present in solution, the situation is not so clearly explain-
able. We suspect they act a little like a salt, reducing the attraction between the 
surfaces. At any rate, the spheres contribute a repulsive electrostatic term (on 
top of the attractive one, to which they contribute indirectly through their effect 
on the field), acting to increase the pressure (see Equation (4.22)). 
4.6 Summary and Concluding Comments 
The simple model presented in this chapter already seems capture some of the 
effects of electrostatic coupling of solutes to surfaces. In particular, in the case of 
flat parallel double layers with constant surface potential, we can summarise the 
following: 
. If large enough, the nonuniform field of a double layer can electrostatically 
deplete dielectric spheres from its surface in a manner which depends on the 
relative magnitude of the electrostatic energy of the spheres with respect 
to their thermal energy. 
• Conversely, the dipoles induced on the spheres reduce the electrostatic en- 
ergy of the double layer field, acting a little like a "dipolar" electrolyte. 
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• For significant dielectric contrast, this dielectric screening acts to reduce the 
osmotic repulsion normally present between charged plates. The reduction 
is more pronounced where there is more dielectric material. Thus where 
the depletion is least efficient at removing dielectric material, the pressure 
is most reduced. 
• In the limits of a pure electrolyte or of a uniform dielectric mixture (im-
mobile spheres), exact expressions for the fields of the potential, field etc., 
and for the osmotic pressure can be derived for the simple parallel plane 
geometry studied. These limits bracket the "actual" behaviour of dielec-
tric spheres and correspond to setting the characteristic constants of the 
problem A and B (as defined in Section 4.4.2) respectively to zero. 
• As expected from the order of magnitude of A and B, increasing dielec-
tric contrast and sphere concentration enhances the dielectric screening of 
the potential, reducing the overall magnitude of the osmotic pressure with 
respect to that of a pure electrolyte; whilst increasing surface potential, 
dielectric contrast and sphere volume, and decreasing the Debye length in-
creases the sphere depletion, which makes the pressure closer to that of a 
pure electrolyte. 
• In the case of asymmetric surface potentials, the pressure can become at-
tractive, as for the pure electrolyte case. The presence of spheres alters the 
pressure profiles, whose behaviour is intermediate between the same limits 
as the symmetric case. It is harder to explain the observed behaviour in 
this case, though we know from the general expression of the pressure that 
the spheres contribute a repulsive contribution to the pressure, acting in a 
similar way to the salt. 
As it stands, the present description is quite unrealistic. It may be able to quali- 
tatively describe the long—distance osmotic interaction between charged surfaces 
confining dilute, large spherical dielectric solutes, such as microemulsion droplets. 
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This system is likely to be experimentally realisable, but even the experiment it-
self would represent a substantial idealisation. Given the interesting results of 
this chapter, however, it makes sense to extend the model to more realistic sys-
tems, as we will see in Chapter 5, making both the theory and the potential 
experiments more interesting. 
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Chapter 5 
Model II: Dielectric Polymers 
Model I (Chapter 4) is here extended to describe charged surface interactions 
when they reside in a solution of polymer—like molecules. Polymer solutions were 
chosen for two main reasons. From a theoretical viewpoint, their description 
is well established and existing theoretical tools can be borrowed to couple the 
polymer behaviour to the electrostatics. Experimentally, our choice is justified 
by the fact that, as we saw in Chapter 3, polymers are often mixed between the 
surfaces of macroions, such as those of charged lamellar phases or colloids. (In 
Chapter 6, we will map the model about to be described onto polymer—doped 
lamellar phases). 
The structure of this chapter is similar to Chapter 4: the model and its ap-
proximations are described, the main equations are derived, and their solutions 
and predicted osmotic pressure profiles are finally presented. The physics in this 
chapter however is subtler and more interesting. 
5.1 Model Setup and Approximations 
The model is an extension of the one presented in the previous chapter. We 
consider here the same physical situation, shown in Fig. 5.1A: a solution of low 
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permittivity solutes are dissolved in an electrolyte sandwiched between charged 
surfaces. The electrolyte is, as in Chapter 4, an ideal solution of ions; this time, 
however, the solutes are polymers. 
Using the Flory-Huggins mean field model (Section 2.3.1), we shall approximate 
the polymers as a series of random walks on a lattice, chosen, for simplicity, to be 
a cube of side aFH  (the lattice length). Each polymer has N monomers occupying 
the lattice sites; the total fraction of lattice occupied by the monomers is denoted 
by 0, the monomer volume fraction. The rest of the lattice, 1 - , is occupied 
by solvent molecules. The effective interactions of the monomers with each other 
and with the solvent are absorbed in the x parameter of the solution. In addition, 
to realistically describe the concentration correlations when a polymer solution 
is perturbed by an external field (e.g. a confining wall or an electric field, as in 
Model I) we have used the square gradient approximation (SGA) of Section 2.3.2. 
To model the dielectric properties of the polymers, we assign a spherical dielectric 
volume (the spheres of Model I) to each monomer, as shown in Fig. 5. lB. 
Our model is subject to the approximations of both Model I and the Flory-
Huggins theory of polymer solutions. In particular, for the smoothing approxi-
mation of Model I to apply, we require the radius of a "dielectric monomer" ad 
to be much smaller than the Debye length (ad <<< A). Further, a Flory-Huggins 
treatment means our description does not apply to dilute polymer solutions, and 
is quantitatively accurate only for concentrated solutions. 
We will ignore any electrostatic contribution to the monomer interactions (the x 
parameter is the same as that of the solvent without the ions), except for indirect 
contributions which enter through the dielectric coupling of the polymer to the 
electric field. In addition, to avoid having to consider non-electrostatic interac-
tions with the surface, we assume that the polymer does not adsorb onto any 
confining surfaces (monomers are excluded at contact from the surface). Finally, 
use of the square gradient approximation requires externally induced concentra-
tion variations, and so the inducing external fields, to be slowly varying. 
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Figure 5.1: The situation to model: an ionic solution of nonadsorbing neutral polymers between 
charged plates. We approximate the polymer solution using the Flory—Huggins lattice model 
and attaching dielectric spheres to the lattice monomers, as discussed in the text. For simplicity 
we chose a cubic lattice, here represented by a two dimensional square lattice. 
5.1.1 Relation between Lattice and Dielectric Units 
The polymers are approximated by a series of dielectric spheres attached to the 
sites of a cubic lattice. We address here the relation between the different sizes 
associated with these distinct geometries. 
The dielectric properties of the polymer depend on how many "oily" hydrocarbon 
groups are contained in every chemical monomer; the groups may be part of the 
polymer backbone, or side groups. A lattice length usually spans over a few 
chemical monomers, because the polymer chains are forced to adopt the lattice 
geometry (see Appendix V of [97]). 
In general, we expect the radius ad of a dielectric sphere associated with a lattice 
monomer to differ in size from the lattice length in a nontrivial way, which will 
be discussed in more detail in Section 5.5.3. This difference will be described by 
a factor f so that ad = aFH/f, where aFH  is the lattice length (see Fig. 5.2). 
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aFH 
Figure 5.2: Relation between dielectric radius, ad,  and the lattice length, apH. 
Implications for Volume Fractions 
The two different sizes discussed above entail two different volume fractions: the 
dielectric volume fraction it'd, E, = Ee(d), on which the effective permittivity of 
the solution depends, and the polymer volume fraction q which determines the 
solution free energy and will be used as a variable of the problem (see Section 
5.2). 
The relation between the volume fractions is simple. The polymer volume fraction 
of chains of length N in a solution of volume V is defined as: 	(N/V)4 H , 
whilst the dielectric volume fraction is Od 	(N/V)4/37ra. Thus, since ad = 
aFH/f, the volume fractions are related by a factor F (4/3)7r/f 3 : 
(5.1) 
The Maxwell—Garnett Relation for Polymers 
To model the effective permittivity of the polymer solution, the full form of the 
Maxwell—Garnett Equation (2.42) will be used, since we are potentially interested 
in investigating concentrated systems. Recall (2.42) has the following form: 
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3Kç )1+Kqd 
where K = (€ - E2)/(2E 1 + €2). In view of the considerations of the previous 
subsection, (2.42) needs to be modified to be a function of the polymer volume 
fraction. By Equation (5.1) we have: 
( 	3KFq\ 
= 	
- ] + 7) 	
(5.2) 
5.1.2 Thermodynamic Setting 
We adopt the same thermodynamic point of view as in Chapter 4: the system is 
imagined in contact with a reference reservoir of ions and, this time, a polymer 
solution (Fig. 5.3). The natural thermodynamic potential for such a system is 
the grand potential, l(V, T, pi , which is minimised at equilibrium. 
Figure 5.3: The thermodynamic setting of our model: the system is in contact with a reservoir 
with which heat, ions and polymers can be exchanged. 
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5.2 Variational Formulation 
The formalism employed here is identical in spirit to that used in Chapter 4: 
a free energy functional is minimised to obtain the "equations of motion" and 
the stress of the system. The problem is once more formulated variationally, by 
defining a "free energy action": 




aç2 (r) = aez(r) + a 8 (r) + a 0j(r) 	 (5.4) 
is the action density whose contributions have been split into its electrostatic, 
ionic and polymeric. As previously, the electrostatic term reads: 
aei(r) = 	nqV - 	 (5.5) 
where, in this case €e()  is given by Equation (5.2). The ionic contribution is: 
a8(r) = T 	n(1nn2 - 1) - 	 (5.6) 
The second term of (5.6) ensures conservation of each of the ionic species, since 
we operate in a grand canonical ensemble. All symbols of (5.6) and (5.5) are 
as defined in Chapter 4. The polymer contribution is given by the local Flory—
Huggins free energy 1 , with a square gradient term modelling nonlocal correlations 
between polymers: 
'Note that the ideal contribution to the free energy differs here from the standard Flory—
Huggins expression by an extra term q/N (we follow the convention of [98]). The term is linear 
in q, and so is inconsequential to any derived quantity. 
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ai(r) = T1q  
T (V) 2 
(5.7) 
36a 0 
where from now on the lattice length is denoted the less cumbersome notation a 
(aFH a), ji,, is the chemical potential of the polymers in solution, ensuring their 
number is also conserved and all other symbols have been previously defined. The 
choice of the coefficient of the square gradient term is motivated by the derivation 
presented in Section 2.3.2. 
It is Equation (5.7) which encodes the difference between the previous model and 
the current one: it describes polymers (see Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). In addition, 
when compared to the "ideal gas" of spheres of Chapter 4, (5.7) provides a more 
realistic description of the nonelectrostatic contributions to the the free energy. In 
fact it realistically includes: excluded volume effects (the second and third terms 
in the square bracket), correlations between different monomers in the solution 
(the square gradient piece) and the applicability to concentrated solutions and 
near—theta point conditions (because of the second term in the square bracket). 
It is for the latter reason that the Flory—Huggins free energy was used and not a 
virial expansion. 
The square gradient piece deserves particular attention. Its presence entails that 
the (dielectric) monomer concentration is no longer local, so that the influence of 
electric field or the confining effect of the wall will be felt at the midplane of a 
symmetric surface geometry, allowing in principle, the concentration to fall below 
the reservoir value. This would cause a net attraction to arise, which would not 
possible in Model I, as explained in Section 4.5.4. 
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5.2.1 Derivation of the Model's Equations 
The derivation of the differential equations describing the new model shall proceed 
variationally, as in Chapter 4. For this purpose it is convenient to write Equation 
(5.3) in its full splendour (!): 
Ac[V,n,cbd] = 
= IV av,ni,r  
= j (_eC(d)(vv)2 + 	nqV + 	n(1nn - i)+ 	(5.8) 
+ 	[(ln —1) + (1— ) ln(1 - ) + 	i - 	
+ T (V )2 + 
36a 
- 	- 	dr 
Equation (5.8) is minimised by finding its null variations with respect to the fields 
of the problem. Performing a variation with respect to the electrostatic potential, 
we set: 5Ac16V = 0 or, equivalently, - = 0. From this we recover the 
Maxwell equation equation (4.11): 
V(€e (ç)VV) = — nj qj 
where €(c) is given by Equation (5.2) multiplied by the permittivity of vacuum, 
o, which for convenience we have set to 1 as in the Chapter 4. 
Similarly a variation with respect to the ion number density J A Q 16nj = 0, i.e. 
1 - 	= 0 yields the Boltzmann factor for ion concentrations (4.12): 
ni - r e  —qV/T -  
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where, as in Model I, n 	e1/' defines the chemical potential A j of ion i, fixed 
by the reservoir. All symbols in (5.2.1) and (5.2.1) have also been previously 
defined in Model I. 
The Polymer Equation 
Finally, a variation with respect to the polymer volume fraction 8Ac18 = 0, i.e. 
- 	0, yields the differential equation for the polymer concentration:avo 
_.(VV)2 + Tn I In —In(1-0)-1+X-2X0—LP ] +
T [ ( ,70) 2 
	
+ 2V ( V') ]
v 
 =0 	 (5.9) 
36a 	0 
This equation describes the response of the polymer concentration to perturba-
tions by electric fields and boundaries (e.g. confining hard surfaces). If such 
boundaries and fields are removed, we expect the system to be identical to the 
reservoir so that 0 = , and Equation (5.9) is simply an expression for the 
chemical potential. Indeed, setting 0 = 	in (5.9), we find: 
= 	In 	-ln(1 - T)  -1 +- 2X] 	 (5.10) 
T LN N 
In addition, since the following identity holds: 
(\7)2() =- ()272 
a substitution of (5.10) into Equation (5.9) yields: 
_.(VV) 2 + 	IW _ln(') _2x ( q _ cbT)] + a3 N 	or
T 2-- 
()2] 
 =0 	 (5.11) 
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At this point it is also convenient to differentiate the Maxwell Garnett rela-
tion (5.2) to make the electrostatic coupling term (1/2)dE e /dq(VV) 2 of Equation 
(5.11) explicit: 
dEe - 	3KF€ 1 
(5.12) 
do (l+KFq)2 
And finally, to simplify the mathematical form of Equation (5.11) we will change 
the polymer variable to /' 01/2 (that is j)2 = ), as conventional in (theo-
retical) polymer physics literature [15, 48]. This change of variables allows the 
simplification: 2V 2 / - (V/)2 = 4V 2 /. 
Thus, if we re—express (5.13) as a function of /.': 
dc, - 	3KF€ 1 
(5.13) 
d,o - ( 1 + KFb2 ) 2 
(5.11), as an equation in L', reads: 
— 
1 	
+ 	In(  
3KFE 1 	 T 11 	52 ) 
-in 
 (1_— 	





V2 = 3KE1Fa3(VV)2 	 + 
2T 
4in() 	1n12) _2X(3_T2) 
5.2.2 "Equations of Motion" 
The Maxwell equation, the ion Boltzmann factor and the polymer equation just 
derived completely describe the system we are modelling. We summarise them 
again here: 
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3Ke1Fa3  — = 	(VV) 2 
T 	(l+KF2)2+ 
0 




where E,() = E 1 [1 - 3KF 2/(1 + KF 2 )], the Maxwell-Garnett formula as a 
function of i,b. 
Equation (5.15) can be incorporated into (5.14), reducing the above set to the 
following two coupled differential equations: 
V(E e (çIJ)VV) = - 	
(5.16) 
V2 - 3 K€iFa3 (VV)2 (1 + KF2)2 + 	 ( 5.17) 
9 	2- 	T 
+In 	) - ln 12) -2( 3 - 2 ) N 
( 
or2 
Equation (5.16) is the Poisson-Boltzmann equation with a polymer concentration 
dependent (and so non-constant) permittivity, as in Chapter 4. Equation (5.17) 
doesn't have a name, as far as we know. A functional similar to that leading 
to this equation has, however, been recently derived to describe polyelectrolyte 
adsorption on a charged surface (see section 6 of the contribution by Khokhlov 
to [39]). Like the latter, Equations (5.16) and (5.17) describe the concentration 
variations of a polymer solution next to a charged wall. However, since we are 
not modelling charged polymers, the polymer profile described by (5.17) is only 
electrostatically affected because of the dielectric nature of the polymers (de-
scribed by the first term on the right hand side of (5.17), which derives from the 
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Maxwell—Garnett relation for the permittivity). Conversely in Equation (5.17), 
the effect of the polymer enters only through the modified permittivity. 
The focus on dielectric effects, together with an extended exploration of their 
consequences (see Section 5.5 and Chapter 7), represent the original content of 
this thesis. 
5.2.3 Osmotic Pressure 
As before, the free energy action density does not explicitly depend on position. 
This allows us to define a conserved quantity which we shall once more identify 
with osmotic pressure. As in Chapter 4 let: 
11 = >pmVQm - an 	 (5.18) 
where an is the free energy action density (5.4), and Qm and Pm := avQm are the 
generalised coordinates and momenta of the problem. Recalling that an takes 
the form given by Equations (5.4)—(5.7): 
= 	f e ()(VV) 2 + 	nqV+ T >rij (In  nj - 1) + 









= o 	 (5.19) 
aan 2T (V) 2 
av = (5.20) 
ôaç 
PV 	= = — E(ød)VV 	 (5.21) 
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so that by (5.18) we can define the following quantity: 
H =pvVV +p,Vt — ap = 
- f e()(VV) 2 	nqV — T 	n(1nn-1)+ 
T r 	 1)P1 	T (V) 2 - 
which, upon substitution of (5.10) for the polymer chemical potential, becomes: 
	
H = _ fe ()(VV) 2 _ 	nqV — T 	n(1nn-1)+ 
T [ 	 ___ - 	[(In 	_1)_1fl i 	r)+2T_ 1fl(1_] + a3 N or
T (V)2 
+ 	 (5.22) 
36a 0 
Now, replacing the ion densities n i with the Boltzmann factors (5.15), (5.22) 
reduces this to an equation in V and : 
H = 	 (VV) 2 - 	 + 
- T 
- 	[ 	 + 
T (V) 2 
+ 	 (5.23) 
36a 0 
where we have used pi T1nn. (5.23) can be finally simplified to: 
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H = _ f e ()(VV) 2 +T>r4e_ T + 	 ( 5.24) 
T1Ø  — 	 +X(2ør_)++ln(1_)] + 
	
a3 N or 	 G—O-) 
 
T (V) 2 
36a 0 
As in Chapter 4, we interpret Equation (5.24) as the magnitude of the total 
stress normal to a surface placed in the solution and oriented against the force 
exerted on it. Once more, the stress has electrostatic (first term) and osmotic 
contributions (second and third terms). In addition, there is a square gradient 
contribution to the pressure which arises from the "push" of nearby monomers 
on those at the location of the surface. In the next subsections we will show how 
the reservoir and the net pressure can be found from (5.24). 
Recovering the Pressure of the Reservoir 
In the reservoir we have an ideal ionic solution mixed with a Flory—Huggins 
polymer solution, and no net field contributions. When evaluated in the "reservoir 
limit" (as we did when deriving the chemical potential), we thus expect the 
osmotic pressure (5.24) to reduce to the sum of Van't Hoff ideal contribution for 
the ions and a Flory—Huggins pressure term for the polymer solution. Setting 
V = 0 = VV and q = , (5.24) becomes: 
HT=T 	n+ [_x T2 __ln1_] 	(5.25)a3 N 
Equation (5.25) agrees with our expectations and is an expression for the reservoir 
pressure. It also provides a check of our derivation of the osmotic pressure as a 
conserved quantity, since the polymer contribution to Equation (5.25) can be 
independently and directly derived by differentiation of the Flory—Huggins free 
energy of a bulk polymer solution (e.g.: see section 111.1.3 of Reference [151). 
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5.2.4 Net Osmotic Pressure 
To find the net "interaction" between the plates, we will subtract the reservoir 
pressure (5.25) from the total pressure (5.24), as we did for Model I: 
[Jnet = - 
= 	 + T 1: n,e-qiVIT+ 	 (5.26) 
a3 IN Or 	 (1—o') 	 I 
+ T(V)2 
T 	n~ + 1: [" _ XO,2 or _ In (j _ or) 
which can be simplified to: 
ilnet = _ E ()(VV) 2  + T 	n(e_'/T - i)+ 	 (5.27) 
TIçb 	(r_) 
 —in — + 
- 	 LN r 	N 	 Or 
T (V)2 
36a 0 
This is the net osmotic pressure between the plates. Once the solutions of the 
model's equations (V and is known for a given separation, a substitution 
into (5.27) yields the osmotic pressure. Again, we will exploit the "conservation 
of LI" for a given system volume, to make the evaluation of (5.27) convenient. 
5.3 Monovalent Ions 
As mentioned in Section 2.2.4 (and shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7), for large 
surface potentials, the Debye—Hückel approximation does not provide a physical 
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description of the ion distributions about a charged surface. In such situations, 
a realistic description (in view of later developments, such as the description 
of lamellar phases with high surface charges) requires a full Poisson-Boltzmann 
approach, as just derived. 
It is possible, however, to simplify the mathematical form of the rather "ugly" 
Equation (5.16) by assuming the counterions and electrolyte ions are monova-
lent. This is not a very restrictive assumption, as many experimentally employed 
electrolytes consist of monovalent ions. 
Monovalent ions have (by definition) unit valency, and thus positive and negative 
ions respectively carry charges q+ = e and q_ = —e. The reservoir density is the 
same for both species and is equal to the number density of dissolved electrolyte 
ions n ri_ = n. Substituting these values into the right hand side of Equation 
(5.16), it becomes: 
- e_''T) 
6 1 
or, using the definition of sinh and multiplying both sides by e/T: 
17[€5)V(eV1T)] = K2 sinh(eV/T) 
where ic 1/ \/87rlBn is the inverse Debye length for a monovalent salt of number 
density ri (lB = q2 /47rf 1 T is the Bjerrum length of Section 2.2.1) and we have 
rescaled the Maxwell-Garnett formula by the solvent permittivity, so that C, (VI') 
[1 - 3KF1I)2 1(1 + KF02 )]. 
The differential equations of our model now read (renumbering the polymer equa-
tion for convenience): 
	
V[()V(eV/T)] = ,c2 sinh(eV/T) 	 (5.28) 
- 3 K€1Fa3 
(VV)2 
- 2 T 	(1 + KF2)2 + 
	 ( 5.29) 
±Zi 
( 11_ 2 \ 
- n i -i) 	(1_2) _2X(3_bT2) 
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The same substitutions as above apply to the osmotic pressure, (5.27): 
flnet = _ €e ()(VV) 2  + 2nT(e_e'IT  + ee'/T 	[Polymer Terms] (5.30) 
and, since cosh(x) 	(ex + e_x)/2 and using the hyperbolic identity: sinh 2 (x) = 




(5.31) 11 net = 	 + 4nTsinh 	
) 
T 
 [ N 
ln + 
	
+ (1— )ln () - X( 
- )2 - (r - 
a3 
T (Vq) 2 
+ 36a cI 
The solution of Equations (5.28)—(5.29) for appropriate boundary conditions and 
calculation of the net osmotic pressure from (5.31) is the subject matter of the 
next section. 
Debye—HUckel Limit 
For weak electrostatic potentials (eV/T << 1, so that sinh(eV/T) eV/T) Equa-
tion (5.28) reduces to the modified Debye—Hückel equation: 
V(f()VV) = ,' 2 V 	 (5.32) 
where C, and ic are as previously defined, and in the same limit the osmotic 
pressure becomes: 
net = e (q)(VV) 2 + ei ,c2 V2 + 	 ( 5.33) 
TFqln— ' + 
(r_) 
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5.4 Solving the Model: Parallel Surfaces 
At this stage the model needs to be formulated so that we can numerically solve 
its equations and from their solutions graph the predicted net pressure between 
surfaces. We will adopt an approach identical in spirit to that used Model I: 
Equations (5.28) and (5.17) will be set up to be solved for the case of parallel 
flat surfaces, infinite in extent, subject to appropriate boundary conditions. As 
before, from these solutions we can predict the net osmotic pressure between the 
surfaces as a function of their separation, which together with examples of the 
physical solutions of the model, will be presented in Section 5.5. 
5.4.1 Setting Up for Solution 
1 D Form and Dimensionless Variables 
Once more we adopt x as the distance from the "left most" plate where we place 
our origin. This distance, and the unknown functions of the model, the potential 
V and the square—root concentration , are rescaled to the following values: 
W; WE-; X; 
where V0 	T/e is the electrostatic potential at which an elementary charge 
would possess thermal energy 1 and 	7 is the square root of the reservoir 
monomer concentration. 
With these definitions, our equations of motion become: 
1 Note that this is in general different from the surface potential V5 of the previous chapter. 
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d (
- (w)) = sinhW 	 (5.34) 
'I' = 	2 
(1 +AW2)2 
+ (dW'\  
" + ln(W2) - 	
(1_W2) - 	
- 
where ('I) = [1 - 3A'112 /(1 + AW 2 )] and we have defined, for convenience, the 
following constants: A KFç/J, B (3/2)K€ 1 (Vo/A) 2 Fa3IT, e (a/A) 2 /9 and 
Mathematically, we are faced with the problem of finding the solutions to a set 
of two coupled second order differential equations, requiring the four boundary 
conditions laid out below. The equations are nonlinear and will be solved numer-
ically. 
Boundary Conditions 
We require four boundary conditions arising from the constraints imposed by 
confining surfaces on the electrostatic and polymeric "fields". 
Fixed potential and fixed surface charge boundary conditions are available ap-
proximations for the surface electrostatic behaviour (Section 2.2.2). In view of 
describing charged lamellar phases, whose unknown surface charge density can be 
crudely estimated from the area available to charged surfactant groups (Chapter 
7)iii, we have chosen the condition of fixed surface charge. 
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the polymers in solution are considered to be non-
adsorbing (so as to avoid consideration of nonelectrostatic interactions with the 
surface). This entails a null polymer concentration at the surface. 
saw in Section 2.2.4 how the actual surface charge, which depends on ionisation, is hard 
to measure. 
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Further, for simplicity, we will treat only the case of identical surfaces, so that the 
two other necessary boundary conditions follow by symmetry (and the expression 
for the osmotic pressure is simplified). 
Mathematically, the boundary conditions express a boundary value problem: the 
values of the unknowns of Equations (5.34) and (5.35) are known at different 
positions. Formally: 
dV 	= dV (5.36) 
dx Lo El dx LD 
= 	 =0 	 (5.37) 
dx x=D/2 
V) l x=O = 0 = 	 (5.38) 
=0 	 (5.39) 
dx LD12 
Where Equation (5.36) ensures the surface field of the surfaces at x = 0 and x = D 
(where D is the separation between them) matches that produced by a fixed 
surface charge density a. Equation (5.38) ensures the monomer concentration at 
the surfaces s is zero q5j, = 0 (= 'b = 0). The symmetry of the surface 
properties entails that the boundary conditions at the far surface at x = D can be 
replaced by the requirement of vanishing derivatives at the rnidplane: Equations 
(5.37) and (5.39). 
In terms of the dimensionless variables defined earlier, (5.36)—(5.39) become: 






- 	 fld1-dX=H 
dW I 
= 	 =0 	 (5.41) dX X=H/2 
uI'Ix=o = 0=?,bIxH 	 (5.42) 
db 	
=0 	 (5.43) 
dX LH12 
where we have defined the dimensionless surface field F0 UA/(E 1 V0 ), H Df\ 
is the dimensionless separation between the plates, and all other symbols have 
been previously defined. 
Osmotic Pressure 
It is also convenient to express Equation (5.31) for the osmotic pressure in term of 
dimensionless variables and constants. As in Model I, we exploit the conservation 
of pressure for a given separation and evaluate it at the midplane X = H12, where 
the field and gradient contributions vanish. Letting 4 W2 , ( 5.31) becomes, as 
a function of W(H12) WIH12  and (H/2) 
2 	['DIH/2 	(1 - t'H/2) 11rLet 	7r'0  smh (\ 2 ) -; 1y 	N 
in IH/2 + 	N 	
+ (5.44) 
+ 
(1 	IH/2) 	(1 	IH/2\ 
1n )_x(1_H/2) 2 H/2)] 
where we have defined the constants ir, 	4nT and 	OT/a3 , which de- 
termine the magnitude of the ionic and polymeric contribution to the net pressure 
between the plates. 
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54.2 Limits, Orders of Magnitude etc. 
Equations (5.34) and (5.35) are more involved than the modified Debye—Hückel 
equation of Model I. 
To obtain the analytic solution of even the simple Poisson—Boltzmann equation 
for the case of parallel surfaces one has to invoke exotic functions. One might 
therefore assume that any limiting form of (5.34) and (5.35) is useless, since it 
requires the same numerical effort as the full model. Limiting forms, however, 
provide an important comparison with well known equations describing such lim-
its and will be derived as a check of our model and for comparison with the 
previous one. In particular, the "uncoupled limit", where the coupling between 
the model's equations is removed, provides a useful comparison with the physics 
expected when the dielectric effects we are interested in are ignored. 
To define some of these physical limits, it is necessary to interpret the dimension-
less constants appearing in the model equations. 
Meaning of A, B, e and 2 
(5.34) and (5.35) have been written in terms of the following dimensionless con-
stants; 
AKFç' 
'3 	(3/2)Kf i (Vo /A) 2 Fa3/T 
C 	(a/)) 2 /9 
The meaning of the above is clearer if we recall the various terms in (5.34) and 
(5.35), have correspondents in the energy action (5.8) and the Maxwell—Garnett 
relation (5.2). 
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A appears in the Maxwell—Garnett relation and determines the reduction of the 
permittivity of the solution caused by the polymers as low permittivity dielectrics. 
The meaning of A is essentially the same as A of Model I (Section 4.4.2): it 
represents how much the dielectric decreases the electrostatic energy. 
Similarly ¶B has the same meaning as the constant B of model I: it represents 
the energy of polarisation of a dielectric monomer in units of T. This is given by 
Ud = (1/2)ci.E2 /T, where here we identify c = KE 1 Fa3 , the polarisability of the 
monomers and E2 "- (V0/A) 2 , a characteristic field i". 
C is the coefficient of the "gradient term" in the polymer equation. It measures 
the extent of non local perturbations on the polymer concentration. It contains 
the ratio of the two characteristic length scales of the problem: the lattice length 
a of the polymer and the Debye length in the reservoir A. 
D is a purely polymeric term representing the polymer interactions in the solution. 
A and 'B are responsible for the coupling between (5.34) and (5.35). If A = 0 = 'B 
the equations uncouple. This will happen if we use a polymer which the surface 
field is unable to distinguish from the solvent: q = e2 (K = 0). Alternatively we 
could use a polymer with a tiny amount of dielectric material per lattice monomer 
(F = 0 V) 
Another constant appearing in the polymer equation is the chain "length" N, the 
number of monomers in a polymer chain. This affects the monomer entropy, but 
when its value is large the first term of (5.35) becomes negligible. We will briefly 
consider such scenarios, before considering the uncoupled limit of the full model 
A = 0 = 'B, which is of practical interest to us. 
IvThis field would be better characterised if we had resealed the potential by the surface 
potential. 
v recall F i/fe, where f represents how much larger the lattice length is with respect to 
the "dielectric radius". 
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Small thT, Large N Limits 
In the limit of low monomer concentration, 	<< 1, using the expansions ln(1 ± 
X) = x - x 2 /2 + (9(x3 ) and (1 + x 2) = 1 - rtx 2 + 0(x4), Equations (5.34) and 
(5.35) become: 
dW \ 





here (W) = 1 - 3J1W 2 is the low concentration limit of the Maxwell—Garnett 
equation and iiqY - - 2x) defines the dimensionless Flory—Huggins 
excluded volume parameter 0. 
For long polymers N>> 1, so Equation (5.46) loses the chain entropy contribution: 
B () 2 w+ic(w 3 - W) dX2  (5.47) 
Simple Model Limit 
We can recover the simple model of Chapter 4 by considering the limit of ideal 
polymers (no interactions) of unit length in the low concentration and Debye-
Hückel limits. Setting N = 1 and = 0 in Equation (5.46) and demanding the 
gradient terms be negligible ( (a/A)'/9 << 1), we obtain: 
dW \ 
dX 	
= ((w)) 	W 	 (5.48) 
	
MIn (10) = 	
2 	
(5.49) 
which we see is equivalent, modulo a few algebraic manipulations and a different 





As mentioned above, Equations (5.34) and (5.35) decouple if we set A = 0 = 
d 2 
dX2 	
sinhW 	 (5.50) 
d2W'I 	2)  Wi f1_TW2\ = 	ln(W - 	W) (5.51) 
The solution to (5.50) and (5.51) provide a useful reference limit to be compared 
with the solutions of the full model. However, they also represent the equations 
one might try to solve to describe a solution of uncharged polymers confined 
between charged surfaces, ignoring the possibility of polymer polarisation. In 
this frame of mind, one would simply solve the Poisson—Boltzmann equation for 
the electrostatics complemented by an independent description of the polymers 
(in our case is provided by Flory—Huggins theory with square gradients added). 
A well known description of the polymers is the one derived by the method of the 
self—consistent fields (SCF) [15]. In the limit of long chains and small monomer 
concentration (11N <<q << 1), we can reduce the uncoupled polymer Equation 
(5.51) to one identical (up to the numerical factor arising from a different use of 
square gradient prefactors) to that predicted by the SCF': 
-- 	 - 
- (5.52) 
where I 	(1 - 2x) and the dimensionality of the position variable has been 
restored. 
5.5 Results 
In what follows we present results in the same format as in Section 4.5. Af- 
ter discussing our expectations for the physics of the rather more complicated 
vi see  e.g. equations IX.38 of [15] or 7.8 of [651. 
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polymer—plate system, we will present the prediction for the intra- surface physics 
at a given separation H and then look at the effect of parameter variation on the 
osmotic pressure profiles. The results provide a useful comparison with Chapter 
4. In addition, as we shall show in Chapter 6, from the predicted pressures it is 
possible to extract information about the phase behaviour of lamellar phases, as 
presented in Chapter 7, for which the following results furnish a useful interpre-
tation aid. 
5.5.1 Numerics 
As in Chapter 4 we have used our own custom versions of standard numerical 
methods to solve the two coupled differential equations of the model, a detailed 
description of which can be found in Appendix A. 
5.5.2 Expectations 
The model described in this chapter now includes non—adsorbing polymers with 
interactions. Before discussing the results, let us discuss our expectations for the 
physics governing this system, which is more subtle than that of Model I. Such 
expectations will be of guidance in the interpretation of results. 
Polymer Depletion Attraction 
Let us at first ignore all electrostatic effects. We saw in Section 2.3.2 that a poly-
mer solution can cause nonadsorbing surfaces to attract. It was also mentioned 
that such depletion attraction is short ranged, since the confining effect of the 
surfaces only extends over a screening length e. Since  e is only strictly defined 
in the bulk for small fluctuations (as we saw in Section 2.3.2) or when analytic 
solutions are possible [15], we will henceforth give it a qualitative definition: e 
"the distance over which concentration perturbations are significant". When two 
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surfaces, in contact with a polymer reservoir, are brought together to a separa-
tion 2 the polymer solution experiences twice the entropy reduction of each 
surface. As the gap between the surfaces is narrowed, the cost of entropic confine-
ment will always be greater than the osmotic work required to expel the polymer 
into the reservoir. This expulsion causes the pressure in the gap to fall below 
the reservoir value, which amounts to an attractive force between the surfaces. 
Finally we also define qualitative dependencies of (inspired by the expression 
(2.38)): is falls with increasing polymer concentration 0 (more polymer more 
screening) and, unless we are close to the 0 point of the solution, with decreasing 
X parameter (the poorer the solvent, the smaller the screening). 
Electrostatic Repulsion 
Now let us consider charged surfaces in an electrolyte devoid of polymers. As we 
saw for the results of Section 4.5.4, in the limit of no dielectric, the surfaces will 
simply feel the repulsion generated by their overlapping double layers. For large 
separations (small electrostatic potentials between the surfaces), the electrolyte 
ions will enter from the reservoir screening the interactions. 
Electrically Assisted Depletion and The Coupled Case 
In reality, we expect the above effects to be complicated by the electrostatic cou-
pling between the polymers and the charged surfaces. If the coupling were not 
present, we would expect the interaction between the surfaces to be the resultant 
of the electrostatic repulsion and, for separations below 2, the depletion at-
traction described above. However, as we saw in Chapter 4, the polarisation of 
dielectrics in a field can also cause them to deplete from charged surfaces. This 
effect is expected at the very least to modify the polymer expulsion (and the re-
sulting attraction) as surfaces are brought close. In general, then, the discussion 
in terms of presented above for uncharged surfaces is no longer valid. 
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In Chapter 4 it was also shown how the presence of dielectric spheres reduces the 
electrostatic repulsion between charged surfaces; this may also be an important 
effect. We notice, however, that in contrast with the simple model of Chapter 4, 
the dielectric now has the option of being expelled, and once this is complete, the 
contribution to the electrostatic repulsion should be identical to that of a pure 
ionic solution. 
We can conclude that we expect the same general behaviour as if coupling were 
ignored: the surfaces electrostatically repel, except if they are brought together 
below a critical separation, where the polymer depletion can cause the surfaces 
to attract. The strength and range of these surface forces is however complicated 
by the coupling in a way that we're going to investigate in what follows. 
5.5.3 Parameters Used 
To calculate the results of the following sections, we used the basis parameters 
of Table 5.1, deviating from these only to change the particular parameter under 
study. 
The first three entries of the table are fundamental constants and the reservoir 
temperature T is fixed at room temperature, as for Model I (Table 4.1). The 
other parameters have been chosen to provide a realistic description of a typi-
cal polymer—doped lamellar phase, with a nonadsorbing polymer, such as those 
described in Chapter 3. 
We will discuss the choice of the surface charge density a and the reservoir salt 
concentration c in relation to lamellar phases in Chapter 7. Suffice it here to 
say that the values shown in Table 5. 1, and when a and c are under study in 
Sections 5.5.5 and 5.5.5, are not unreasonable for such doped smectics nor, more 
generally, for a typical "laboratory" complex fluid system. 
Once more, the electrolyte is assumed to have the same permittivity as water, 




Elementary charge e 1.6 x 10 19 C 
Permittivity of vacuum 60  8.85 x 
10-12  F m 1 
Boltzmann's constant kb 1.38 x 10-23  J K- ' 
Temperature T 298 K 
Surface charge a 0.1 e nm 2 
Res. salt concentration (Debye length) c(A) 0.02 M (21.5 A) 
Permittivity of ionic solution C 1 78.5 
Permittivity of polymer 62 2 
Dielectric factor f 1.5 
Polymer lattice length a 10 A 
Flory Parameter x 0.495 
Number of lattice units per chain N 2000 
Res, monomer volume fraction or 0.3 
Table 5.1: Parameters used to solve Model II 
of hydrocarbon oils) is chosen for the polymer permittivity E2 (the same as the 
spheres of Model I), a value which is not unrealistic, but probably on the low side 
for an accurate description of aqueous polymer solutions". When studying the 
effect of dielectric contrast on the osmotic interaction between surfaces, E2 will 
be varied in the range 2 - 78.5. 
The lattice length a was modelled on the water soluble polymer PVP. Once a 
given lattice is chosen (a choice which should reflect the flexibility of the polymer 
to be modelled), the lattice length can be related to the monomer size of the 
polymer of interest, as determined from experiments. Similarly, since the total 
contour length of the polymer is fixed, knowledge of the the polymer molecular 
weight constrains the number N of lattice units per chain. Such relations (see 
viiZavlansky et al.[99] have performed experiments mixing up to 50%w/w PVP or PEG 
in H2 0. Their data is well fitted by € = - Ac), where A is a constant and c p is the 
polymer concentration. A comparison with Equation (5.2) or its low concentration limit gives 
= 2 - 20, depending on the model used and the value of the factor f chosen. 
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appendix V of [97]) have been used to find a = 10 A and N = 2000 for PVP with 
molecular weight M 500000. 
The estimation of f, the size difference between the lattice length and the radius 
of the dielectric sphere, is more approximate. As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, 
the amount of polarisable material in a polymer is determined by how much of 
such material is to be found in a chemical monomer. It was also mentioned how 
the lattice length spans several (chemical) monomers; indeed in the case of PVP, 
a = 10 A is about three times as big as the length of each monomer 3 A. 
From these considerations the value of f = 1.5 seems not unrealistic, if a little 
exaggerated, as it entails that the Flory-Huggins ("entropic") volume available 
to a lattice monomer, VFH,  occupies about 80% of the polarisable volume, Vd 
(VFH/Vd f 3 /4 0.84). When studying the role of f itself, this value has been 
further exaggerated or made more realistic by using f = 1.1 (VFH/Vd 0.33), 
and f = 2 (VFjq/Vd 2) respectively. 
The choice of x parameter has been made to maximise the correlations between 
monomers, and so the propagation of any coupling effects. For this reason the 
electrolyte was chosen to be a near theta solvent with x = 0.495. When studying 
the effect of changing the solvent quality, better quality (good) solvents with x = 
0.4 and x = 0.3 were chosen. As mentioned in Section 5.1, any direct electrostatic 
contribution to x was ignored. In particular, we expect the effect of the electrolyte 
on x to be unimportant for small salt concentrations (for experiments in brine 
this may not be such a good approximation [82]). 
Finally the reservoir monomer concentration has been fixed at a reasonably high 
value of = 0.3. The value was chosen so that the concentration of polymer 
would not be too small (potentially swamping out any dielectric coupling effects) 
or too large (making the equations numerically hard because of strong coupling). 
The choice is somewhat arbitrary by nature, since qY is unconstrained and can, 
in theory, be changed at will, as we have done in Section 5.5.5, where the effects 
of such variation are studied. 
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5.5.4 Physical Predictions of the Model Equations 
In Fig. 5.4 we show the solutions to (5.34) and (5.35) and some important derived 
quantities, for a spacing between the plates of H 2.37 (recall H is the plate 
separations in units of the Debye length in a pure electrolyte). 
It is interesting to compare the features of the results of Fig. 5.4a-d with those 
of Model I (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). In general, we notice a qualitative similarity 
between the results and that the physical quantities reflect the symmetry of the 
boundary conditions. The electrostatic variables, the dimensionless potential W 
and field F" of Fig. 5.4a-b, are very similar to the those predicted by Model 
I. The differences in surface behaviour of W and F, arise from the boundary 
conditions, since here we hold the charge density fixed and not the potential, as 
in Model I. Apart from this, we see that the coupled and uncoupled descriptions 
have the same electrostatic relation to each other as the A = 0 limit and the MDH 
equation solutions of Model I: the presence of dielectric (coupling) reduces the 
electrostatic potential around the midplane with respect to the uncoupled case, 
and the electric field is raised above the Poisson—Boltzmann description since the 
dielectrics act as a source of polarisation charge. 
The dielectric profile is different from Model I, since we are now dealing with 
nonideal, polymeric dielectrics (Fig. 5.4c). As prescribed by the condition of 
nonadsorption at the surfaces, the monomer concentration falls to zero at the 
surfaces; the constraint is absent from the equivalent results of Model I. In the 
absence of coupling, the concentration profile is more "square" as a result of the 
square gradient penalty; the qualitative features of the prediction compare well 
with a recent theoretical and computational study of polymer chains confined 
in a slit [100]. The electrostatic coupling to the double layer field rounds the 
polymer profile off a little, for these particular parameters (see also Fig. 5.6). 
Comparison with the results of Model I suggests that this is a result of "electro-
static depletion". In addition to these effects, the presence of the square gradient 
viiiNote  here F —dW/dX is not to be confused with the dielectric factor F of Section 5.1.1. 
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contribution allows polymer to leave the space between the surfaces: we can see 
from Fig. 5.4c that, at the midplane, the coupled prediction is for a polymer 
concentration visibly below the reservoir value, unlike the uncoupled case. 
The effect of the polymer concentration reflects on the permittivity profile, whose 
value falls from that of "pure electrolyte" at the surface (where no polymer can 
reach) to that of the reservoir solution as seen by the double layers (the uniform 
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Figure 5.4: Variation with position of the dimensionless (a) electrostatic potential W, (b) electric 
field F, (c) monomer volume fraction 4 and (d) dielectric constant c 	/E1 for surfaces 
of separation H 	2.37. Solutions of the coupled (solid line) and uncoupled (dotted line) 
equations discussed in the text are shown and were found using the parameters of Table 5.1. 
To conclude this brief survey of results we include a plot (Fig. 5.5), only shown 
in the half plane terminating at H12, of the ionic proffles predicted by Model II. 
We see that the Poisson—Boltzmann description predicts a sensible, "asymmetric" 
behaviour for the ion densities (here indicated by c): the ions of opposite charge 
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to the surface are accreted on it, and those of the same sign depleted from it. 
Coupling raises the positive profile and lowers the negative one, analogously to 
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Figure 5.5: Variation with position of the positive and negative ion profiles, rescaled by the 
reservoir value, for surfaces of separation H 2.88. Solutions of coupled and uncoupled 
equations are shown (as labelled in the legend) and were found using the parameters of Table 
5.1, except for the reservoir salt concentration and X parameter, here changed to the values 
Cr = 0.047M (A = 14A) and x = 0.3. 
Polymer Expulsion 
We mentioned how the characteristic difference we expect to emerge from the 
solutions of the model here presented is the possibility of the polymer being forced 
out from between the plates, and possibly causing attractive interactions. Fig. 5.6 
displays the occurrence of such entropically caused expulsion due to a progressive 
decrease in plate separation from the solutions of the coupled equations: 
We see that below a separation of H 1 the profile goes flat and all the polymer 
has been expelled from between the surfaces. As we shall see this expulsion can 
affect the osmotic interaction between surfaces for the parameters we have chosen 
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Figure 5.6: Polymer concentration profiles as the separation between surfaces is decreased. 
The profiles were found with the parameters of Table 5.1. 
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to use in this chapter. The expulsion is also predicted in the uncoupled case (not 
shown); the coupling however, tends to increase expulsion as shown suggested by 
Fig. 5.4c and as will be made evident by the results to follow. 
5.5.5 Osmotic Pressure Profiles 
From Equation (5.44), we know there are two contributions to the osmotic pres-
sure: a repulsive electrostatic one and a polymeric one (attractive for separations 
below those at which the polymer starts to be expelled from between the plates). 
In what follows, we shall investigate the parameter dependence of the osmotic 
pressure profiles and show how these result from a competition between the at-
tractive and repulsive contributions mentioned. 
Electrostatic Parameters 
Effect of Surface Charge Density 
We start our study by varying the surface charge density a, as shown in Fig. 5.7. 
For all values of a we notice a "wiggle" in the osmotic pressure curve, caused 
by the attractive polymer contribution. As a is decreased, so is the repulsive 
contribution to the osmotic pressure, so that for a = 0.05 enm 2 the attraction 
dominates the pressure profile. 
The observed behaviour is as one would expect: reducing the surface charge 
density reduces the electrostatic repulsion between plates (Fig. 5.8). However, we 
notice that the structure of the pressure profiles and the location of the "wiggle" 
is different when electrostatic coupling is accounted for, and the difference is more 
marked the greater the value of a. With the understanding gathered from the 
previous chapter, this is also to be expected: the higher the surface charge density, 
the greater the energetic cost of keeping a dielectric in a nonuniform field. This 
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Figure 5.7: Net osmotic pressure as a function of plate separation H 	D/\ for different 
surface charge densities cY, as labelled (other parameters as in Table 5.1). Coupled (solid 
lines) and uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
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of H the higher the value of a (while, clearly, the uncoupled prediction for the 
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Figure 5.8: Electrostatic (> 0) and polymer (< 0) contributions to the net osmotic pressure as a 
function of plate separation H D/A for different surface charge densities, ci. Coupled (solid 
lines) and uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
In addition to this effect, we notice in the coupling case, before the expulsion has 
occurred, a slight reduction to the ion contribution to the osmotic pressure. This 
is what we found in Chapter 4: the dielectric molecules lower the permittivity of 
the solution decreasing the electrostatic repulsion. The two coupling effects act 
in a direction that makes the pressure profile less repulsive. However, the effect 
of such changes is somewhat diluted by the fact that an increased electrostatic 
repulsion is necessary to bring them about in the first place. 
Effect of Reservoir Salt Concentration 
The effect of changing the salt concentration in the reservoir, c, is shown in Fig. 
5.9. 
We see that an increase in c has a similar effect to the decrease in a of Fig. 
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Figure 5.9: Net osmotic pressure as a function of plate separation D(A) for different reservoir 
surface salt concentrations c, as labelled (other parameters as in Table 5.1). Coupled (solid 
lines) and uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
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5.7. This is a trivial consequence of the greater screening of the electrostatic 
interactions as more salt is added to the reservoir. Fig. 5.10A displays how the 
electrostatic contribution to the pressure becomes negligible beyond a separation 
which is smaller, the larger the value c. 
The difference between coupled and uncoupled cases, upon variation of the salt 
concentration, seems to have roughly the same effect for all concentrations in the 
range studied. 
Fig. 5.10A sheds light on the dielectric reduction in pressure caused by the 
coupling. Notice the reduction is less pronounced, the larger the value c. This is 
the same trend observed in Section 4.5.4. We can ascribe it to the the fact that 
a more efficient screening of the field (a sharper field gradient) entails a more 
efficient the expulsion of dielectrics which, in turn, raises the permittivity of 
the intraplate medium closer to that considered by the uncoupled approximation 
(where the permittivity is that of the solvent). Such differences in expulsion are 
evidenced if the separation by the corresponding screening length A, as shown in 
Fig. 5. 10B. We see that, for each profile, the expulsion happens for larger H with 
respect to the uncoupled case, the larger the value c (i.e., the smaller the value 
of A). 
However, the "absolute" difference between coupled and uncoupled polymer con-
tributions to the osmotic pressure doesn't appear to be greatly affected by a 
change in Cr ,  with the expulsion being only slightly anticipated by a decrease in 
c (Fig. 5.10Q. This decrease is the opposite trend as observed in the rescaled 
case, and is due to the fact that although a more screened field will expel more 
efficiently, the field strength (on which the expulsion also depends) at a given 
separation is larger the smaller the screening length. 
A variation of c clearly has no influence on the uncoupled polymer contribution, 
and, once the separation is "scaled up" to A, the results for all salt concentrations 
collapse onto the same line (as shown for two cases in Fig. 5.10C). 
The weak dependence of the polymer contribution explains why the wiggle does 
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not travel significantly as cr is reduced, in contrast to the effect of a variation of a 
at fixed c. However, as we shall soon see in following sections, the expulsion can 
be made to happen at large separations by changing the range of the polymer 
attraction ('-. the solution correlation length), in which case the reduction of 
the repulsion and the increased attraction for low c will cause more significant 
changes (see Section 7.2.2 of Chapter 7). 
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Figure 5.10: Electrostatic (> 0) and polymer (< 0) contributions to the net pressure as a 
function of plate separation D(A) (A,C) and rescaled separation D/A (B). Coupled (solid lines) 





Effect of N parameter 
In Fig. 5.11 we show the effect of changing the polymer solution's x parameter. 
The overall magnitude of the pressure is seen to fall with increasing x as the 
position of the pressure wiggle moves to higher values of the normalised separation 
H. 
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Figure 5.11: Net osmotic pressure as a function of plate separation H 	D/) for different 
values of the X parameter, as labelled (other parameters as in Table 5.1). Coupled (solid lines) 
and uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
For the uncoupled situation we can explain these occurrences: increasing the x 
parameter towards its theta value (x = 0.5) increases the range of the correlation 
between monomers (in a pure solution this changes the scaling of the correlation 
length), increasing the separation at which depletion effects cause an attractive 
contribution to the pressure (Fig. 5.12). 
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Figure 5.12: Electrostatic (> 0) and polymer (< 0) contributions to the osmotic pressure as a 
function of plate separation H D/A for different values of the x  parameter. Coupled (solid 
lines) and uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
The reduction in the overall magnitude of the osmotic pressure thus results from 
the shorter range at which the polymer attraction kicks in (as a result of increas-
ing x) and not from an increase in the magnitude of the polymeric (attractive) 
contribution to the osmotic pressure (which, in fact, decreases with increasing x). 
From Fig. 5.12 we can also see how the coupling makes the expulsion happen at 
slightly larger values of H, the difference being more pronounced as x increases. 
We can account for this roughly by considering that the greater extent of the 
polymer correlations allows electrostatic effects to propagate further (without 
being screened out by polymer). 
The previously mentioned "dielectric" reduction of the ion pressure (shown only 
for x = 0.495 and the uncoupled case) contributes less significantly to the different 
predictions. Its contribution is more important, the greater the value of x since 
the correlation between monomers are greater and the penalties associated with 
keeping low permittivity dielectrics in a nonuniform field more easily felt. 
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Clearly, changing y has no effect on the ionic contribution to the pressure when 
coupling is not accounted for. 
Effect of Reservoir Polymer Concentration 
Next in our parameter study we look at the effect of varying the reservoir monomer 
concentration, f, which in Chapter 7 we will use to control the total polymer 
content of a larnellar phase in contact with a salt bag. 
Observe that decreasing çf produces a broadly similar effect to increasing x: the 
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Figure 5.13: Net osmotic pressure as a function of plate separation H 	D/A for different 
reservoir monomer volume fractions f, as labelled (other parameters as in Table 5.1). Cou-
pled (solid lines) and uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
Again, in the uncoupled situation we can explain this behaviour by an increase 
in the correlations between monomers with decreasing volume fraction and the 
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osmotic pressure is overall reduced because of a range effect, not because of an in-
creasing value of the polymer reservoir pressure, which decreases with decreasing 
monomer concentration, as one would expect. 
The differences between uncoupled and coupled behaviour are accountable mainly 
to electrostatic depletion whose effect increases with decreasing q'f (Fig. 5.14). 
This trend is a result, as for x of the increased correlation length of the poly-
mer solution, which allows the electrical influence on the dielectric polymers to 
propagate further and call for an earlier expulsion. 
The "dielectric" reduction of the ion pressure (shown only for 	= 0.25 and 
the uncoupled case) contributes less significantly to the different predictions. Its 
contribution is more important, the greater the value of r:  there's more polymer 













Figure 5.14: Electrostatic (> 0) and polymer (< 0) contributions to the osmotic pressure as 
a function of plate separation H D/.\ for different values of o'. Coupled (solid lines) and 
uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
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Clearly, changing x has no effect on the ionic contribution to the pressure when 
coupling is not accounted for. 
Effect of Reservoir Polymer Concentration 
Next in our parameter study we look at the effect of varying the reservoir monomer 
concentration, , which in Chapter 7 we will use to control the total polymer 
content of a lamellar phase in contact with a salt bag. 
Observe that decreasing ç produces a broadly similar effect to increasing x: the 
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Figure 5.13: Net osmotic pressure as a function of plate separation H 	D/) for different 
reservoir monomer volume fractions or, as labelled (other parameters as in Table 5.1). Cou-
pled (solid lines) and uncoupled (dotted) solutions are shown. 
Again, in the uncoupled situation we can explain this behaviour by an increase 
in the correlations between monomers with decreasing volume fraction and the 
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osmotic pressure is overall reduced because of a range effect, not because of an in-
creasing value of the polymer reservoir pressure, which decreases with decreasing 
monomer concentration, as one would expect. 
The differences between uncoupled and coupled behaviour are accountable mainly 
to electrostatic depletion whose effect increases with decreasing qY (Fig. 5.14). 
This trend is a result, as for x of the increased correlation length of the poly-
mer solution, which allows the electrical influence on the dielectric polymers to 
propagate further and call for an earlier expulsion. 
The "dielectric" reduction of the ion pressure (shown only for or = 0.25 and 
the uncoupled case) contributes less significantly to the different predictions. Its 
contribution is more important, the greater the value of or : there's more polymer 
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Figure 5.14: Electrostatic (> 0) and polymer (< 0) contributions to the osmotic pressure as 
a function of plate separation H D/A for different values of y. Coupled (solid lines) and 





In this final section we look at the parameters which determine the extent of 
the electrostatic coupling between the polymers and the charged surfaces: the 
dielectric contrast between the polymer and the surrounding solvent, and the 
size of the dielectric unit associated with each lattice monomer. The uncoupled 
limit can be thought of as resulting from a gradual vanishing of these parameters. 
For example, "permittivity matching" the polymer and solvent would make the 
polymer electrostatically invisible to the surface, removing all coupling effects. 
Effect of Dielectric Contrast 
Shown in Fig. 5.15 is the effect of decreasing the dielectric contrast from from 
40 to 1 by changing the polymer permittivity from that of oil, E2 = 2, to that 
of water, 2 = 78.5. 
As expected, the difference between coupled and uncoupled predictions for H is 
reduced as the dielectric contrast is diminished. The difference is greatest for 
"oily" solutes, but is still pronounced for a polymer with E2 = 25, roughly the 
permittivity of ethanol. The agreement between the coupled case in the absence 
of contrast (E2 = 78.5 = fi) and the uncoupled case provides a useful check on 
the coupled solutions. 
Fig. 5.16 shows the contributions to the osmotic pressure. We observe the ex-
pected trends: the electrostatic repulsion is reduced for larger values of contrast, 
as predicted by Model I; the expulsion is anticipated. The first is the effect of 
the polymer on the electrostatics: before expulsion, the permittivity between the 
plates is decreased in a manner which is greater, the bigger the dielectric contrast. 
After expulsion, the contribution matches the uncoupled one, with a change of 
slope, as noticed earlier. The expulsion results, as usual, from the electrostatic 
penalty of keeping dielectrics in a nonuniform field. The penalty is greater, the 
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Figure 5.15: Net osmotic pressure as a function of plate separation H 	D/A for different 
values of the polymer permittivity E2,  (other parameters as in Table 5.1). 
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E2=50 - - 
E2=25 
e2=2, coupled - 
1 	1.5 	2 	2.5 	3 	3.5 	4 	4.5 	5 	5.5 
Figure 5.16: Electrostatic (> 0) and polymer (< 0) contributions to the net osmotic pressure as 
a function of plate separation H D/\ for different values of the polymer permittivity 2• 
Effect of Dielectric Size (f factor) 
Finally, we have changed the factor f, which determines how much smaller a 
dielectric unit is than the polymer lattice length it is associated with. Recall 
from Section 5.1.1 that f is a measure of the volume of polarisable matter in a 
polymer. 
Fig. 5.17 shows that when f is reduced from 2 (dielectric diameter = lattice 
length) to 1.1 (dielectric radius lattice length) the net osmotic pressure is 
considerably reduced in magnitude and the wiggle is moved to higher values of 
H. 
As before, Fig. 5.18A displays the contributions to the pressure. Analogously to 
the effect of dielectric contrast, decreasing f (increasing the dielectric volume) 
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Figure 5.17: Net osmotic pressure as a function of plate separation H 	D/A for different 
values of the dielectric size factor f. The parameters used are those of table Table 5.1, except 
for x  which is as labelled. 
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at the values shown, reduces the repulsion and anticipates the expulsion. The 
coupling effects prove dramatic for f = 1.1. We see a noticeably anticipated 
expulsion and a sharp reduction in the repulsion before expulsion is complete and 
the pressure is restored to the uncoupled limit. Such strong coupling evidences 
the transition from an electrostatic repulsion in a medium with the permittivity 
of a polymer solution permittivity to that of medium with the permittivity of 
the solvent. This "bend" in the repulsive pressure is shown in Fig. 5.1813 on a 
log—scale to evidence the change of slope between the two limits. 
5.6 Summary and Concluding Comments 
In this chapter we have developed Model II from Model I to describe the inter-
action between charged plates immersed in an ionic polymer solution. 
With the inclusion of non—ideal terms in the dielectric free energy, the model 
now accounts for the cost of restricting the polymer to energetically unfavourable 
regions between the plates. Signs of this are evident in the example solutions 
presented, where we see the polymer concentration decreasing close to the sur-
faces. This depletion can be sufficiently high as to make the polymer leave the 
space between the plates completely. Such a polymer vacuum causes the plates 
to attract each other, yielding an osmotic interaction profile very different from 
the monotonic repulsion of Chapter 4. The presence of the dielectric, similarly to 
Model I, provides an additional source of screening for the electrostatic potential. 
If the polymer is not expelled from between the surfaces the latter effect causes 
a reduction in the repulsive (electrostatic) contribution to the pressure. On the 
other hand, polymer expulsion restores the repulsive contribution of the pressure 
to its original value. This effect is most dramatic for large coupling between the 
polymer and the surfaces. 
The osmotic pressure is sensitive to parameter variation in a way which reflects 
the effect of the parameters on the electrostatics, on the polymer physics and 
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Figure 5.18: (A) Electrostatic (> 0) and polymer (< 0) contributions to the net osmotic pressure 
as a function of plate separation H D/\, for different values of the dielectric size factor f. (B) 
Logarithmic plot of the pressure to highlight the bend in the repulsive contribution for f 
which is discussed in the text. 
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on how they couple. In the absence of coupling, we can crudely describe the 
behaviour in terms of the range and strength of the polymer and electrostatic 
interaction. The latter has a strength which increases with increasing surface 
charge density and is screened in a manner proportional to the salt concentration 
in the reservoir. The polymer attraction has a strength which depends on the 
reservoir monomer concentration and a range which depends on the correlations 
between monomers. This decreases with increasing polymer concentration and 
as the x parameter is decreased away from 1/2. 
Coupling complicates matters, and such a crude description, in general, is no 
longer valid. The effect of coupling manifests itself through an enhanced polymer 
depletion (as expected from Model I) and a reduced electrostatic repulsion (as 
observed in Model I). The "electrostatically assisted" depletion and the reduced 
repulsion have the same electrostatic dependencies as in Model I (see Section 
4.5.4), with the exception of salt concentration, for the reasons explained in Sec-
tion 5.5.5. In addition, because the effects of the field on the dielectric monomers 
can propagate further when monomers correlate more efficiently, electrostatically 
assisted expulsion and repulsion reduction are enhanced for x parameters close 
to 1/2; for the same reason expulsion is favoured at low reservoir monomer con-
centrations, f. The reduced repulsion on the other hand, is biggest at higher 
values of T, since the dielectric screening is greater for greater concentrations of 
dielectric. 
Our results on the effect of coupling highlight the nonadditivity of polymeric and 
electrostatic contributions to the osmotic pressure between charged surfaces in the 
presence of dielectric contrast. Such nonadditivity is often ignored in theoretical 
descriptions of systems (e.g. doped lamellar phases), whose dielectric make—up 
begs its inclusion (at least to demonstrate the reasons why additivity is a good 
approximation for most realistic systems). We will discuss these matters in more 
detail in chapters 7 and 8. 
Finally, we would like to point out the resemblance of the osmotic pressure to 
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a Van der Waals isotherm, with its unphysical S shape. By analogy with a 
fluid system, this suggests the possibility of phase separation. But what is phase 
separating? The next chapter is devoted to mapping the present model onto 
lamellar phases doped with polymers. We shall see what the phase separation 
means in this context, and how the present model can be adapted to construct 
phase diagrams to predict the behaviour of these interesting mixtures. 
Chapter 6 
Mapping Model II onto Smectics 
In this chapter we adapt Model II of Chapter 5 to provide an approximate descrip-
tion of aqueous lamellar phases whose water layers are doped with non—adsorbing 
polymer. Our final goal is to make qualitative predictions as to the phase be-
haviour of such systems, presented in Chapter 7, which we hope be experimentally 
detectable in systems similar to those described in Chapter 3. 
After geometrically and thermodynamically mapping Model II onto lamellar 
stacks, we will describe how the phase equilibria of "model smectics" can be 
extracted from the solution of its equations. 
6.1 Geometrical Relations 
At the end of Chapter 5 we applied Model II to the simple case of a solution 
(water+solutes) slab delimited by parallel surfaces of infinite extent. We saw in 
Section 3.1 that lamellar phases consist of a periodic succession of fluctuating 
surfactant bilayers. If we neglect the fluctuations of the layers and assume their 
lateral extension is not relevant to their phase behaviour, a charged lamellar phase 
is simply a succession of alternating solvent and bilayer slabs, the geometry of 
the solvent slab, parallel surfaces, being identical to that described by Model II. 
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We will consequently approximate doped lamellar phases as a succession of re-
peating units, each comprising a solution filled slab, of thickness D, and a bilayer 
filled slab, of thickness J. The period (repeat distance) of the lamellar phase is 






t_z 1.2- 1 





Figure 6.1: How a lamellar phase can be approximated by a succession of units, each com-
prising charged parallel planes separated by D (described by Model II) and a layer of thickness 
5. The periodicity of the lamellar phase is D + J. 
Bilayer Volume Fraction 
In experiments, phase diagrams are constructed from information about the sur-
factant and polymer content of a doped lamellar system (see e.g. Fig. 3.1). Above 
the CMC, the surfactants in the system reside, to a very good approximation, 
almost entirely in the bilayers. The volume fraction of bilayersl  is thus identical 
to the surfactant volume fraction. 
"Membrane volume fraction" is also used [851. 
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As we shall see, our model allows us to predict the lamellar spacings D at which 
phases coexist, so we need to convert this information into the experimentally 
accessible volume fraction information. This is easily derived. Let Nb be the 
total number of lamellar bilayers, vb = A5 be the volume of a bilayer of area A 
and v = AD the volume of a solvent layer of the same extent. Then, since the 
total volume of the lamellar phase is V = Nb(v3 + Vb), the bilayer volume fraction, 
defined as I)b Nbvb/V, is: 
Vb -  (6.1) 
V + V - D + 
We have derived the quite obvious statement that the volume fraction of a rigid 
lamellar phase is given by the bilayer thickness divided by the periodicity of the 
phase. Equation (6.1) is known as the classical swelling law of a lamellar phase. 
An expression for the polymer content of the lamellar phase will be derived in 
section Section 6.3.3. 
6.2 Thermodynamics 
Next we develop the thermodynamic relations that describe a lamellar stack and 
find their relation to Model II. 
For the mapping between models to be the simplest possible we imagine the 
lamellar stack to be in contact with same reservoir of ions and polymer which 
contacted the parallel surface system of Chapter 5. The contact is through a 
membrane which doesn't let the bilayers through, so that the bilayer content of 
the phase is fixed (recall we assume the surfactants only reside in the membrane 
and are virtually insoluble in the solvent). In this way a lamellar phase is ther-
modynamically equivalent to a series of Nb such systems each in equilibrium with 
the reservoir and, consequently, each other Fig. 6.2A,B. 
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Membrane 






(A) 	 (B) 
Figure 6.2: The thermodynamic mapping: a set of systems comprising parallel surfaces with 
a bilayer attached in equilibrium with a reservoir (and thus each other) (A) is equivalent to a 
lamellar stack in equilibrium with the same reservoir through a membrane permeable to all 
species but the bilayers (B). 
The lamellar phase is described in a semi-grand ensemble: it has a fixed bilayer 
composition and a variable polymer and ionic content. We shall denote the rel-
evant thermodynamic potential by = E(Nb, T, V, where the dependencies 
indicate the thermodynamic variables which minimise at equilibrium: temper-
ature T, volume V, number of bilayers Nb, and chemical potential jLj for species 
j (j = ions or polymer). 
6.2.1 Relation Between Thermodynamic Potentials 
As mentioned, the bilayers are assumed rigid and the surfactants they are made 
of are approximated as insoluble in water. Here we further assume that all non-
electrostatic interactions associated with the bilayer (e.g. dispersion attraction 
between bilayers) can be ignored. These assumptions entail that the bilayers 
contribute nothing to the free energy of the assembly (or rather, they contribute 
only a constant self-energy of formation to which we can shift the energetic zero). 
The only contributions to the free energy originate in the solvent layers. Since 
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energy is an extensive thermodynamic variable and pressure intensive, we can 
immediately determine the stack semi-grand potential, , and its pressure, [Ilam 
(Henceforth 11fam  will indicate the osmotic pressure between the lamellar phase 
and the reservoir, through the semipermeable membrane: Hiam Plam - Pres, 
where Pres  is the reservoir pressure"). They are given by: 
	
= NbI3 	 (6.2) 
[h am  = rl, 	 (6.3) 
Where Q, and fI are respectively the grand potential and the osmotic pressure 
of the solvent slabs (H is equivalent to ['net used in Chapter 5). We thus have 
everything we need to describe lamellar phase equilibria, except for an explicit 
expression for the chemical potential associated with the change in the number of 
bilayers (slabs) upon phase separation. We will call the latter "bilayer chemical 
potential" and denote it by jib,  since it will determine the volume fraction of 
bilayers in each coexisting region of a phase separated lamellar stack. 
6.2.2 Lamellar Thermodynamic Variables from 
We present below a general derivation of the thermodynamic variables of inter-
est; as mentioned, we are only missing the chemical potential, so this is partly 
redundant. However, this particular approach makes the relations to the previous 
description of the parallel surface system particularly clear. 
Recall is a semi-grand potential, thermodynamically defined as = E - TS - 
Ej ji 3 N (where the "semi" comes from the exclusion of the bilayers as a species in 
the subtracted summation), where E is the internal energy of the lamellar system 
and S is its entropy. The first law in differential form for the lamellar stack reads 
dE = TdS - HdV + Ej ji3 dN3 + jibdNb, where ji,, is the bilayer chemical potential. 
'This is also "osmotic" with respect to the pure solvent. 
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Using this and the definition of we can thus write the following differential for 
dE = SdT - II iarnd V + pbdNb - > Ndii, 	 (6.4) 
And, since E = E(Nb,T,V,p), we also have: 
d=_ = ( -- ) 
	
dNb+(-) 	dT+() 	dV+> () 	
dz 
b Nb,V,I 	 N6,T,a 	 Iki Nb,V,T 
(6.5) 
Comparing (6.4) and (6.5), we see that the stack pressure h am and bilayer chem-
ical potential Ab  are given by: 
ham 	




= ( b) 	
(6.7) 
T, 	j  
It is also useful to express the semi-grand potential as an intensive quantity, 
since we will show in Section 6.3.2 that this allows a geometrical interpretations 
of the conditions for phase equilibrium. Dividing by the lamellar volume, we 
define the free energy density: 
(6.8) 
where we have used V = Nb(D + ö). Thus, substituting E = fEV into Equations 
(6.6) and (6.7), yield expressions for H and Pb  in terms of fE: 
h1am _f+q5b(J) 	 (6.9) 
 (947 
lib  = 6 (L) 	 (6.10) 




6.2.3 Lamellar [I and ,ub from Model II 
Recall the thermodynamic potential of the solvent slab, described by Model II, is 
= 1l(T, v., 	, in the notation of this chapter. Equation (6.2) relates the two 
potentials, so that we can use it together with (6.6) and (6.7) to express 11 and 
b as derivatives of Q,. However, when doing this, we need to carefully account 
for the dependencies of 1. With the latter explicitly written out, Equation (6.2) 
reads: 
= Nbcl(T, v 3 , 
Nb1 T, V _Vb/1i) 
where we have used the fact that the total volume of the stack is V = Nb(vb+v). 
Thus, from Equation (6.6) the osmotic pressure is found to be identical to the net 
pressure exerted by of one solvent layer on its surface (the pressure of the Model 
II): 
( 








dv51 Nb  






To relate this expression to the Model II, consider the meaning of (d/dNb)v: it 
is the change of the energy of one solvent slab with the number of bilayers, as the 
total stack volume is held fixed. If we imagine adding one bilayer to a lamellar 
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phase of fixed volume, the solvent slab spacing has to change by a hilayer width 
to conserve the total volume. An amount of work dW = Hiam dV s needs to be 
done against the osmotic pressure of the stack to accommodate the new layer, the 
energy of the stack is thus increased by the negative of this work: dci = HiamdVs. 
Equation (6.13) thus becomes: 
(dNb ) v  
dv 3  
11b =  ci - NbH lam 	 (6.14) 
and since (dv3 /dNb)v = —V/Ni (v 5 = V/Nb - Vb), we obtain 11 : 
Pb = ci + Hiam ( V s + Vb) 	 (6.15) 
We can calculate ['lam = 113 from Model II. To find ci, Equation (6.12) allows 
to write 11 = - f HiamdV s + const, since the energy is defined up to a constant. 
Equation (6.15) then becomes an equation in 'h am only: 
Pb 
= f HiamdVs + Hiam( V 3 + Vb) + const 	 (6.16) 
In the limit of an infinitely swollen lamellar phase (D -* oo), the solvent slab 
and the reservoir coincide, so that "lam  (D - oo) = 0 (remember the pressure is 
defined with respect to the reservoir). Considering this and rewriting (6.16) with 
v3 = AD and Vb = A6, we can redefine the chemical potential as: 
= Lb(D) - ILb(D -* oo) D 
A 	 A 
= Hiam(D + ) - 1 llzamdD 	(6.17) 
Jcx, 
tmEquation (6.15) could have been derived a lot more quickly as follows: 
Pb G/Nb = ( + HlamV)/Nb = Il + IIiam (V s + yb) Where we have used the fact that the 
bilayer chemical potential is C, the Gibbs free energy per bilayer. 
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6.3 Phase Coexistence 
With the relationships we have just derived it is possible to obtain predictions for 
the equilibria of doped lamellar phases. What do we expect these equilibria to 
be? We saw at the end of Chapter 5 how the force between charged surfaces in 
• reservoir has effective attractive and repulsive contributions to the pressure, as 
• result of the competition between energetic and entropic tendencies of the ions 
and polymers in solution. A uniform lamellar phase has the option of lowering 
its energy by rearranging its bilayers to maximise the entropy of the polymer 
solution and minimise the electrostatic repulsion between bilayers: one possible 
phase equilibrium is the coexistence between two lamellar phases of different 
spacings, one large, to reduce the electrostatic repulsion, and one small, to make 
more space for the polymer in the large one. The situation is analogous the liquid-
gas coexistence of simple liquids, an analogy which shows in the similarity of the 
results of a mean field description: the shape of the osmotic pressure displays the 
same undulation as the Van der Waals prediction for a gas, as observed in Section 
5.6. A limiting case of the Lamellar-Lamellar (L a La ) coexistence arises when the 
electrostatic repulsion is so weak that the coexisting phase of large spacing is 
identical with the reservoir: the reservoir coexists with the smectic phase (LL 
coexistence). 
Recall from Chapter 3 that these qualitative expectations are indeed fulfilled in 
the experimental observations of polymer doped lamellar phases. 
6.3.1 Ensembles 
Our models so far have assumed a polymer and ion reservoir to contact the 
system, mostly for calculational convenience. Experimentally, however, it is most 
convenient to specify the relative amounts of the constituent components that are 
mixed in a solution. By construction, canonical (experimental) or grand canonical 
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formulations (our model) predict the same thermodynamic variables, and from 
these, the same equilibria follow. 
For comparison with experiment, we need to specify the composition of coexisting 
phases. In theory these follow by differentiation of E, like the other thermody-
namic variables of the problem. For practical reasons, however, it has proved 
more convenient to evaluate the content of coexisting phases by integration of 
the density profiles predicted by Model II, as we will see in Section 6.3.3. 
6.3.2 Phase Equilibria from Model II 
For two thermal systems 1 and 2 to be in equilibrium, we require a thermal, 
mechanical and chemical balance between them. The reservoir is a heat bath, 
making the lamellar phase is isothermal and the condition of equal temperatures 
redundant. Thus, the equilibrium conditions are, in our case: 
H' 	- rr2 lam 	 am (6.18) - 1 tl  
Pb = 14 	 ( 6.19) 
Equation (6.18) expresses the osmotic balance between the phases, while Equation 
(6.19) expresses the balance of the two phases with respect to bilayer exchange. 
In the special case of a phase of finite period coexisting with one of infinite 
separation, the above reduce to: 
11lam = 0 
	
(6.20) 
which expresses the osmotic balance between the reservoir and the lamellar phase. 
Once more we have assumed the composite system to be isothermal. Note also 
that we didn't include a chemical potential balance in this case. As will become 
evident from the geometrical interpretation of equilibria just below, the inclusion 
-r lID) 
r 
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of chemical potential equality is not necessary because the chemical potential of 
the coexisting "reservoir phase" is null. 
Common Tangent Construction 
One possible geometrical interpretation of the equilibrium conditions, known as 
common tangent construction, is possible using the relations derived in Section 
6.2.2. Fig. 6.3A displays a plot the semi—grand potential per unit volume, f, 
against bilayer volume fraction. As shall see, the tangent to f indicates lamellar—
lamellar coexistence. 
Figure 6.3: The equivalent common tangent construction (A) and equal area (B) geometrical 
constructions discussed in the text can be used to predict coexisting lamellar phases from a 
mean field theory. Starred quantities indicate equilibrium values. 
Note that fE  displays an undulation. This is a consequence of the fact that we 
are using a mean field model, which does not include phase separation as a means 
of reducing the system energy. It is possible to "correct" this omission using the 
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common tangent construction: a line is drawn. as shown in Fig. 6.3A. tangent 
to fE(çbb) at the two points shown. Phase separation into two coexisting lamellar 
phases 1 and 2, corresponding to the drawing of this line, lowers the free energy 
and frees it of the unphysical convexity in the coexistence region. 
The tangent through 1 and 2 is: f - f4 =- ) + p, where m and p are 
the line's gradient and intercept respectively. Using Equations (6.9) and (6.10) 
we can also write: f, - f, =- - H; it is thus possible to identify 
M = /Ab/(Aö) and p = —11. The common tangent's slope is the chemical potential 
of the bilayer (up to a constant) and its intercept with the y—axis is the negative 
of the osmotic pressure. The region between 1 and 2 is then a region of constant 
pressure and chemical potential: 1 and 2 are coexisting lamellar phases with 
volume fractions 0 and 02  respectively. 
The common tangent construction is a graphical method of finding phase equilib-
ria, which would otherwise have to be obtained from the solutions of (6.18) and 
(6.19). 
In the case of coexistence between the lamellar phase and a "lamellar—less" reser-
voir the common tangent construction needs to be treated with care [74]. The 
appropriate construction on fs is shown in Fig. 6.4A. 
Once more it is possible to lower the free energy, but this time a "virtual tangent" 
connects fs and the origin, where the state of the reservoir is collapsed (its pres-
sure and chemical potential are null). The reason for the absence of an ordinary 
common tangent is due to the approximation which constrains the surfactants to 
reside only in the bilayer. In reality, an exponentially small fraction of surfactants 
will be able to diffuse into the reservoir and coexist with the bilayers (see inset 
of Fig. 6.4A). 
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Figure 6.4: The special case of virtual tangency (A) and the equivalent "trivial" equal area 
construction (B). The constructions allow to establish the coexistence between a a lamellar 
phase of finite separation and a reservoir, assumed "bilayer—less". The latter assumption 
means we can consider the point (0,0) in (A) or (0, oc) in (B) to be a coexisting "reference" 
state. This lifts any constraint on the chemical potential, but in reality an exponentially small 
amount of surfactants coexisting with the lamellar phase resides in the reservoir, as shown in 
the inset of (A). 
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Equal Area Construction 
The common tangent construction is a useful tool for visualising equilibrium and 
can be used to establish the coexisting lamellar volume fractions. However, for 
practical reasons, we found it more convenient to use an equivalent geometri-
cal method. This method, the Maxwell equal area construction, only requires 
a knowledge of the osmotic pressure, a quantity which stems directly from our 
model (as we have seen, Q is obtained from it by integration). 
It is instructive to show how this construction is equivalent to the conditions for 
equilibrium (and so to the common tangent construction). Let D 1 be the spacing 
between solvent layers in phase 1 and D2 that in phase 2. Then, using Equation 
(6.17), we can re—write (6.18) and (6.19) as: 
ril 
tam = 	
am = 11* 
- "lam 
A A = 
am  (Di - D2 ) + 
(6.21) 
fD2 
J 11Tarn10 = 0 (6.22) D1 
Condition (6.22) is a mathematical statement of the Maxwell equal area construc-
tion", shown in Fig. 6.313. The construction involves drawing a horizontal line at 
the value of the pressure which equalises the areas defined by the wiggle in the 
pressure. As shown above the construction amounts to determining the pressure 
at which the separated phases, which lower the free energy, coexist. We thus have 
a recipe for finding coexisting phases from the net osmotic pressure as found in 
the Model II: the equilibrium osmotic pressure Hm  is the one which satisfies the 
equal area criterion, and the solvent spacings at which the two lamellar phases 
coexist are the innermost and outermost distances that exist at this pressure. 
The construction is trivial for the lamellar—reservoir coexistence: the coexistence 
separation is found where the osmotic pressure cuts the zero axis, as shown in 
vWhich could have been derived directly from the Gibbs—Duhem relation, as is done in 
most thermodynamics textbooks [29] or from the Clausius inequality applied to the reversible 
thermodynamic cycle 1234531 in Fig. 6.3 [101]. 
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Fig. 6.413. 
6.3.3 Polymer and Salt Content of Coexisting Phases 
Now that a method for establishing phase equilibria from Model II has been 
formulated, it is convenient to extract the polymer and salt content of a phase. 
In Section 5.5.4 we showed how Model II allows to predict polymer and ion density 
proffles between charged surfaces. The total amount of a given species, is found 
by simple integration of these profiles. The total volume fraction of polymer is 
the fraction of the volume of the lamellar phase occupied by polymer, or since 
the lamellar phase is a succession of repeated units of volume v 3 + Vb, it is the 
fraction of a unit occupied by polymer: 
op 	
VP 
- V 3 + Vb 
(6.23) 
where V = A 
f01J  q(x)dx: the volume vi,, occupied by the polymer is found by the 
weighing each volume element dV = Adx by the polymer volume fraction profile 
(x). We therefore can write: 
D + 6 J0 
D 
q(x)dx 	 (6.24) 
where, as usual, v 3 = AD and Vb = A5. Equation (6.24) gives the average polymer 
concentration of polymer in the solvent layers of a lamellar phase as a function 
of the solvent thickness. In particular we are now able to find what polymer 
concentrations correspond to the values of D (and so b)  at which phases coexist 
(the polymer will partition between coexisting phases), as shown in Fig. 6.5. 
In exactly the same way the salt content of a phase is found by integrating 
the positive ion concentrations. Recall the ion concentration is given by the 
Boltzmann factor n2 (x) = n;e_'(x)/T, so that defining the total salt concentration 
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Figure 6.5: Polymer and salt content of coexisting phases. Top to bottom: the Maxwell con- 
struction is applied on H to find D 1 , D2 ; intersecting the polymer concentration profile at these 
gives the polymer concentrations 61, 02  in each coexisting phase; and the salt concentrations 
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Equation (6.25) is a recipe for finding the salt partitioning between coexisting 
phases (shown in Fig. 6.5). It is also a statement of the Donnan effect, as 
applied to the lamellar phase: since each lamellar phase is contacted with the 
reservoir through a membrane impermeable to the bilayers, salt is expelled from 
the lamellar phase. 
6.4 Phase Diagram Prediction 
Armed with Model II mapped onto lamellar phases, the Maxwell construction 
and relations (6.23)—(6.25), we have, in principle, all that is necessary for the 
construction of phase diagrams describing polymer doped charged smectics. The 
chemical potentials of the reservoir (as defined by the reservoir values polymer 
and electrolyte concentrations) can be used to systematically investigate the ef-
fect of polymer or salt content on the phase behaviour of our doped systems. 
However, since both these quantities are unconstrained in the determination of 
phase equilibria, our method does not allow for the determination of a completely 
canonical system. To make this clearer, let us make an example. Suppose we want 
to study the effect of adding polymer to a lamellar phase; to do this we change 
the chemical potential of the reservoir to progressively increase the polymer con-
tent of the phase and look for any resulting phase coexistences. We can thus plot 
the equilibrium bilayer concentrations and the corresponding polymer concentra-
tions, but, unless the chemical potential of the ions has been adjusted to maintain 
the mean salt concentration, the coexisting phases will not add up to have the 
same salt content. Such adjustment of the salt chemical potential is awkward to 
implement, given the way we have set things up and, from now we will present 
results for a system which is "canonical" with the exception of the salt. 
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Here below we summarise the steps involved in the construction of a "canonical 
with the exception of the salt" phase diagram. Our objective is to study how 
polymer content affects the phase behaviour of a lamellar system when it is in 
contact with a salt reservoir. Experimentally we can imagine a container, in which 
we mix bilayers and polymers, which consists of a membrane sack immersed 
in a salt solution. The membrane has pores big enough to let ions through, 
but not polymers and bilayers. This kind of system is not so unrealistic: it is 
experimentally available and the membrane is known as a dialysis membrane'. 
6.4.1 Phase Diagram Construction 
The phase diagram we want to construct is a density—density phase diagram: 
polymer volume fraction, Op, versus bilayer volume fraction, Ob.  It is constructed 
as follows: 
• we fix the electrostatic and polymer parameters of interest, except for the 
polymer reservoir concentration (chemical potential) of our model system, 
which is used as a control parameter to obtain corresponding pressure and 
actual polymer content profiles as a function of lamellar separation. 
the equal area construction is applied to the pressure to find the spacings 
of the coexisting lamellar phases. To the latter correspond the coexisting 
bilayer volume fractions by Equation (6.1). 
the polymer content of each of the coexisting phases is found by evaluating 
the polymer content profiles at the values of the equilibrium spacings (Fig. 
6.5). 
• the coordinates of coexisting phases we have found in this way can be plotted 
on the phase diagram as pairs of points: 
vThe  same kind of membrane was used by Thomas Graham in the 1860s when he distin-
guished molecular ("crystalloids") from colloidal ("colloids") matter. 
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• the coexisting phase points are joined by tie lines, which are oblique as there 
is not constraint for the volume fractions to be the same in a given phase. 
The uncertainty in the position of the points on the phase diagrams derives from 
the method with which they have been obtained and, where this was very accu-
rate, from the intrinsic accuracy of the numerics. The estimation of the magnitude 
of such uncertainties and the exact details of the phase diagram construction from 
Model II are left to Section A.6 of Appendix A. 
System with Fixed Salt and Polymer Content 
On a final note, we suggest how a phase diagram of the effect of polymer addition 
at fixed salt content could be obtained, rather laboriously: several phase dia-
grams could be found as above for many different values of the reservoir chemical 
potential (all other parameters being held fixed), evaluating the salt content of 
each phase point. It would then be possible to construct the corresponding phase 
diagrams for a fixed salt concentration. This proved not to be possible, however, 
with the time available for this thesis. 
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Chapter 7 
Phase Behaviour of Polymer 
Doped Smectics 
In this chapter we apply the theoretical description developed in Chapters 5 and 
6.1 to the prediction of the phase behaviour of charged lamellar phases doped 
with a polymer solution. 
Some of the experimental and theoretical literature on polymer doped charged 
smectics recognizes, or crudely accounts for, the possible influence of polymers 
on the electrostatic interaction between charged bilayers, through the reduction 
of the permittivity of the solution due to the polymer [76, 84, 102, 87]. However, 
to the best of our knowledge, no mention is made in the literature of the comple-
mentary influence of the electrostatics on the polymer physics', which should be 
included in a realistic and consistent description of these systems. 
The results presented in this chapter represent a study of the effects of the elec-
trostatic coupling between polymers and charged bilayers, for experimentally rea-
sonable conditions. First, with polymer properties held fixed, the effect of adding 
polymer to lamellar phases is studied for different bilayer charges and reservoir 
'Though, as mentioned in Section 5.2.2, Khokhlov et al. have included such effects in a 
mean field model of polyelectrolyte adsorption reported in [ 3 1. 
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ionic strengths. Then the sensitivity to polymer properties is studied. As we 
present the results, we shall try and explain them using the understanding devel-
oped in previous chapters. 
The study that follows is carried out in the hope of shedding some light on 
situations, should they arise, where the electrostatic coupling between polymer 
and the bilayers cannot be ignored. To this end all results are compared with the 
prediction of a model which ignores the coupling, a neglect of which several of the 
models to be found in the literature are guilty, as mentioned above. In addition, 
we believe our results to be of experimental value, since they take the form of 
phase diagrams, which is also an uncommon feature in the available theoretical 
models of doped lamellar phases. 
7.1 General Considerations 
The phase diagrams presented in this chapter have been obtained from the pre-
scription described in Section 6.4. Section A.6 describes in detail how the phase 
diagrams were generated from our numerical results and how the uncertainties in 
the position of coexisting phase points were determined. 
7.1.1 Approximations 
Since they are obtained from the Realistic Model of Chapter 5, the following 
results are subject to the same approximations (see Section 5.1). Furthermore, 
in Chapter 6 we assumed the bilayers to be flat (rigid) and composed of insoluble 
surfactants. In addition to the above approximations, since our model does not 
account for other known forces between bilayers (Van der Waals, hydration etc.), 
we will claim validity for our results only where these interactions are negligible 
compared to electrostatic and polymeric effects. The relevance of our prediction 
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to experimental situations in light of our assumptions will be discussed in 7.5 and 
Chapter 8. 
7.1.2 The Salt Reservoir 
As mentioned in Chapter 6.1, we shall consider a doped lamellar phase is in 
contact with a salt reservoir through a membrane permeable only to salt, as the 
phase behaviour is more easily calculated in this case. 
7.1.3 Parameters Used 
Table 7.1 displays the "baseline parameters" used in the calculation of the phase 
diagrams to follow, which, with the exception of the parameter whose variation is 
under investigation, were held fixed at the values shown. The values are loosely 
based on the experimental systems of Chapter 3: typical charged bilayers (e.g. 
CPC1 orSDS+alcohol) in an aqueous salt solution doped with water-soluble poly-
mers (PVP or PEG) at room temperature [75, 83, 84, 85, 102]. 
The first five parameters of Table 7.1 are identical to those discussed in Sections 
4.5.2 and 5.5.3 and don't need to be commented on further. The polymer prop-
erties were also considered in Section 5.5.3. The value of 0.1 e nm 2 (1000 A2 e') 
used for the surface charge density o is slightly on the low side when compared 
to that used in lamellar experiments (the area per charged group E is usually 
closer to 50 - 100 A2 e 1 [103, 83]). It is nevertheless not an unreasonable 
value, since the surface charge density can be diluted at will using systems with 
mixed charged and nonionic surfactants [84]. When studying the effect of o, its 
values where chosen in the range a = 0.05— 0.2enm 2 (E = 500— 1000 A2 e 1 ), 
some of which overlaps with that experimentally investigated by Ligoure et al. 
[84] (E = 160— 600A 2 e'). 
The reservoir concentration of salt c is also not unreasonable when compared 
to experiments using a dialysis membrane (Dubois et al. used reservoir concen- 
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Elementary charge e 1.6 x 10 - 19 C 
Permittivity of vacuum fo 8.85 x 10-12  F m 1 
Boltzmann's constant kb 1.38 x 10-23  J K- ' 
Temperature T 298 K 
Permittivity of ionic solution E l 78.5 
Permittivity of polymer C2 2 
Dielectric factor f 1.5 
Polymer lattice length a 10 A 
Flory Parameter x 0.495 
Number of lattice units per chain N 2000 
Surface charge (area per surface charge) o(E) 0.1enm 2 (1000 A2 e 1 
 ) 
Res. salt concentration (Debye length) c(A) 0.02 M (21.5 A) 
Res. monomer volume fraction or control parameter 
Table 7.1: Parameters used to obtain the phase diagrams 
trations in the milli- and centimolar range [37]). When studying the effect of 
salt, we have used c in the range 0.01 - 0.05 M. We should remark that ex-
periments with doped smectics do not normally use dialysis membranes, so one 
should remember that the above concentrations do not correspond to the actual 
salt content of a lamellar phase (salt will be expelled by the Donnan effect). These 
matters are discussed in Section 7.5. 
7.1.4 Expectations 
From the results of Section 5.5.5 we expect our mapped model to predict phase 
coexistence between lamellar phases doped with increasing amounts of polymer. 
In Chapter 6 we saw that this coexistence can be of two types: between lamellar 
phases of different periods (L C LC phase separation, as in Chapter 3) and between 
a lamellar phase of finite period and one, coincident with the reservoir, with an 
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"infinite" period (L Q L phase separation). 
These expectations coincide with the main features of observed experimental 
phase behaviour, presented in Section 3.1.1. In the latter, we also discussed the 
experiments of Ligoure's group which showed the sensitivity of particular phase 
points to the variations of salt and surface charge density. 
Thus, we can see relatively easily that the competition between electrostatics and 
polymer physics will drive doped phases into phase separation, but it is hard to 
know in detail what to expect, as far as the shape of phase behaviour and trends. 
With regards to the coupling, we can only expect it might modify the phase 
behaviour as it modifies the osmotic pressure and polymer expulsion profiles. 
7.2 Influence of Electrostatic Parameters 
Here we stuck, the influence of surface charge and added salt when a polymer 
solution of fixed properties is added to a lamellar phase. 
7.2.1 Effect of Bitayer Surface Charge Density 
We begin our study fixing the salt concentration in the reservoir at 	= 
0.02 M and changing the surface charge density, a. At this reservoir concentration 
the salt content of the bilayers is quite high and the electrostatic interaction 
between the bilayers significantly screened. (The screening length in the absence 
of polymer would he A = 21.5A). 
Density-density phase diagrams, with polymer and bilayer volume fractions as 
composition variables, are shown in Figures 7.1,7.2 and 7.3 for doped larnellar 
phases with a = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. 
We can see that, irrespective of coupling being accounted for by the model, an 
increase in or changes the phase diagram topology from a large area of LL coex- 
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istence (Fig. 7.1), through an intermediate "pinch off" (Fig. 7.2, coupled case'), 
to two miscibility gaps, separated by a polymer-containing L region (Fig. 7.2, 
uncoupled; Fig. 7.3, coupled and uncoupled). In the latter case, the miscibility 
gap on the "bilayer dilute" side of the diagram starts as L aL coexistence, where 
the system demixes into a pure polymer and pure bilayer phases, and, for higher 
bilayer concentrations, turns into a L aLQ coexistence between polymer-loaded 
lamellars which is closed off by a critical point. The same shape is mirrored by 
the region extending to the more concentrated side of the diagram: the demixing 
begins at a critical point opening a region of LL a coexistence between polymer-
loaded larnellars. The more concentrated coexisting lamellar phase eventually 
becomes unable to accommodate any polymer and the LL,, coexistence is be-
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BILAYER 
Figure 7.1: Effect of surface charge density on phase behaviour: or = 005 e nrn 2 . Coupled 
(.) 
and uncoupled (a) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
respectively). NB.: the vertical scale on this diagram extends further than that of the following 
two. 
'The pinch-off is not shown for the uncoupled case, but, as evidenced by the study of other 
parameters. it is an inevitable topological feature of the phase succession. 
In the colour version red denotes coupling has been accounted for and blue that it hasn't. 
This applies to all the phase diagrams in this chapter. 
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Figure 72 Effect of surface charge density on phase behaviour: a = Ole nm 2 . Coupled (.) 
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Figure 7.3: Effect of surface charge density on phase behaviour: a = 0.2enm 2 . Coupled (.) 
and uncoupled (a) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
respectively). 
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We finally notice that accounting for electrostatic coupling, as could he expected, 
makes no difference at very low a, but at higher surface charge densities affects 
the details of the particular topology predicted. Fig. 7.2 for the case a = 0.1 
shows a striking consequence of coupling: the phase diagram displays a charac-
teristic pinch-off in the phase diagram joining the "about to be separate" regions, 
absent from the uncoupled prediction. This is a clear statement: for similar pa-
rameters the predicted phase behaviour is qualitatively different for coupled and 
uncoupled approaches. The latter predicts two separate regions of immiscibility 
mentioned above, the former predicts the same regions joined by an immiscibility 
"bottleneck". In the case of a = 0.2 the same qualitative features are predicted 
for both approaches; however, the phase boundaries and critical points are visibly 
affected: in the coupled case the tips of the regions of LL,, separation are closer 
together. 
What's happening: uncoupled version 
As evidenced in Section 5.5.5, changing or changes the overall strength of the 
electrostatic repulsion between parallel surfaces (bilayers). 
To explain the observed phase behaviour, it is useful to picture an experimental 
scenario: imagine preparing a mixture described by the same parameters of Table 
7.1 and of a certain composition corresponding to a point in the phase diagrams 
shown. For example, if a mixture is prepared in the L 0 L region of Fig. 7.1 
around (b = 0.18; Op  = 0.1) our phase diagram predicts the system will demix 
into a polymer free lamellar phase with Ob 3.1 and a bilaver free polymer 
solution with Op  = 0.2. The demixing occurs to lower the free energy of the 
prepared mixture, which comprises, in the uncoupled case, separate polymer and 
electrostatic contributions. At the composition of the example (and anywhere 
the same conditions apply), the electrostatic repulsion is weak enough to make 
the system energetically favour a configuration where the polymer free energy is 
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increased through its expulsion into a more concentrated solution iii at the expense 
of the electrostatic repulsion which is increased as the coexisting lamellar phase is 
compressed to make space for the polymer (note, the whole process is constrained 
by the container to conserve volume). 
If a mixture were prepared at higher a, at a point in an 	region of the same 
diagrams, the same tendencies would be at play in driving demixtion. This time, 
however, the repulsion is strong enough not to allow the compression of a lamellar 
phase to expel all the polymer and form a polymer solution. Instead, one phase 
is compressed as much as repulsion allows (for the total volume given) and the 
expelled polymer is accommodated in the coexisting phase. 
What's happening: coupled version 
There are two effects of the coupling physics which modify the phase-determining 
interactions: the electrostatically assisted polymer expulsion and the polymer-
induced reduced electrostatic repulsion. 
Such changes will only have noticeable effects for high enough field strengths 
(' a). Thus in Fig. 7.1 accounting for coupling makes no difference, at least for 
the equilibrium phase behaviour as shown. At higher a the observed differences 
depend on the position in the phase diagram, since the difference between the 
coupled and uncoupled contributions depends in a nontrivial way on both on 
the spacing between bilayers (' ) and the amount of polymer between them. 
When a mixed state is prepared as above, the demixing will have to juggle the 
additional coupling effects. For example, in the pinch-off region around (b = 0.2; 
op = 0.02), in addition to the entropy diminishing confinement, the polymer free 
energy will pay the price of keeping a dielectric in a nonuniform field. While 
the confinement alone would not suffice to make phase separation favourable 
for the given repulsion, the dielectric contribution provides the proverbial straw 
"Since the x parameter is close to the theta point, the osmotic cost of expulsion is handsomely 
compensated by the increase in entropy. 
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that breaks the camel's hack. In addition. the reduction of the repulsion due 
to the polymer permittivity makes it "easier" for the phase separation to occur 
(the compressibility of the lamellar phase is lowered by the polymer). Similar 
reasoning can be used to motivate the other observed differences in the phase 
diagram, such as the difference in the position of the critical points etc.. 
Finally, it is worth remarking that coupled effects are not most dramatic for the 
highest a, as one would naively expect. The antithetic nature of the coupling is 
at play: expulsion is enhanced and repulsion reduced with increasing a, but this 
simultaneously reduces the range in which bound phase behaviour is found, and 
consequently, the range over which coupling effects can be observed. 
72.2 Effect of Reservoir Salt Content 
Next we hold the surface charge fixed at a =0.1 e/nm 2 , and decrease the salt 
concentration in the reservoir. This provides a way of probing the effect on the 
phase behaviour of screening of electrostatic interactions. 
Figures 7.4,7.5 and 7.6 show the density—density phase diagrams when the reser-
voir contains c = 0.047M, 0.02M and 0.01M of salt, respectively. 
The effect of decreasing salt (increasing the screening length) on the topological 
succession of phases is qualitatively the same as that of increasing a. This is no 
surprise, since reducing the amount of salt increases the "range" of electrostatic 
repulsion over the polymer induced attraction, as we saw in Section 5.5.5. We 
can see the same general features arising: the L Q L triangular region (Fig. 7.4, 
coupled); the pinch—off at "early" (Fig. 7.4, uncoupled) and "late" (Fig. 7.5, 
coupled) stages in the topological succession; and the opposing regions of im-
miscibility terminating in critical points (Fig. 7.5, uncoupled; Fig. 7.6, both 
cases). 
The relative extent of the phase regions and the changes in their shape (tieline 
length and tilt) appears, however, affected differently as we change c. For ex- 
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Figure 7.4: Effect of reservoir salt concentration on phase behaviour: e = O.047 M. Coupled 
(.) 
and uncoupled (o) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
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Figure 7.5: Effect of reservoir salt concentration on phase behaviour: c = 0.02 M. Coupled (.) 
and uncoupled (o) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
respectively). 
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Figure 7.6: Effect of reservoir salt concentration on phase behaviour; 	- i.11 M. Coupled(s) 
and uncoupled (o) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
respectively). 
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considerably in size as the c is doubled from 0.02M in Fig. 7.5 to 0.01M in Fig. 
7.6 with respect its concentrated counterpart. 
As when a was changed, we notice that coupling changes the position of the 
succession of phases as a function of c. In Fig. 7.4 we see how L c L separation 
between a polymer solution and a pure lamellar phase is expected in a coupled sce-
nario, whilst, disregarding of coupling, beyond moderate bilayer concentrations, 
the polymer solution causes phase separation into pure and (polymer) loaded 
lamellar phases. More quantitatively, where the coupled prediction does not 
overlap the uncoupled one, a coupled approach predicts insolubility of the poly-
mer in the lamnellar phase up to high polymer concentrations (Ø 0.3), whilst 
the coupled approach predicts solubility above 0. 0.15. The latter examples 
represent another clear cut difference in the prediction of the two descriptions. 
Fig. 7.5 is the same as before and will not he further commented on specifically 
(it represents a reference diagram for all the results to follow). For c = 0.01M 
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(Fig. 7.6) we notice how, in the concentrated immiscibility region, the differences 
between the two predictions are not discernible within the errors in the determi-
nation of the phase boundaries. The differences between the predictions for the 
dilute miscibility gap are more marked, with a slight difference in the position of 
the critical points and the tilt of the tielines. 
What's happening: uncoupled version 
The mechanism of phase separation is the same as mentioned when we studied 
the effect of surface charge density variation: the free energy of the mixture is 
minimised by suitably arranging the polymers and the bilayers (and the ions). 
As shown in Section 5.5.5, the effect of removing salt from the reservoir increases 
the "range" of the effective interaction between the bilayers, while the polymer 
contribution in obviously uninfluenced by the amount of salt. This has the same 
effect as increasing a: the repulsive contribution increases. The phase behaviour 
will have the same broad features as we decrease in c. 
There will be differences in the details of the succession, however, which reflect 
the difference associated with changing the range as opposed to changing the 
magnitude of a repulsive interaction against the same attraction. It is not a 
trivial task to make hand—waving arguments to explain the phase diagrams in 
terms of these observations. 
What's happening: coupled version 
As explained in the case of a, the differences between coupled and uncoupled 
approaches for each phase diagram are due to electrostatically assisted polymer 
expulsion and polymer—induced reduced electrostatic repulsion. For example, 
around Ob = 0.25, çb = 0.15 in Fig. 7.4, LL phase separation can occur in 
the coupled case, because of the enhanced expulsion mentioned earlier iv.  In the 
"The reduction of the electrostatic repulsion is not a dominant effect for such high salt 
concentrations. 
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uncoupled case, polymer cannot be so easily expelled. so  it is forced to stay in 
one of the phases and the favoured phase separation is L Q L, as observed. 
7.3 Influence of Nonelectrostatic Polymer 
Properties 
The parameter study so far has been performed with the polymer solution prop-
erties held fixed. Next we investigate the effect of a nonelectrostatic polymer 
property: the x parameter of the polymer solution between bilayers. The effect 
of electrostatic polymer properties (determining the strength of the electrostatic 
coupling) are left to Section 7.4. (Time does not allow to study the effect of chang-
ing the lattice length a, the type of lattice, or the number of lattice monomers 
N). 
7.3.1 Variation of the x  Parameter 
With all other parameters held fixed as before, we consider three different poly-
mers for which water is, respectively: a poor solvent with x = 0.515 (Fig. 71); a 
near theta solvent with x = 0.495 (Fig. 7.8, the "reference" system); and a good 
solvent with x = 0.3 (Fig. 7.9). 
Decreasing x in the range shown has broadly the same effect of an increase in a 
or a decrease in c: merged LL and regions (Fig. 7.7, both cases) shrink 
(Fig. 7.8, coupled) and split into separate dilute and concentrated miscibility 
gaps (Fig. 7.8, uncoupled). Finally, the dilute miscibility gap disappears and 
only the concentrated gap is left (Fig. 7.9, both cases). 
The phase succession, seems, however, to be captured at different stages and we 
expect the phase boundaries to be different since changing x affects both the 
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in addition, that the boundary of the concentrated miscibility gap is vertical, 
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Figure 7.7: Effect of polymer solution parameter: X, = 0.515. Coupled (.) and uncoupled (a) 
coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken respectively). 
The differences between coupled and uncoupled approaches are greater for the 
higher values of x = 0.5 15, 0.495. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show how the differences are 
more pronounced on the bilayer-dilute side of the phase diagram. Once again the 
coupling increases the extent of the LL region with respect to the uncoupled case. 
Where LQ LQ coexistence kicks in, the polymer-loaded phase can accommodate 
more polymer in the coupled case, though this difference gets dwarfed for more 
concentrated lamellar phases. No major differences in the phase behaviour are 
detectable for x = 0.3 (Fig. 7.9). 
What's happening: uncoupled version 
It was discussed in Section 5.5.5 how, in an uncoupled scenario, changing the x 
parameter will affect the strength and range of the polymer (which also depend 
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Figure 7.8: Effect of reservoir salt concentration on phase behaviour: ' = 0.495. Coupled (.) 
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Figure 7.9: Effect of reservoir salt concentration on phase behaviour: X = 0.3. Coupled (.) 
and uncoupled (o) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
respectively). 
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on the concentration of the polymer solution, but clearly not the electrostatics). 
At the same polymer concentration, the polymer osmotic pressure is biggest for 
good solvents (x = 0.3), since monomers interact more strongly. For the same 
reasons, however, a good solvent efficiently screens any entropy—reducing pertur-
bations, so that the expulsion necessary for this increased pressure to win over the 
electrostatic repulsion will only happen at small lamellar separations (high b), 
when the polymer can "sense" its confinement. For theta solvents the screening 
is such that correlations extend over larger distances. Polymer can be expelled 
at large lamellar separations. The situation is similar for poor solvents, though 
these exert slightly less pressure and the correlations are ever so slightly increased 
by the mutual attraction between the chains. 
With these considerations in mind we see that the LL phase separation in the 
dilute region for poor or theta solvent cases occurs because the polymer correla-
tions extend to large distances, causing an attraction sufficient to overcome the 
weak electrostatic repulsion (reduced at large distances for the reasonably short 
screening length considered). 
As the bilayers are made more concentrated the electrostatics is stronger so that 
the same amount of polymer (with the same range and strength) is unable to bal-
ance the electrostatics. LL separation will be observed with polymer entering 
the lamellar phase of larger smectic period. 
For a good solvent the range of the polymer—induced attraction is too short to 
phase separate dilute samples and only the concentrated miscibility gap is ob-
served. The vertical binodaP indicates that the polymer loaded phase can be 
compressed no further regardless of its polymer content. This is because of the 
high osmotic pressure associated with a confined polymer solution in a good so!-
vent, even at low polymer concentrations. A similar saturation is expected in the 
other phase diagrams presented in this chapter, but, since large values of x were 
used in these cases, the saturation should occur at high polymer concentrations 
vBinodj is synonymous to phase boundary. 
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(outside the range investigated). 
What's happening: coupled version 
Since high values of x imply smaller screening of any disturbance to the polymer 
concentration profile, coupling effects will be greater for theta or poor solvents 
than for good solvents. Screening, however, also depends on the polymer con-
centration, so that differences in the phase behaviour predicted by the coupled 
approach depend on the location on the phase diagram. 
As for the previous parameters, coupling generally extends the size of the demix-
ing regions. For poor or near-theta solvents electrostatically assisted expulsion 
and repulsion reduction will make phase separation favourable over a wider area 
in the bilayer-dilute part of the phase diagram. The differences disappear in the 
bilayer-concentrated part because the influence of electrostatics on the polymer 
has a shorter "range" given the larger polymer concentrations required to balance 
the increased electrostatic repulsion. 
Similarly to the uncoupled scenario, no amount of polymer is sufficient to cause 
phase separation in the case of good solvents, since the range of the attraction is 
too short. 
7.4 Effect of Coupling Strength 
To conclude our parameter study we shall consider the dependence of the phase 
behaviour on the "coupling strength", i.e. the extent by which electrical polar-
isation causes the polymer physics and the electrostatics to be interdependent. 
Such strength is controlled by the dielectric contrast and the polarisable volume, 
as we saw in Section 5.4.2. The expectation is that as the coupling is made small, 
by either decreasing the dielectric volume or the dielectric contrast, the phases 
predicted in the uncoupled limit will be recovered. 
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The influence on the phase behaviour of f, the factor which governs the amount 
of polarisable material associated with a lattice monomer, is shown next. Unfor-
tunately time did not allow investigation of the effect dielectric contrast, but in 
light of the results of Section 5.5.5 we expect the same qualitative features for 
the effect of f. 
7.4.1 Effect of dielectric monomer size 
Shown in Figures 7.10. 7.11 and 7.12 are the phase diagrams calculated when 
f = 1.1, f = 1.5 and f = 2 respectively. As expected, an increase in f gradually 
reduces the differences between coupled and uncoupled approaches, the differences 
being more pronounced in the bilayer dilute regions, except for f = 1.1 (Fig. 
7.10). In the latter case, the contrast between the two descriptions is stark. 
In the dilute region the L & La coexistence predicted by the uncoupled model is 
replaced by a significantly larger area of LL in the coupled case. Particularly 
noteworthy is that for this value of f (strong coupling), the coupled prediction for 
the bilayer concentrated branch of the upper hinodal does not "diverge" like the 
uncoupled one. This, as also indicated by the visibly different tilt of the tielines, 
indicates a major effect of the coupling on the polymer content of concentrated 
phases which we shall soon discuss. 
Increasing f to 1.5 and 2 progressively irons out the differences between the 
coupled and uncoupled predictions. It is worthy of note that, even for the rea-
sonablevi value of f = 2 (the dielectric sphere diameter is equal to the lattice 
length), the "critical pinch—off" is preserved. 
What's happening 
The differences between coupled and uncoupled predictions can be explained as 
has been done for the previous parameters studied. 
vi nab1e  in the sense explained in Section 5.5.3. 
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Figure 7.10: Effect of the dielectric size factor f: the case / 	i. i discussed in the text. 
Coupled (.) and uncoupled ( ) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full 
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Figure 7.11: Effect of reservoir salt concentration on phase behaviour: I = 1.5. Coupled (.) 
and uncoupled (a) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
respectively). 
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Figure 7.12: Effect of reservoir salt concentration on phase behaviour: f = 2. Coupled (.) 
and uncoupled (o) coexisting phase points have been connected by tielines (full and broken 
respectively). 
It is interesting to discuss the hilayer concentrated behaviour for f = 1.1. It 
was noticed from the pressure profiles of Section 5.5.5 that both expulsion and 
dielectric reduction of the electrostatic repulsion are extremely pronounced for 
this parameter. The reduction of the electrostatic repulsion implies that for 
strong confinement (large bilayer volume fractions) the phase separation will be 
between phases with a larger difference in spacing than in the uncoupled case. 
This is because, for strong coupling, the dielectric screening of the polymer con-
tributes significantly to reducing the electrostatic repulsion between hilayers, so 
that the pressure of the polymer-loaded phase needs to be balanced by a greater 
electrostatic repulsion. 
Finally the fact that for f = 2 the pinch-off is still present for the coupled case 
is because the pinch-off is a merger of two 'dilute" critical points, where we have 
seen the difference between approaches is most evident. 
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7.5 Relevance to Real Systems 
At this point we need to ask ourselves what relevance the phase diagrams of 
this chapter hare to those obtained experimentally, e.g. the doped smectics of 
Chapter 3 (in particular the investigations of the Bordeaux [85] and Montpellier 
[75. 83, 84] groups). Before doing this, however, mention must be made of how 
the use of a salt reservoir affects the results, so that a comparison with the most 
common experiments can be made. 
Differences Due to the Salt Reservoir 
The lamellar phases in the experiments of Chapter 3 do not contact a salt reser-
voir. A certain amount of salt is added to a sample and, if phase separation 
occurs, such salt is expected to partition between phases just like the polymer. 
When comparing experimental results to those calculated assuming a salt reser-
voir one has to correct for the fact that the salt content of a phase, fixed in 
experiments, is unconstrained in the calculation. With a membrane and reservoir 
in place lamellar phases can expel salt into the reservoir in a proportion which 
depends on the separation between bilayers (the Donnan effect of Section 2.2.3) 
reducing the repulsion between them. For a system of fixed salt content this 
expulsion is not possib1e' and we expect a greater repulsion between bilayers. 
We can consequently deduce that more polymer will be required to cause phase 
separation in a fixed salt system. From this, it is clear that the coexisting phases 
will in general be differently positioned to those predicted with a reservoir in 
place. The phase diagrams at fixed salt can be imagined as obtainable from the 
reservoir results via a stretching of the polymer axis () and a similar deforma-
tion of the bilayer axis (b)  (whose details are hard for us to predict from simple 
considerations). 
vUTl ie  system is its own reservoir: the expulsion amounts to a partitioning of the salt between 
coexisting phases. 
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Ligoure's group [75] numerically evaluate the salt content of a lamellar phase of 
fixed polymer content. Our model allows similar evaluations to be performed'; 
however, the problem of the calculation of phase diagrams for fixed salt content, 
though conceptually simple, appears cumbersome to implement considering how 
our model has been set up. 
Unfortunately, the experiments reported by the group at Bordeaux (Section 3.1.2) 
do not mention salt at all; we shall assume below they have been treating a "salt-
less" solution (though even in the cleanest experiment, a solution is never truly 
saltless, and will contain, at the very least an amount of be decomposed water 
molecules, depending on the solution's pH). 
Comparison with Experimental Results 
Irrespective of an account for dielectric coupling, our results appear to reproduce 
several of the main qualitative features observed in experiment. 
The phase coexistences we predict are those observed in experiments: lamellar-
lamellar and lamellar-isotropic. However, since we do not expect our model to 
be accurate where the physics of surfactant self-assembly needs to be considered, 
we assume that our results are inapplicable to the features of very dilute and very 
concentrated lamellar phases, e.g. the isotropic lamellar coexistence at high Ob 
of Fig. 3.1. Such features are indeed not predicted in the results of this chap-
ter. Another feature which does not appear in our results is the "closed-loop" 
observed by the Bordeaux group Section 3.1.2. Sear has theoretically calculated 
a phase diagram with a closed-loop for doped smectics, plausibly attributing its 
occurrence to the existence of two repulsions of different ranges, the electrostatic 
and the hydration interactions between bilayers, competing with the polymer in-
duced attraction [76]. For short distances between bilayers (large bilayer volume 
vliiIn fact, together with the data used to construct the diagrams of this chapter, we have also 
gathered values of the salt content of coexisting phases. These are not presented because of 
time and length constraints. 
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mer induced attraction between bilayers. In this picture, a model with no shot 
ranged rPI)lIlsiOn such as ours cannot nrcdict cIord 'oops, hut only "divoreiit 
binodaI 
The experimental trends discussed in Section 3.1.1 also seem to follow from OH 
model. For example, as observed by Ligoure et al. (see Section 3.1.1), for a fixe; 
polymer and bilayer volume fraction, progressive addition of salt or reduction 
charge cause a transition from a monophasic lamellar sample to a coexistence b 
tween lamellar phases of different periods (bilayer concentration). As an examp 
of the latter case (valid for both coupled and uncoupled scenarios), consider oil  
prediction for the phase behaviour of a system with -6 ! ,= 0.25. ór = 0.02 
decreased from 0.2 (Fig. 7.3) to 0.1enm 2 (Fig. 7: 
Considering that the parameters used to calculate our phase 	I a H 
dissimilar from those used in experiments, the values defining the phase bourn I 
aries appear to be of the right order of magnitude'. In view of the earlier COflSh 
erations on the effect of the reservoir, and accounting for the fact that we ha\ 
been using small surface charge densities and large salt concentrations (with r 
spect to "salt—less" systems), we might expect the characteristic phase feature ,  
to occur at smaller polymer concentrations with respect to experiment 
Finally, with regards to the effect of coupling, it is hard to contrast our predictiuii-
with any existing experiments, we leave a discussion of suggestions for fiitnr 
experiments desii&iIl it i i. a ii I la 111(1 f 111 )IiiH_, I t, cm;ii 11 * 
7.6 Concluding Comments 
We hope to have convinced the reader of the value of the framework developed ill 
earlier chapters as an instrument to study the qualitative features of the phase be- 
ixFor  the reasons given in Chapter 8 we do not in general expect quantitative accuracy from 
our model. 
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haviour of polymer-doped smectics and the effects of parameter variation. When 
coupled and uncoupled predictions are contrasted, our results indicate, if our 
approximations are sufficient to allow a realistic description in the admittedly 
limited parameter space explored, that an account of electrostatic coupling is 
necessary to correctly describe the behaviour of polymer doped smectics, except, 
perhaps, in the case of good solvents. We should also add that, although our re-
sults indicate it is important to include coupling to accurately describe the phase 
behaviour, this inclusion does not qualitatively modify the "trends" in the topo-
logical succession of phase diagrams in response to parameter changes. Despite 
this, there are some parameters for which coupled and uncoupled predictions are 
found to be qualitatively different, such as Fig. 7.2. Further, beneath the similar-
ity between phase diagrams, other features are modified by the coupling, such as 
the monomer concentration profiles, with a pile up of polymer near the midplane 
(Fig. 5.4c). Such features might be experimentally detectable. 
The above considerations will be further elaborated upon in the chapter con-
cluding this thesis (Chapter 8), together with suggestions for future experiments 
attempting to isolate "dielectric effects" and speculation on some interesting top-
ics which we have not had time to investigate. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Outlook 
This thesis has argued that the electrically active nature of fatty" solutes should 
affect their distribution about charged surfaces, and so modify the force between 
them. Such a point of view is not widely held by the soft matter community 
(which has, however, recently started to become aware of closely related effects, 
as we saw in Section 2.6.3). On one hand this is likely to be a result of the 
incorrect assumption that neutral solutes of "sub-colloidal" (but supramolecular) 
dimensions are not affected by electrostatics because they don't carry any charge. 
On the other, it is perhaps a consequence of the fact that such effects are often 
only subtly manifest in the relevant experiments which have been carried out so 
fax (with the possible exception of L. Galloway's experiments, as we shall soon 
discuss). 
In the theoretical analysis of the preceding chapters, we have shown, for a range 
of realistic conditions, that the dielectric proprieties of uncharged solutes sig-
nificantly influence the force between charged surfaces and, of consequence, the 
phase behaviour of charged macroions, such as smectics. Such an analysis has 
not been previously carried out, to the best of our knowledge. 
Below, we present several suggestions for the experimental assessment of the non- 
additivity of electrostatic and polymeric interactions in determining the phase 
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hPliaViOiIr Of doped Iainellar phasc's. To roreTiidp, 0 tow t }lOi] ()}]t Oil °lfl 0 r 	p' 
interesting questions raised by our work, which time restraints have not allowed 
us to pursue, but might interestingly he followed lip 1w future investigators. 
Suggestions for Future Experiments 
The I )asi( notion that neutral salutes respond to electric fields a pJIr very rca-
onable. The phase diagrams presented in Chapter 7 also appear to produce sen-
sible results (subject to the limitations mentioned in Section 7.5). Considering 
the approximations made to construct our model, however, we could not blame 
the reader for being skeptical about our results on the importance of coupling. 
As always, theoretical conjectures need to be experimentally assessed. 
lii Section 7.5 we hinted at the difficulties inherent in detecting dielectric coupling 
effects by performing experiments with doped lamellar phases as they have been 
carried out so far. It could, nevertheless, be possible to devise future experiments 
attempting to isolate any "dielectric effects", with the guidance of our model or 
a slightly more sophisticated version of it. 
As it stands, we expect our model to be most accurate when used to predict of 
the phase behaviour of rigid bilayers mixed with a polymer solution at, or near, 
the theta point, and small concentrations of monovalent electrolyte provided from 
a salt reservoir which contacts the system through a dialysis membrane Thus, If 
experiments were possible for these conditions, then the predictions of our model 
could be checked for agreement with the observed phase behaviour in response 
to parameter variation. 
We believe, however, that the most likely value of our work, for anyone wishing to 
investigate the effects of dielectric coupling experimentally, is that of a "qualita- 
This is because our phase diagrams have been obtained in a framework adopting the 
RHsnl-Boltzmann and Flory-Huggins + square gradient mean field descriptions, with the 
lilitional smoothing approximation for the description of dielectrics, the assumption of ap- 
xirnatelv rigid bilavers (to avoid any effects of hilaver fluctuations) and the requirement of 
H 0i]i If 	T\01I Ill (ffIita(t \VjtII I 110 	1ifftiC. 
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tive guide" to the consequences of such effects on phase behaviour. For example, 
our predictions show that the effects of coupling are most manifest around the 
critical points of the concentrated miscibility gap in the phase diagrams; an ex-
periment could then be devised which used polymers with differing amounts of 
polarisable groups or permittivity to check for any sensitivity on the location of 
the critical point on these parameters. On a related note, since the presence of 
the dielectric changes the shape of the force between surfaces, experiments could 
also be devised to measure the compressibility of a lamellar phase (as in [871). 
Suggested Improvements 
Model II is realistic, but could benefit from some improvements. The Flory—
Huggins mean field description of the polymers, for example, could be replaced 
by a more accurate scaling description [74]. In addition (or alternatively), the 
polymer could be made adsorbing or charged. The latter cases are of particular 
interest. An adsorbing polymer may, in fact, because of "electrostatic depletion" 
behave like a nonadsorbing one, provided the energy of adsorption is always 
lower than the electrostatic cost of keeping the polymer at the charged surface. 
Similarly, a polymer carrying small amounts of charge of opposite sign to the 
surface will want to adsorb, but the adsorption might be reduced or countered 
by dielectric depletion. 
When applied to doped smectics, other interactions, such as hydration forces 
could also be included in the model. Before complicating matters by introducing 
new physics, however, some insight might be also gained in trying to make some 
of the handwaving considerations of Chapter 5 more quantitative, through simple 
"order of magnitude" considerations applicable to appropriate limiting solutions 
of the equations of Model II. 
Loo e L n d s 
Vu1a1 uLiul II1UU 1i I (Idlilig tu 1W uUIWu(jiiCIi( 
been raised, more or less explicitly during this thesi 
The effect of the curvature of a charged surface is also of particular iutci 
The so—called Derjaguin approximation [104], often used to treat colloidal in-
teractions, allows to map the interaction between flat surfaces to that between 
charged spheres, provided the range of the interaction is much smaller than th 
radius of the spheres. Since the largest interaction lengthscale of the flat plates 
of Model II is 	rim (as determined by the electrostatics, whose "range" is not 
drastically modified by the coupling), it would be interesting to use the Der -
jaguin approximation to evaluate the force between charged colloids or between 
the surfaces of a surface force apparatus, immersed in a concentrated polymer 
solution. Such an application would be interesting, since the Derjaguin approx-
imation states that the force between curved surfaces goes like the free energy of 
the parallel plate system, not like its osmotic pressure; this will have implications 
for the phase behaviour of charged colloidal suspensions. 
Another interesting effect of curvature may arise precisely under the conditions 
where the Derjaguin approximation is not valid: when the range of the interaction 
between curved surfaces is comparable with the relevant radii of curvature. In this 
case, the long range of the interaction requires the full three dimensional (vector) 
nature of the electric field needs to be considered. For the specific case of colloids 
approaching each other, for example, curvature should cause the electric field at 
the symmetry plane between the colloids to have a nonzero tangential component. 
The field is thus nonuniform in more than one direction, which could enhance the 
electrostatic depletion of dielectrics. A careful development of such arguments 
could be used to try and explain the strange phase behaviour observed by L. Gal-
loway (see Section 3.2.1): in this picture, it is because of electrostatically assisted 
UA5  has been done by Borukhov et al. [1051 for the case of polyelectrolytes between charged 
surfaces. 
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depletion (and the intrinsically connected dielectric reduction of repulsion) that 
aggregates form at smaller surfactant concentrations than expected. 
In general, the use of micelles, as polymers or otherwise, should definitely be 
relevant to experiments wanting to probe the dielectric effect, since micelles are 
naturally water soluble, but contain a lot more "oily" (low permittivity) material 
than normal water soluble polymers. 
Final Words 
We hope our work will stimulate further investigations (especially experiments!) 
on the non—additivity of electrostatic and depletion interaction in the presence 
of dielectric contrast. More generally, we hope to have convinced the reader that 
electrostatics plays an important role in the physics of soft matter, whether its 
constituents are charged or not. 
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Appendix A 
Numerics and Phase Diagram 
Construction 
In this Appendix we describe the numerical algorithms by which we solved the dif-
ferential equations of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, and how other relevant quantities 
were obtained from their solutions. The associated uncertainties are evaluated 
for each of these quantities. We also report some of the checks of the solutions 
which have been performed by solving appropriate limiting cases analytically or 
using MAPLE. 
Finally we explain how the phase diagrams of Chapter 7 were produced, and what 
uncertainties were introduced in this process. 
A.1 General Considerations 
A.1.1 Boundary Value to Initial Value Problem for Our Case 
Ill both Chapters 4 and 5, we are faced with a boundary value problem (BVP): we 
want to solve a differential equation (DE), or a system of these, knowing values 
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of the function to find or of its derivative, but not at the same point in space' 
The standard methods to solve the BVPs usually involve shooting or relaxation 
methods [92]. 
Here, however, since we are not interested in a solution for a particular value of 
interplate H, but in obtaining solutions for a range of Hs, we have implemented 
our own method of solution (a kind of unconstrained shooting method). 
In a nutshell, our method involves solving an initial value problem at the same 
point in space (the plate surface) by guessing the unknown value/-s of the initial 
conditions and sweeping them over a range of guesses. To each of these guesses 
corresponds a particular H, as will be made clearer below. The initial value 
solution of the differential equations was found using the standard Runge—Kutta 
fourth order method [92], which has a local truncation error for the solutions of 
0(1), where I is the integration step which advances the DE solutions. 
A.2 Simple Model Numerics 
The DE to be solved in the simple model of Chapter 4 is Equation (4.27): 
((1 - Ae!)2)-± ) = w dX 	 dX 
subject to the boundary conditions: 
W0 = W31 	(unequal potentials) 
WIXH = W82 
Wlxo = W. = WXH (equal potentials) 
'contrast this to initial value problems (IVP) where the DE propagates the solution forward 
from initial conditions specified at a the same point. 
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we can turn this into an initial value problem by rewriting the boundary condi-
tions as follows: 
	
WIxo = Ws 	 (A.1) 
dX 
	= —G 	 (A.2) 
where G is the unknown value of the surface field. The boundary conditions 
(A.2) and (A.2) apply to both the equal and unequal surface potential cases, 
since changing the value of C we can sweep all solutions smoothly from one case 
to the other. 
A.2.1 Solutions, lnterplate Spacing and Osmotic Pressure 
We then solve Equation (4.27) for a range of values of C for a given set of 
parameters of the model. This range covers both equal and unequal potential 
solutions. According to the case of interest the solutions are then searched for 
the separation between the plates: we look for the value of X at which each 
potential reaches a preset value (within a certain tolerance). The preset potential 
value is the initial surface potential in the case of equal potentials, or a fraction 
of it in the case of unequal potentials. The value of X at which these values are 
reached is separation H between the plates. The tolerance is a small number 
so the error in the separation estimate can be roughly estimated to be 1, the 
integration stepsize. 
By looking for the values of the potential and the field where the number of 
steps is half of the value at which H is found, their values were also found at the 
miplane at H/2. From these the osmotic pressure is found using Equations (4.35) 
and (4.36). 
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A.2.2 Uncertainties in Separation and Osmotic Pressure 
We saw how the uncertainty A H in the interplate separation is given by the 
integration stepsize: LH 1. The uncertainty in the osmotic pressure can be 
worked out from this considering the pressure is a function of H, as we will show 
in the case of Model II (Section A.4.2). We should note here that the method 
introduced here of evaluating the midplane quantities explained just above causes 
the uncertainty of the midplane quantities (and consequently on the pressure 
which is derived from them) to depend on the separation for small separations. 
This is a small effect compared to the uncertainty in pressure deriving from 
tHl. 
A.3 Checks on Model I Numerics 
Comparison with Analytic Limits 
An easy check on the numerics can be performed by comparing the numerical 
solutions obtained from our algorithm with the analytic limit solutions when the 
constants A or B (defined in Chapter 4) are zero. Such a comparison is shown in 
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Figure A.1: Here we compare the limits A = 0 and B = 0 of the numerical solution with the 
analytical solutions available. 
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We see that in these limiting cases the osmotic pressure curves agree well within 
the experimental error (of the order of the size of a point). 
Comparison with Numerical Solution by Maple 
Another straightforward check of the results is to solve the same differential equa-
tion using an alternative numerical method. Mathematical software such as Maple 
or Mathematica can numerically solve nonlinear ODEs using built in algorithms 
which are the same as what we used. Maple solutions have been checked against 
our numerics and agreement has been found, as expected (we do not show this 
here, but the results are analogous to those shown in Section A.5.1 for the solu-
tions of Model II). 
A.4 Model II Numerics 
Model II of Chapter 5 is more complicated to implement. Recall the equations 
we need to solve are the following: 
d ( 	dW 
dX dX ) 






+ 	 (A.4) = 	
dX1 (1+ AW 2 ) 2  




subject to the boundary conditions: 
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dW 
= —F0 	 (A.5) 
dW 
= 0 	 (A.6) 
dXX=H/2  
dW 	
= 0 	 (A.7) 
= 0 	 (A.8) 
dXX=ff/2  
where all the symbols have been defined in Chapter 5. Making (A.5)—(A.8) into 
an initial value problem (where the value of all unknown function is known at 
X = 0) we write: 
W 0 = Cl  
dW = —F0  
Wx=o = 0 (A. 11) 
dW = G2 (A.12) 
Where Cl and G2 are unknown values which we guess. 
Previously it was sufficient to sweep Cl over a range of values, since this would 
univocally identify a separation H. Now, however, once we have chosen Gi, we 
need to find the value G2 which yields solutions with the same H. The DE 
solving code was suitably modified to perform this task, and is described in the 
next subsection. 
Once the equations are solved, there are derived quantities that we are interested 
in evaluating from their solutions (with the construction of phase diagrams in 
mind). The calculation of these quantities involves numerical integrations, which 
we have implemented using the trapezoidal approximation. 
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A.4.1 Matching Algorithm 
To find the value C2 giving solutions corresponding to the same H, it was required 
that for a given surface potential, Cl, and polymer square—root concentration 
derivative, G2, the solutions have coinciding extrema for the same distance X 
from the surface (the midplane X = H/2). 
The search was implemented by adding a feedback to the DE solver to flag current 
and past information about the solutions when salient features are found (by 
salient feature we mean extrema, inflections or divergent behaviour). Such flags 
are output to the main code where corrective actions can be taken to make G2 
converge towards the successful value (the one giving coincident extrema at the 
midplane). To find coincident extrema, the code looks for the value X at which 
both derivatives W'(X) and T(X) change sign. Fig. A.2 schematically illustrates 
the matching scenario for two different values of the integration step h: 
YA 
( (i=1,2,3 
nz 	I-II.)J 	 I 
Figure A.2: A match is found: V(x) and '(x) have extrema at the same value xi = H/2 (to 
within an integration step h) 
Note that, when plotted or integrated, all functions were evaluated up to the 
midplane value only (the rest of the function is easily determined since it has to 
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obey the symmetry of the problem). The reason for this is that the problenT 
been formulated with a constraint at the midplane. Solutions evaluated beyoii 
the midplane would be inaccurate due to the nonlinearity of the equations: f' 
example, there is no nunriri1 cm•traint to forrc thi- novinr'i 'flCuntrIltioP 
Solutions, Spacing and Osmotic Pressure from a Successful Match 
\Vliuii it 	1ucs1III 111a0 i i !u1iie I 1 LilifeliL \Llltlu ul the uiiplan 	u1ai11  ion Ii 
is evaluated as H12 = X - 1/2 where Xj is the current value of the X at step i au 
h is the size of the integration step. Similarly the midplane potential V(H/2) 
assigned to the current value of V and the same is done for the midplane polviur 
concentration (H/2) = W 2 (H/2) and other quantities of interest. 
With the values of V(H12), (H/2) for a given H, we can evaliii T H 
pressure using Equation (5.44 
By stepping Cl over a range of values we can obtain solutions for different sej-
arations (we don't know the relation between H and Gi, but we know that tI 
lower Cl the larger H). For each parameter set, thus, a range of surface potential 
values was defined, corresponding to a range of separations, which could then 1 
1'11114fl(I to 	iut Ul)l( VUI1i. 
Net Polymer and Salt Concentrations 
ia (:11a1)t(:i ( lion 	Ie iii 	ha1r iwh Ulit 	oI1Li1tI 	lola- lllHl a 
phase at a given Tainellar separation are evaluated from the following integra 1:-a 
OP 	D+6 	
A. I . 
ns = D+SLedX 	 (A.14) 
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The expressions were evaluated numerically using the trapezoidal rule [106]. Writ-
ing the integrals using dimensionless variables and expressing them as twice the 
midplane integrals (for the reasons given in Section A.4.1), we have: 
2J
H/2  
F(X)dX 	(F + F)(X +1 - X) 	(A.15) 
0 	 X;+1<H/2 
where F2 in our case is the numerical value of either I(X) or e_Wi)  at position 
X2  as evaluated from the solution of the differential equations (A.3) and (A.4). 
The subscript to Equation (A.15) indicates that the sum is stopped once the 
midplane 1112 is reached. 
A.4.2 Associated Uncertainties 
We see from Fig. A.2 that the uncertainty of the match depends on the integration 
step: the midplane separation is thus known to within an integration step 1. 
The total separation H between the plates thus has an uncertainty AH - 21, 
associated with it. This uncertainty determines the uncertainties in the midplane 
values of the potential VH/2  and polymer concentration H/2,  as is also evident 
from Fig. A.2. In fact, the uncertainty of any function of H, F(H), depends on 
LIH and can be estimated as: 
	
AF F(H + H) - F(H) = F(H + 21) - F(H) 	(A.16) 
Uncertainty in the Osmotic Pressure 
Knowing the uncertainty in the net osmotic pressure 	introduced by the 
matching algorithm, is of particular interest. It can be evaluated using relation 
(A. 16). However, since our code does not allow to choose specific values of H, 
we can alternatively estimate Hnet  by plotting flnet  with horizontal errorbars 
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of length AH 21, each side of a point. This displays the accuracy with which 
Hnet is known. We can best see this by connecting the "upper" and "lower" 
extremities of the errorbars to define a "tube of uncertainty" around the results 
for H' t (H) (Fig. A.3). 
We see that for LH 	0.006 (corresponding to a typical integration step l 
0.003), AfI is of the order of the data point size. In Section A.6 on the phase 
diagram construction we shall see that the uncertainty introduced in that process 
is always larger than this, so we need not estimate LH each time we plot Ht . 
Uncertainties in Polymer and Salt Concentrations 
We saw in Section A.4.1 how the net polymer concentration and salt concentra-
tions are found using the trapezoidal approximation to an integral. The uncer-
tainties in these quantities are the error associated with replacing the integral 
with a discrete sum of trapezoidal slabs and the error zH accociated with the 
evaluation of the upper integration limit (the separation H). The latter is clearly 
the dominating contribution since it can be estimated as f(H/2)H/2 = 0(1) 
where f(H/2) is the midplane value of the function being integrated. Pictorially 
this uncertainty is a whole slab of thickess LH/2 and height f(H/2) centered on 
the midplane and this is clearly bigger than the net difference in area between 
the function and its trapezoidal approximation. We can thus estimate the error 
in the polymer and salt content of a lamellar phase in the same way as we did 
for the osmotic pressure: we draw a tube of uncertainty around the results for 
Op ( H) and n3 (H) defined by horizontal error bars AH 21 (Fig. A.4). 
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Figure A.3: Plots displaying the magnitude of the uncertainty in the osmotic pressure flnt 
The errorbar size is AH 0.006 for (A) and AH 0.025 for (B). The above curves were 
obtained using the parameters of Table 5.1, except for the reservoir salt concentration and 
,—parameter: here we used c = 0.047 M (A = 14 A) and x = 0.3. 
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Figure A.4: Plots displaying the uncertainty in the rescaled net polymer (C,D) and salt con-
centrations (E,F) as a function of the dimensionless separation H D/\. The errorbar size is 
LIH 0.006 for (C,E) and A H 0.025 for (D,F). The above curves were obtained using the 
same parameters as in Fig. A.3. 
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A.5 Checks on Model II Numerics 
A.5.1 Comparison with Numerical Solution Using Maple 
Another way to check the numerics is to compare solutions with those found using 
maths packages such as Maple. 
Uncoupled Model Vs. Maple for a Fixed H 
Presented in Fig. A.5 is such comparison for the model's solutions for H = 3.88 
(for the same parameters as the previous graphs of this chapter). 
Figure A.5: Comparison between the uncoupled solutions using our numerical routine and 
and that built in MAPLE. Left to right: electrostatic potential and polymer concentration profiles 
between plates. The above curves were obtained using the same parameters as in Fig. A.3. 
The final steps of our numerics have been omitted to reveal the agreement with 
the Maple solution (solid curve). 
Salt and Polymer Concentration Profiles 
Next a useful comparison is provided evaluating the average salt concentrations 
as a function of separation. 
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Fig. A.6 displays the salt concentration profiles as the Poisson—Boltzmann solu-
tion is approached. This limit is then compared with the profile evaluated using 
Maple. 
A.6 Phase Diagram Construction 
As explained in Chapter 6, it is possible to construct phase diagrams of polymer—
doped lamellar phases from our model. Phase coexistence can be found solving 
the equilibrium conditions (6.18) and (6.19) numerically, or using a graphical 
method. Because of the ad hoc nature of our numerical algorithms we chose to 
construct the phase diagrams graphically, using the equal area construction as 
described in Section 6.4.1. 
Below we indicate, in the form of a list, the practical procedure by which the 
phase diagrams were obtained. 
A.6.1 Preliminaries and General Features of the Procedure 
The physical parameters for the phase diagram under study are set to the 
desired values for solution by our numerical code. 
. the control parameter (reservoir polymer concentration 4) is set to an 
arbitrary (reasonable) value, e.g.: 	- 0.1. 
. The range of surface potential guesses and the limits of the integration 
are adjusted to yield the appropriate range of lamellar surface separations 
where the solutions were found for the given parameter set'. 
"Note that adjusting the limits of the integration affects the accuracy of the solutions: not 
all results posess the same accuracy (with 50% variation). This was taken into rough account, 
though, as we shall see the phase diagram production method usually introduced much larger 
uncerainties than the intrinsic numerical errors, which are generally quite small. 
1!] 00, 
A.6. PHASE DIAGRAM CONSTRUCTION 
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Figure A.6: (a) Convergence of our salt expulsion profile on the Poisson—Boltzmann case, as 
2 is made identical to €. (b) Comparison of our code (open circles) when E2 = i with Maple 
(solid line) over a wider range of H. The two independent methods agree well. The above 
curves were obtained using the same parameters as in Table 5.1 except here i = 0.15enm 2 , 
= 0.01 N1 (.\ = 30 A), b = 0.3, 6 = 40 A. N.B.: The missing labels on the figures: c (vertical) 
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• The polymer content of the phase Op is changed using the control parameter 
r• The resulting "phase determining" quantities (net pressure 11net  and 
polymer content q5,,,) are plotted for different values of ' 
. the entire procedure is repeated for the numerics of the uncoupled model. 
Here the surface potential range and limit adjustment is easier, since the 
coupled case can be used as a benchmark. 
A.6.2 Phase Diagrams 
In Chapters 5 and 6 we saw how the osmotic interaction between charged lamel-
lae indicates two possible types of phase behaviour: one bound lamellar phase 
coexisting with a reservoir solution (ll ej = 0) and two bound lamellar phases 
of different spacing coexisting with each other ('1zet > 0). The determination of 
coexistence is slightly different for the two cases, as we shall describe in the fol-
lowing. The first step is to identify what kind of equilibrium we are "observing". 
The osmotic pressure curve is usually sufficient to tell, but for ambigous cases, 
we can use free energy density vs. lamellar volume fraction or lamellar chemical 
potential vs. pressure as tools for distinguishing the behaviour (see Chapter 6). 
Lc, - L i,, equilibria 
• The equal area construction was performed on the osmotic pressure curve for 
each of the curves obtained as described above (Fig. A.8c). The horizontal 
line defining the equlibrium pressure and equal areas was obtained "by eye" 
judgement using moving crosshair ruler of the graphing software Gnuplot 
up and down until we were satisfied that areas were equal. Where the 
chemical potential was found with sufficient accuracy (see Section A.4.2), 
plotting the chemical potential versus the osmotic pressure and looking 
for the characteristic self—intersection shown in Fig. A.7 provided with an 
alternative estimate of the area equalities. We found this to be useful for 
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large areas, but in most other cases the "by eye" technique proved more 
accurate. 
• An uncertainty was associated with the equal area estimation yielding a 
corresponding uncertainty in the equilibrium pressure (Fig. A.8c). 
• The values of the lamellar separations and their uncertainties were found 
from the intersection between the 11* ± LH* lines and the osmotic pressure 
curve (Fig. A.8c). These were noted down and converted into bilayer 
volume fractions. 
• The uncertainty in the separations had two contributions: the numerical 
uncertainty mentioned in Section A.4.2 and that introduced by the "by 
eye" method. Usually the latter was dominant (see Fig. A.8c), but when 
our method was accurate enough, the numerical uncerainty LH 21 was 
used as the uncertainty for the equilibrium separations. 
• From the separations and their uncertainties, the corresponding equilibrium 
polymer and salt concetrations and uncertainties were obtained, also by 
intersection (Fig. A.8a). 
Lc. - L 1 Equilibria 
• Here no equal are construction is necessary, the equilibrium pressure is zero 
(for the reasons explained in Chapter 6), and only one bound phase exists 
in equilibrium with a solution of polymers and salt (the reservoir). 
• The equilibrium lamellar separation is found by looking for the separation 
at which the pressure intersects the zero axis, the uncertainties are found 
as explained for the Lc. - L case (Fig. A.9c). The coexisting phase is 
approximated as one of infinite separation (null bilayer volume fraction) as 
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ri 
Figure A.7: The equilibirium pressure fl*  found from the self intersection of the chemical po-
tential plotted againt osmotic pressure (parametric plot). 
• The equilibrium polymer and salt concentrations and uncertainties were 
also found by intersection as for the L c. - L c. case. The coexisting phase 
has the reservoir polymer and salt concentration. In the case shown in Fig. 
A.9a, the bound lamellar phase contains no polymer, so we show only the 
intersection construction for the salt. 
A.7 Improvements 
We are aware of the limitations of the custom methods used to generate our 
numerics and phase diagrams. The method of phase diagram generation, in 
particular, is not very efficient. Were we given a chance to do it all again, we would 
probably use conventional methods for the solution of our differential equations 
and save our "programming creativity" for the development of an automated 
implementation of the method used in the phase diagram construction. 
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Figure A.8: Determination of equilibrium spacings, salt and polymer concentrations, and as-
sociated errors, for lamellar—lamellar coexistence (middle figure). A horizontal line defines 
the equal area construction on H and the associated uncertainties, as discussed in the text 
(bottom figure). From these we can read off the equilibium separations H1 and H2 and the 
consequent uncertainties. Tracing lines from these separations and through the limits defined 
by their uncertainties, we can determine the polymer and salt concentrations and the errors 
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Figure A.9: Determination of equilibrium spacings, salt and polymer concentrations, and as-
sociated errors, for lamellar—isotropic coexistence (middle figure). The equilibrium lamellar 
spacing is found by looking for the intersection of the H profile with the x axis (bottom figure), 
as discussed in the text. Tracing lines from this separations and through the limits defined by its 
uncertainties, we can determine the polymer and salt concentrations and the errors associated 
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